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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigations No·s. 731-TA-292 through 296 (Preliminary)
CERTAIN WELDED CARBON STEEL PIPES AND TUBES
FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, THE PHILIPPINES,· AND SINGAPORE

Determinations
On the basis of the record !/ developed in the subject investigations,
the Commission determines,

purs~ant

to section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of

1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)), that there is a reasonable

in~ication

that an

1ndustry in the United States is materially injured by reason of imports of
the following welded carbon steel pipes and tubes which are alleged to be
sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV):
Standard pipes and tubes ll from the People's Republic of
China (China), the Philippines, and Singapore (investigations
Nos. 731-TA-292 through 294 (Preliminary)) 1/
Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes 4/ from Singapore
(investigation No. 731-TA-·296 (Preliminary)) ?_/
The Commission further determines, on the basis of the record developed
in investigation No. 731-TA-295 (Preliminary), pursuant to section 733(a) of
!/The record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)).
ll For purposes of these investigations, the term "standard pipes and tubes"
covers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of circular cross section, 0.375
inch or more but not over 16 inches in outside diameter, provided for in items
610.3231, 610.3234, 610.3241, 610.3242, 610.3243, 610.3252, 610.3254,
6i0.3256, 610.32~8, and 610.4925 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States
(Annotated) (TSUSA).
11 Chairwoman Stern and.Vice Chairman Liebeler find that there is a
reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is threatened with
material injury by reason of imports of standard pipes and tubes from China,
the Philippines, and Singapore.
11 For purposes of this investigation, the term "light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes" covers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of rectangular
(including square) cross section, having a wall thickness less than 0.156
inch, provided for in item 610.4928 of the TSUSA.
~I Vice Chairman Liebeler dissents.
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the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)), that there is no reasonable
indication that an industry in the United States is materially injured or
threatened with material injury, or that the establishment of an industry in
the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports from Singapore
of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes !/ which are alleged to be sold in
the United States at LTFV.

it

Background
On November 13, 1985, petitions were filed with the Commission and the
Department of Commerce by counsel for the Committee on Pipe & Tube Imports,
alleging that an industry in the United States is materially injured or
threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV imports of certain welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes from China, the Philippines, and Singapore.
Accordingly, effective November 13, 1985, the Commission instituted
preliminary antidumping investigations·Nos. 731-TA-292 through 296
(Preliminary).
Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigations and of a
public conference to be held in connection therewith was given by posting
copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of November 20, 1985 (50 F.R. 47851).

The conference was held in

Washington, DC, on December 6, 1985, and all persons who requested the
opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by-counsel.

!/ For purposes of this investigation, the term "heavy-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes"· covers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes- of rectangular.
(including square) cross section, having a wall thickness not less than 0.156
inch, provided for in item 610.3955_of the TSUSA.
~/ Commissioners Eckes and Lodwick dissenting.
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VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
We determine that there is a reasonable indication that an industry in
the United States is materially injured by reason of imports of standard pipes
and tubes from the People's Republic of China, the Philippines, and Singapore,
which are allegedly sold at less than fair value (LTFV). !I
determine

~hat

We further

there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the United

States is materially injured by reason of imports of light-walled rectangular
.

2/

pipes and tubes from Singapore which are allegedly sold at LTFV. -

We

finally determine that there is no reasonable indication that an industry in
the United States is materially injured, threatened with material injury, or
that the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially
retarded by reason of imports of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from
31 4/

·Singapore, which are allegedly sold at LTFV. -

-

We base each of our determinations regarding standard pipes and tubes
(standard pipe) and light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes CL-WR) on the
CUllUJlative impact of the allegedly LTFV imports.

Although none of these

investigations present a strong showing of material.injury by reason of the
cumulative effect of the imports, we conclude, based on the best information
now available, that there is a reasonable indication of material injury.
In the case of standard pipe, the condition of the domestic industry
remains depressed and the industry has experienced downturns in several key

!I Chairwoman Stern and Vice Chairman Liebeler determine that there is a
reasonable indication of threat of material injury by reason of the subject
allegedly LTFV imports.
i1 Vice Chairman Liebeler dissents. See her Additional and Dissenting
Views, infra.
~I Conunissioners Eckes and Lodwick dissent.
See their Dissenting Views,
infra.
!I Material retardation of an industry is not an issue in any of the present
investigations and will not be discussed further.

indicators, including shipments, employment, and net sales during 1985.

Since

the imports appear to be fungible and meet all the criteria for cumulation, we
have considered their cumulative impact (with· other imports of standard pipe
under investigation) on the domestic industry and· concluded that their
increased market share and evidence of ~nd~rs~lling_2' during a ~eriod of
declining domestic prices demonstrate a reasonable indication of material
injury by reason of the subject imports. ~/
The domestic L-WR industry, which was experiencing problems in 1984, has
declined in 1985 in terms of the principal economic indicators.

The imports

from Singapore appear to be fungible with and compete with those

(also under investigation) and the domestic like product.

Domestic producers'

prices have declined and the limited data available indicate that the imports
undersell the domestic product.
With regard to heavy-walled rectangular pipe and tube CH-WR), we conclude
that the domestic industry is suffering some economic difficulty.

Because

there is no significant competition between H-WR imports from Singapore and
H-WR imports from Canada, cumulation is not appropriate and .we have considered
the impact of the H-WR imports from Singapore alone.

Any injury being

experienced by the domestic industry is not by reason of the allegedly LTFV
imports from Singapore due to their exceedingly small market share and the
·
·
·
d epression,
·
and lost sales. ll
suppression,
price
l ac k o f price

Moreover,

the record is devoid of any information that suggests the possibility of
threat of injury by reason of the Singaporean H-WR imports.
51 See footnote 47, infra.

See footnote 1, supra.
II See footnote 75, infra.
~I
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I.

THE LIKE PRODUCTS AND THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRIES. !I
Three imported products are the subjects of the petitions in these'

investigations:

standard circular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes, 0.375

inch or more but not over 16.0 inches in outside diameter (standard pipe);.
heavy-walled rectangular welded carbon steel tubing, having a wall thickness
of 0.156 inch or greater, in rectangles from 3 x 2 inches to 2o x 12 inches
and from 2 to 16 inch squares CH-WR); and light-walled rectangular welded
carbon steel tubing, having a wall thickness of less than 0.156 inch, in
rectangles ranging from 0.375 x 0.625 inch to 4 x 8 inches and from 0.375 inch
to 6 inch squares (L-WR).
9/

We have investigated standard pipe on various prior occasions, -

and,

in the most recent of those investigations, we determined that the domestic
product like imported standard pipe is domestically produced standard pipe up
to 16 inches outside diameter, and that the domestic industry comprised the
domestic producers of standar4 pipe.

10/
~

In the present investigations, no

new information has been uncovered, petitioners urge no change in these ·

!I The term "industry" is defined as "the domestic producers as a whole of
the like product, or those producers whose collective output of the like
product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of
that product." 19 u.s.c. S 1677(4)(A). The term "like product" is defined as
"a product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in
characteristics and uses with,· the article subject to an investigation." 19
u.s.c. § 1677(10). The article subject to investigation is defined by the
Department of Commerce (Conunerce).
!I Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from India, Taiwan, Turkey,
and Yugoslavia, lnvs. Nos. 701-TA-251-253 (Preliminary) and lnvs; Nos.
731-TA-271-274 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1742 (Aug. 1985) (hereafter cited
"India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia") at 7, note 6, and cases cited therein.
10/ India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra; Certain Welded Carbon Steel
Pipes and Tubes from Thailand and Venezuela, Inv. No. 701-TA-242 (Preliminary)
and lnvs. Nos. 731-TA-252-253 (Preliminary), US ITC Pub. 1680 at 6-.9 (April
1985) (hereafter cited "Thailand and Venezuela").
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11/
terminations,
and the parties in opposition took no position on these
121
questions.
We, therefore, conclude that the like product is standard
pipe up to 16 inches outside diameter and that the industry consists of the
domestic producers of the like product.
We have also recently investigated H-WR and concluded that the like
product consists of domestically produced H-WR and that the industry consists
13/
of the domestic producers of H-WR. ~

Here again, no new information has

been uncovered, petitioners urge adoption of the prior Commission definitions,
and the parties in opposition have taken no position.

Bo new information has

come to our attention that would suggest that different definitions are
appropriate and, therefore, in these

invest~gations

we adhere to our prior

definitions of the like product and the domestic industry.·
The Commission has also investigated

L~WR

on prior occasions, finding

that domestically produced L-WR is like imported L-WR and that the industry
consists of the domestic producers of L-WR.

141

Bo new information has been

uncovered, petitioners urge adoption of the prior Commission definitions, and
the parties in opposition have taken no position.

Therefore, we again adhere

to our prior definitions of the like product and the domestic industry.

11/ Conference transcript (Tr.) at 44.
12/ Id. at 72.
13/ Heavy-Walled Rectangular Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Canada,
Inv. Bo. 731-TA-254 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1691 at 4 (Kay 1985) (Canada);
Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan, Invs. Bos. 731-TA-131-132 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1389 at 8 (1983)
(Korea and Taiwan).
14/ Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan and Venezuela,
Invs. Bos. 731-TA-211-212 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1639 at 7 (Feb. 1985)
(Taiwan and Venezuela); Korea and Taiwan, supra, at 8-9.
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II.

STANDARD PIPE.
A.

Condition of the Domestic Standard Pipe Industry.

151

In making a determination regarding material injury, the Commission
considers, among other factors, the trends in production, capacity
utilization, sales, market share, employment, wages, .,and profitability of the
. 1n
. dustry. -16/
domest1c

In these investigations, the Commission considered

the information available for the period January.1982-June 1985.
As noted above, the Commission has considered the standard pipe industry
in several recent preliminary investigations in which we found that there was
17/

a reasonable indication of material injury. -

As we noted most recently

in investigations involving imports of standard pipe from India, Taiwan,
Turkey, and Yugoslavia, the domestic standard pipe industry suffered serious
setbacks in 1982 in terms of most significant economic indicators.

181

In ·

those investigations, we found that while there had been .·some improvement, the
performance of the domestic industry remained weak in 1985.
In the present investigations, the available data ree:onfirm those.
findings.

Although apparent domestic consumption

stable when
. 19/
January-June 1984 is ·compared to the corresponding period in 1985;. -.· the
~emained

·..,.

performance of the

dom~stic

industry deteriorated.

•

I

I

U.S. producers' shipments,

capacity utilization, employment, and net sales declined from.levels that were
20/
already depressed. -

Comparing the same two periods, ·standard pipe
.... .
~

15/ Kuch of the information in these investigations regarding the·condition
of the domestic industry and regarding the imports is confidential· and,
therefore, can be discussed only in general terms.
16/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
17/ See footnote 10, supra.
18/ India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra, at 9.
19/ Report of the Commission (Report) at Table I-3.
201 Id. at Tables I-3-I-6.

8

operations continued to generate operating losses, even though the amount of
losses decreased.

The number of firms reporting operating losses doubled from

21/

two to four. -

Accordingly, we conclude that there is a reasonable indication that the
•
d omest1c

•
i ndustry 1s
. mater1a
. 11 y 1nJure
. .
d . -221 231
stand ard pipe

B. CUmulation of Standard Pipe Imports.
These standard pipe investigations involve allegedly LTFV imports from
the People's Republic of China, the Philippines, and Singapore.

We recently·

concluded preliminary investigations regarding allegedly LTFV imports of
21/ Id. at Table 1-6.
22/ Chairwoman stern does not believe it necessary or desirable to make a
det~rmination on the question of material injury separate from the
consideration of causation. She joins her colleagues by conciuding that the
domestic industry is experiencing economic problems. For a full discussion of
this issue, !.!!t Photo Albums and Photo Album Filler Pages from Hong Kong and
the Republic of Korea, lnvs. Hos. 731-TA-240-241, USITC Pub. 1784 at 7~ note
19 (Dec. 1985). Chairwoman Stern reads American Spring Wire Corp. v. United
States, 590 F. supp. 1273, 1276 (CIT 1984), aff'd sub nom.", Armco, Inc·. v.
United States, 760 F.2d 249 (Fed. Cir. 1985), as holding that the approach of
the Commission majority is permissible but not required under the statute.
23/ Commissioner Eckes believes that the Conunission is to make a finding
regarding the question of material injury in each investigation. The U.S.
Court of International Trade recently held that:
·
Tlie Commission must make an affirmative determination only
when it finds both (1) present material injury (or threat
to or material retardation of the establishment of an
industry) and (2) that the material injury is 'by reason
of' the subject imports. Relief may not be granted when
the domestic industry is suffering material injury but not
by reason of unfairly traded imports. Nor may relief be
granted when there is no material injury, regardless of the
presence of dumped or subsidized imports of the product
under investigation. In the latter circumstance, the
presence of dumped or subsidized imports is irrelevant,
because only one of the necessary criteria has been met,
and any analysis of causation would thus be superfluous.
American Spring Wire Corp. v. United States, 590 F. Supp. 127j, 1276 (CIT
1984), aff'd sub nom., Armco, Inc. v. United States, 760 F.2d 249 (Fed. Cir.
1985).

9

standard pipe from India, Turkey, Yugoslavia,

241

-and ThaUand.

251 261

Accordingly, we must determine whether it is appropriate to cumulatively
assess the impact of these imports on the domestic ·industry.
Section 612(a){2)(A) of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 amended title
VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 by the enactment of a new subsection pertaining
to cumulation:

(iv) CUKULATION.--For purposes of clauses Ci) and
the Commission shall cumulatively assess the volume
and effect of imports from two or more countries of like·
products subject to investigation if such products compete
with each other and with the like products of the domesti'c
industry in the United States market. 27/

.(ii),

The subject imports must satisfy three criteria before cumulation is
warranted.

They must (1) compete with other imi)orts and with the domestic

. 24/ India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra.
251 Thailand and Venezuela, supra.
26/ Commissioner Rohr notes that the Commission's affirmative determinations
in the India, Turkey, Yugoslavia, and Thailand cases also involved imports
from Venezuela which are no longer subject to investigation. The effect of·
this situation on cumulation and on the analysis of cumulated imports was not
discussed by the parties in these preliminary investigations. Commissioner
Rohr expects this issue to be fully explored by the parties should this matter
return to the Commission for a final investigation.
271 Pub. L. 98-573, § 612(a){2)(A), to be codified at 19 u.s;c.
§ 1677(7)(C)(vi).

10
like product, (2) be marketed within a reasonably coincident time period, and
(3) be subject to investigation. 281 291 JO/
In prior investigations, we treated standard pipe as a fungible
conunodity.

31/

~

No party has disputed that here.

National Metals & Minerals

I~ort

However, the China

& Export Corp. (Minmetals) (the sole Chinese

exporter of standard pipe) asserts. that cumulation of the Chinese exports is
not appropriate here, due to alleged quality defects.

321

Minmetals states

~~~~~~~~~~·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

28 /Id.; H.R. Rep. No. 1156, 98th Cong., 2nd Sess. 173 (1984). ·
29/ In determining whether the impcrtsd products compete with each other and
with the domestic like product in the U.S. market and whether the marketing of
imports is reasonably c~incident, we have considered the .following factors:
1 •. The,deg~ee of fungibility between imports from
dlf f erent countries and between imports. and the domestic
like product, incl~ding consideration of specific customer
requirements and other quality-related questions;
2. The presence of sales or offers to sell in the
same geographic markets of imports from different countries
and the domestic ~ike product;
3. The existence of common or similar channels of
distribution of imports from 'different countries and the
domestic like product;
4. Whether the prices of impo.rts .and the domestic
like product are within a reasonable range; and
5. Whether the imports are simultaneously present in
the market.
India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra, at 12, note 28, and cases cited
therein.
30/ Steel Tubes of Singapore (STS), the Singapore party in opposition to the
petition, has argued that the Conuniss.ion may cumulate only those imports that
are subject to preliminary investigation. STS postconference brief at 4-7.
We disagree. The statute provides for cumulation of imports ..under
investigation ... Moreover, the argument would have us disregard the impact of
imports during the time they are unfairly traded if they are then subject to
final investigation. The Commission, of course, does not consider the impact
of imports during the time that.the imports are fairly traded or the
equivalent of fairly traded. ·
31/ India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra; Thailand and. Venezuela,
supra.
32/ Minmetals postconference brief at 3.

•ll

that its ...small shipments to the U.S. market·have-.not been equivalent to U.S.
341
.• he d.1n o.rder. t'o b e reso ld . .. -331 -·
standards and h ave'ha d t o be re f 1n1s
These statements are borne out by the'information·gathered during the
investigation, to the extent that a large ;·share .of Chinese"pipe had to be
regalvanized after importation or had to be sold as substandard goods.
However, not all Chinese pipe was substandard.

351

Moreover, we received no

(

information about the price

differe~tials

between substandard and regular

quality pipe and no information regarding the costs of regalvanizing.
Accordingly, we believe that we have insufficient information on which to
':

·.

conclude that there is no

compet~~ion

between the Chinese imports and other

..

imports and between the Chinese imports and the domestic like product on the
. '
.
. 36/
basis of product quality. .,.,
In addition, the information of record is that the imports all compete
,·

· ..

within the same geographic areas.
disputed

petitioners'.~ssertions

371

381

Ho party to these investigations has
that the imports compete for the same

customers and that they utilize the same or similar channels of distribution .
. .· ..:

: .

We found in prior investigations that some customers who purchase from service
centers/distributors are unaware of the origin of. the pipe they purchase.

391

33/ Id.
34/ Representatives of the domestic industry conceded at the conference that
poor quality products d·o not compete. with domestic p·roduction. Tr. at 52-54.
35/ Report at I-13.
36/ Should therebe a :final investigation regarding standard pipe from China,
we will expect the parties to explore this issue in greater detail.
37/ Repor.t at Table,1-15.
38/ See India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra, at 13.
39/ Id. at 12-13.

12
The imports are simultaneously present in the market

_40/

and they appear to

sell within a reasonable price range . .1.l/
·Accordingly, we have cumulated imports from the People's Republic of
China, the Philippines, Singapore, India, Turkey,. Yugoslavia, and Thailand.
C.

Impact of the Allegedly LTFV Standard Pipe Imports.

The.total cumulated imports increased from 5,443 tons during January-June
1984 to 34,652 tons in January-June 1985.

421

As. a percentage of apparent

domestic consumption, the cumulated imports accounted for iess than half of
on~

percent of apparent domestic consumption during January-June 1984 and

almost three percent for
duri~g

months.

Ja~uary-June

1985.

43/

~

Imports increased sharply

July-October of this year, amounting to 61,632 tons during the four
44/

~

Although we do not have comparative domestic consumption data,

there is little doubt that the cumulated imports represent ·a significantly
greater share of consumption during that period when compared to prior periods.
Finally, we have gathered price data for three products.

Domestic

prQducers' prices for each of the three products peaked in 1984 and, without
exception, prices for all three products have declined in each quarter since
the fourth quarter of 1984.

451

These declining prices appear to result, at

least in part, from the standard pipe subject to these three investigations,
40/ Report at Table 1-8. ·
41/ Id. at Table I-12; India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra; ·Thailand
and Venezuela, supra.
42/ Report at Table 1-8; India 0 Taiwan, ·Turkey, .and Yugoslavia, supra, at
Table 15.
43/ Report at Tables I-3 and I-8; India, Taiwan, Turkey, and' Yugoslavia·,
supra.
44/ See Report at Tables I-8 and I-10; India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia,
supra.
45/ Report at Table I-11.

13
which undersold the corresponding domestic standard pipe product in each
·quarter for which data are available.

461

The margins of underselling are

.
'f'1can t . -47/
sign1

Accordingly, we determine that there is a reasonable indication that the
domestic industry is materially injured by reason of the cumulated LTFV
.
.
imports
o f standar d pipe.
-48/

II.

HEAVY-WALLED RECTANGULAR TUBING.
A.

Condition of the Domestic H-WR Industry.

We most recently considered the condition of the H-WR industry in Hay
1985 in an investigation regarding allegedly LTFV imports from Canada.

491

In that investigation, we observed:
U.S. consumption of the product increased 61 percent
from 1982-84, and then decreased 5 percent in the first
quarter of 1985. Similarly, several domestic industry
performance indicators--production, capacity utilization,
shipments, sales, and employment--increased between 1982
and 1984; all but sales declined in January-March 1985. It
should be noted that the data showing improved performance
46/ Id. at Table I-12.
47/ Vice Chairman Liebeler does not believe evidence of "underselling" is
probative on the issue of causation. See.Certain Table Wine from the Federal
Republic of Germany, France, and Italy, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-258~260
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1771 at 36-38 (Oct. 1985) (Additional Views of Vice
Chairman Liebeler) .
. 48/ Chairwoman Stern and Vice Chairman Liebeler find ot\ly that there is a
reasonable indication of threat of material injury by reason of the cumulative
impact of the allegedly LTFV imports. The information in these investigations
indicates that the import penetration ratio for the subject imports for the
most recent quarter, assuming that domestic consumption has remained stable,
may be as high as 8 or 9 percent, up from less th~n 3 percent for the first ·
two quarters of 1985. There is no evidence before the Commission that this
increase is an abnormal, short-term phenomenon. The information of record
further indicates that there is unused productive capacity for standard pipe
that may be used to generate exports to the United States.
49/ Canada, supra.

14
through 1982-84 represent a relative gain for an industry
which was in a depressed condition in 1982. Significantly,
the domestic industry's market share decreased throughout
this period. 50/
For the present investigation, we have obtained data for calendar years
1982-84 and for the periods January-September 1984 and January-September
1985.

When we compare the data for interim 1984 and 1985, we note some small

improvement in the condition of the domestic industry, but not sufficient
improvement to conclude that there is no reasonable indication of material
injury.
Shipments, production, and capacity utilization.all increased slightly
.

51/

from January-September 1984 to January-September 1985. -.utilization, however, remained at low levels.

Capacity

Employment and hours worked

declined from interim 1984 to interim 1985, although hourly wages and total
compensation per hour
53/
the same period. --

incre~~ed

.

521

slightly. --

Net sales decreased during

The financial data reveal that the profitability of the domestic industry
has improved slightly during the first nine months of 1985.

541

The overall

financial picture of the industry, however, remains generally weak and three
firms that provided usable financial data reported operating losses for
1985. ~~./
Therefore, although_there have been improvements in some of the indicia
of the condition of.the industry since we last examined it, the overall
501 Id. at 5, footnotes omitted.

51/ Report
521 Id. at
53/ Id. at
54/ Id. at
551 Id.

at Tables II-2-II-3.
Tables II-5-II-6 and p. II-9.
II-10.
Table II-7.

15
picture is of an industry that remains in a depressed condition.

We conclude

that there is a reasonable indication that the industry is suffering material
. .
56/ 57/
1nJury. B.

cumulation of Heavy-Walled Rectangular Tubing.

581

In the present investigation, petitioners urge the Conunission to cumulate
.
59/ 60/
H-WR imports from Singapore with H-WR imports from Canada, and
.
. 61/
Steel Tubes of Singapore (STS) opposes such cumulation. There are only
two arguments in opposition to cumulation in this investigation, and we deal
with them in turn.
First, STS argues that we should not cumulate H-WR from Singapore with
H-WR from Canada because imports from a small source (Singapore) should not be
cumulated with imports from a large source (Canada).

621

STS argues,

primarily on the basis of the legislative history, 631 that Congress
intended for the CommisSion to cumulate only smal_l sources.

We disagree

because the three criteria for cumulation require us to examine the facts and
realities

rega~ding

the interactions of the products in the market.

Nothing

in either the statute or the legislative history suggests that Congress did
56/ See footnote 22, supra.
571 See footnote 23, supra.
58/ Conunissioner Eckes and Conunissioner Lodwick do not join in the rest of
this opinion· on H-WR. ·see their Dissenting Views, infra.
59/ Petition at 44-46.
·
60/ Although Conunerce issued a preliminary negative determination regarding
H-WR from Canada, 50 F.R~ 37706 (Sept. 17, 1985), it recently issued an
'affirmative final determination. 50 F.R. 48238 (Nov. 22, 1985). Therefore,
the Conunission is currently conducting a final investigation regarding H-WR
from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-254 (Final) to be concluded by Feb. 4, 1986.
61/ STS postconference· brief at 9-12.
62/ Id.
63/ H.R. Rep. No. 1156, 98th Cong., 2nd Sess. 173 (1984).

16
not intend this type of analysis when one of the importers is much larger than
64/ 65/
another. During the conference, the question of the competition between the
Singaporean and the Canadian imports was raised. ·The available data show that
the Singaporean iinports are concentrated in the West Coast-and Gulf-coast
regions, while the Canadian imports are concentrated in the Great Lakes
region.

661

importation.

In general, the imports are consumed close to the ports of
At the conference, petitioners' witness stated.that "[m]ost of

what is coming in from Canada through the Great Lakes area is staying in the
. 67/
-

Midwes~. ~.·

The concentration of imports near the ports of entry is confirmed

~y

the

domestic freight rates that make the transport of these commodities far beyond
their port of entry (in the Singaporean case) or their point of manufacture
(in the Canadian case) highly unlikely unless there are special factors

64/ STS premises its argument on the assertion that when there is a large
presence (Canada) in the market, the small player does not have the market
leverage to cause a "hammering" effect on the industry and any iiljury will be
eradicated if the large source is restrained. STS postconference brief at
10. We find the argument unpersuasive because the premises underlying it are
unsound. It is simply not true that a small participant in a market--or even
a new entrant in a market--is necessarily a price-taker. Frequently, in fact,
the opposite is true. The small producer, or the new entrant, in order to
enter into a market or to increase its share of that market, may very well be
the price leader.
65/ Vice Chairman Liebeler does not join with her colleagues in rejecting
this argument. She notes that there is no reason to consider it because the
Commission has decided not to cumulate on other grounds.
66/ Report at II-16. Forty-six percent of the Singaporean product entered
through Los Angeles and 43 percent entered through Houston, with minor amounts
entering elsewhere. Id. The Canadian imports, however, show no entries at
either Los Angeles or Houston. Id.
lil Tr. at 64.

17
present.

68/ 69/

While some Canadian H-WR is shipped ·to the West Coast,-· the

amount is small, and a Canadian importer has stated·that it provides a
range of products than is available from Singapore.

701

gre~ter

We have no

information that any Canadian product reaches the· Houston area.
Accordingly, there is only a very small amount of the Canadian product
that enters the same U.S. market as the Singaporean product.· Moreover,
because of the relatively small quantity of the Canadian product in the West
Coast markets and because it exceeds the size availabilities of the
Singaporean imports, we conclude that Singaporean H-WR does not compete with
Canadian H-WR in any meaningful sense.

Accordingly, one of the criteria for

cumulation is not met and cumulation is inappropriate.

We consider only the

impact of imports from Singapore.

c. No Material Injury by Reason of the Allegedly LTFV Heavy-Walled
Rectangular Imports.
Imports from Singapore first entered the U.S. market during the last
quarter of 1984

71/

~

and, through the first nine months of 1985, have

68/ See Report at II-18-II-19, setting forth the Chicago-Los Angeles freight
rate per ton. Freight can account for a high percentage of the total price
per ton when shipped from Chicago to the West Coast. Id. At the conference,
petitioners testified that the most recent Chicago-Los Angeles truck rate is
about $3.80 per hundredweight (i.e., $76 per ton) and the most recent
Chicago-Los Angeles rail rate is $1.80 per hundredweight (i.e., $36 per ton).
Tr. at 65.
.
69/ Commissioner Rohr also notes that in addition to the small quantities of
the Canadian product which appear to be shipped overland from Canada to the
West Coast through the Midwest, small amounts of the Singaporean product· and
the Canadian product have entered the Pacific Northwest, less than 200 tons
annually, and some 20 tons of the Singaporean product reportedly entered an
East Coast port. Commissioner Rohr concludes that this minimal overlap does
not constitute the competition referred to in 19 u.s.c. §1677(7)(C)(vi) and
does not justify the cumulation of Singaporean and Canadian product.
701 Staff notes of Dec. 19, 1985.
71/ Report at Table II-·9.

18
accounted for less than one percent of apparent domestic consumption.

721

During January-September 1985, imports from Singapore accounted for only 4,158
tons when total domestic consumption totalled 547,618 tons.

731

The total

of Singaporean imports during this period is less than half the increase in
domestic consumption during the same period.

741

In addition, while there were some margins of underselling, those lower
751

prices have had no discernible impact on domestic producers. -

No

domestic producer alleged any instances of sales lost to H-WR merchandise from
S.1ngapore

761

~

and no d omes ti c pro ducer a 11 eged any i ns t ance i n whi ch it was

forced to lower its price in order to obtain a sale in light of competition
from Singaporean H-WR. -771
We, therefore, conclude that there is no reasonable indication of
material injury by reason of the allegedly LTFV imports of standard pipe from
Singapore.

D. No Threat of Material Injury by Reason of the Allegedly LTFV
Heavy-Walled Rectangular Impor~!!..:_
The "threat of material injury" standard "[i)s intended to permit import
relief under the . . . antidumping laws before actual material injury
78/
occurs." --

Section 612(a)(2)(b) of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984

amended title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 by adding a new subparagraph,
Id. at Table II-10.
73/ Id. at Tables II-1 and II-9.
74/ Id. at Table II-1.
751 Although Vice Chairman Lieb~ler does not regard evidence of underselling
to be probative on.the issue of causation, she agrees with the conclusion that
imports of H-WR have had no discernible impact on domestic producers.
1!/ Vice Chairman Liebeler does not consider allegations of lost sales, or
even confirmed lost sales, to be probative on the issue of causation.
11.I Report at II-19.
78/ S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 89 (1979); H.R. Rep. No. 317, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess. 47 (1979).
~/

>
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§ 771( 7)(F), which lists a series of factors which .. [t]he Commission shall

consider, among other relevant economic f.actors" in making a determination of
threat of material injury.

The factors set forth in the Act are generally

those which the Commission has traditionally considered in making
determinations regarding threat of material

injury~

.In

ad~ition,

the Act

provides that a determination of material injury-[s]hall be made on the basis of evi.dence that the threat of
material injury is real and that actual injury is
imminent. such a determination may ~ot be made on the
basis of mere conjecture or speculation. 79/ ·
In this investigation, our consideration of the statutory factors leads
inexorably to the conclusion that the record does not provide us with

a

reasonable indication that a threat of materiai injury is real or that actual
injury is. imminent.
Singapore is a recent entrant in the U.S. H-WR market, and petitioners
assert that Singaporean imports will accelerate

an~

will enter the United

States at declining prices, thus posing a threat of material injury.

They

argue that there is currently an economic downturn in Singapore .that could
80/
cause increased exports to the United States. --- We find the argument to
be speculative and conjectural, particularly since it was not substantiated l>y
any information regarding
utilization, third country

~ingaporean
marke~s,

H-WR productive

capacit~,

.capacity

or any other factor relating to the future

79/ Section 612(a)(2)(b)(ii), Pub. L. 98-573 (Oct. 30, 1984), to be codified
at 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F).
80/ Petition at 35-38 and e~hiblts 13 and 16. The exhibits are articles that
concern the general condition of the Singaporean e~onomy, one of which
includes a reference to construction industry. The articles are inconsistent
in their predictions for the Singaporean economy in the foreseeable future.
Neither article contains any reference to steel pipes and tubes or to the
steel industry in general.

20

course of the Singaporean industry and its ability and incentives· to direct
exports of the subject product to the United States.· Although, at the
conference, Conunission· staff requested petitioners to provide information
.
regar di ng this

811

argument,~

•
d' i." d they provide
they did not do so. . ·Neither

the Conunission with any explanation why they could not do so.

821

Not only are petitioners' arguments speculative, but they are also
contradicted by the information independently gathered in the investigation.
The industry in Singapore is operating at high levels of capacity
'util1°zat1'on.

831

third countries.

Moreover, STS h as l ong~ t erm contractua l requ i rements to
841 851

Accordingly, we conclude that there is no reasonable indication of threat
.
. j
86/
o f material
1n
ury. ~

81/ Tr. at 44-45.
82/ Petitioners also argue that Singaporean H-WR will be exported to the
United States as other Asian countries export "cheap" H-WR to Singapore.
Petition at 36. They also argue that Japanese firms, which allegedly hold a
financial interest in the Singaporean industry, will atteinpt to evade the
voluntary restraint agreement regarding, inter alia, Japanese tube by shifting
their source of exports to Singapore. These.arguments--relying as they do on
the intentions of third country producers not present in this
investigation--are simply far too speculative to support an affirmative·
finding.
83/ Report at a-8-9; STS postconference brief at app. p. 2 .
. 84/ STS postconference brief at app. pp. 2-3.
851 Conunissioner Rohr concludes that there is no information to support
petitioners' allegations and the information which the Conunission has gathered
indicates the lack of any likelihood that Singaporean imports will
significantly increase their presence in the U.S. market.
,.
86/ We note that the situation present here does not resemble.the situation
in Thailand and Venezuela, ·supra, in which we found a reasonable indication of
threat of material injury from Thailand. In that case, there was specific
information provided to the Conunission regarding sharply increased future
shipments. No similar information has been presented here.
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III.

LIGHT-WALLED RECTANGULAR TUBING
A.

Condition of the Domestic

L~WR

Industry.

The Commission investigated the domestic L-WR industry earlier this year,
and concluded that there was a reasonable indication of material injury based
on data through September 1984.

871

In that investigation, we concluded

that, notwithstanding the improvements through September 1984, most of the
economic indicators remained at levels substantially below those of
1981.

881

In the present investigation, which includes data through June

1985, there are downturns in many of the. significant economic indicators and
the industry is performing less well than when we last examined it.
Domestic production and shipments declined from January-June 1984 to
January-June i985.
period.

901

891

Capacity utilization declined sharply during the

There were also declines in the number of production and

related workers, weekly hours worked, and average hourly

w~ge.

91/

~

A

significant number of workers have been permanently laid off during 1985.

921

For financial performance of the domestic industry, the best available
\

information covers all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes produced in the
establishments within which L-·WR is manufactured.

931

Although the industry

operated profitably throughout the period of investigation, the first six
months of 1985 brought declines in net sales, gross profit, operating

incom~,

and net income before taxes when compared with the same period of 1984.

941

87/ Taiwan and Venezuela, supra.
88/ Id. at 8.
89/ Report at Tables III-2-III-3.
90/ Id. at Table III-2.
91/ Id. at Table III-4.
92/ Id. at III-8.
93/ Only two of the 14 firms responding to the Commission's questionnaire
provided usable data regarding their L-WR·operations. Id. at III-9.
94/ Id. at Table III-5.

22
For the two firms for which we have data on L-WR operations, the financial
picture is no better.

951

Accordingly, we conclude that there is a reasonable indication that the
. L- WR 1n
. dus t ry 1s
. exper1enc
.
i ng ma t er1a
. 1 1nJury.
. .
96/ 97/
d omes t 1c
~
B.

cumulation of Light-Warled

~ectangular

Tubing.

As noted above, we have recently conducted a preliminary investigation
98/
.
regarding L-WR from Taiwan, ~ and we are now conducting a final
investigation on L-WR frOlll

~~iwan.

In this investigation, petitioners urge us

.
f or our ana 1ys1s,
.
99/
t o cumu 1 a t e L-WR f rom Si nga~ore with L-WR f rom Taiwan
~
.
100/
and STS opposes such cumulation. ~Imports from both Taiwan and Singapore are present simultaneously in the
market. lOl/
Angeles.

102/

~-

They enter predominantly through the port of Los
Petitioners assert, and no one has disputed that the imports

from both Taiwan and Singapore are made to the same specifications as the like
product and that they are s.old through the same distribution system.
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Price data from this investigation and from our.earlier investigation
regarding Taiwan show that prices for these imports are in the same range.
Accordingly, we cumulatively assess the impact of the imports.
95/ Id. at Table C-1.
96/ See footnote 22, supra.
97/ See footnote 23, supra.
98/ Taiwan and Venezuela, supra.
99/ Petition at 42-44.
100/ STS postconference brief at 4-7. The principal STS arg\.tment in
opposition to cumulation is dealt with in footnote 30, supr~.
101/ Report at Table III-6.
102/ Id. at III-14.
103/ Petition at 42-44.
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c.

Impact of ·the Allegedly LTFV Light-Walled Rectangular Imports.

104/

~-

The total cumulated imports reached their peak in 1984 and declined
thereafter.

Imports from Taiwan decreased in the first half of 1985 as

imports from Singapore increased. 1051
The Conunission gathered price data for two representative L-WR products.
For both of those products, U.S. producers prices peaked in 1984 and have
1061
.
then. --. d s t ea d1 l y since
dec 11ne
0

In our preliminary investigation

regarding Taiwan, we noted that there was some evidence of underselling by
107/
imports and there were confirmed lost sales. --In this investigation,
108/
the limited price data for L-WR from Singapore demonstrate underselling. --Accordingly, we find that there is a reasonable indication that the
domestic L-WR industry is materially injured by reason of the cumulative
impact of the imports.
104/ Vice Chairman Liebeler does not join in this section. See her Additional
and Dissenting Views, infra.
105/ Report at Table III-6.
106/ Id. at Table iII-8.
107/ Taiwan and Venezuela, supra, at 10.
108( Report at III-15. We do not rely on Exhibit 14, Table 2, of the
petition. The table includes weighted average U.S. producers' prices to end
users and service centers and the landed value of the Singaporean product.
Thus, the data in the table are not comparable.
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ADDITIONAL AND DISSENTING VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN LIEBELER

Based on the record in Inves_t iqa t ion No. 7 3 l-TA-296
(Preliminary). I determine that there is no reasonable
indication that a domestic industry is materially injured or
threatened with material injury by reason of imports of
liqht-walled rectanqular (L-WR) pipes and tubes from Sinqapore
which are alleqedly beinq sold
(LTFV). 1

~t

less than fair value

I join with the Commission majority in their discussions of
like product. domestic industry. and cumulation.

Because my

views on causation differ from those of my colleaques. · I offer
these additional views.
In order for a domestic industry to prevail in a
preliminary antidumpinq investiqation. the U.S. International
Trade Commission ("Commission") must determine that there is a
reasonable indication that the alleqedly dumped imports cause
or threaten to cause injury to the domestic industry producinq
the like product.
In Certain Red Raspberries from Canada. ·I set forth a
framewor~

for examininq causation in Title VII

lMaterial retardation is not an issue in this
investiqation.
·
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.

.

1nvest1qat1ons:

2

The stronqer the evidence of the followinq . . . the more
likely that an affirmative determination will b• made: (1)
larqe and increasinq market share. (2) high dumpinq
margins. (3) homoqeneous products. (4) declininq prices and
. (5) barriers to entry to other foreiqn producers (low
elasticity of supply of other imports).3
These factors. when viewed together. serve as proxies for the
inquiry that Congress has directed the Commission to
undertake:

.whether foreign firms are enqaging in unfair price

discrimination practices that cause or threaten -to cause
4
material injury to a domestic industry.
Th~

starting point for the five factor approach is import

penetration data.

This factor is relevant because unfair price

discrimination bas as its qoal. and cannot take place in the
absence of.

mar~et

The cumulated import penetration
ratio for L-WR pipes and tubes from Sinqapore and Taiwan 5

teached a hiqh of
.1982 and 1.5

power.

3~3

perc~nt

percent in i984. up from

0~6

percent in

in 1983. before fallinq to 0.9 percent for

21nv. No. 731-TA-196 (Final). USITC Pub. 1680. (1985)
Additional Views of Vice Chairman Liebeler.
·3Id. at 16.
4Trade Reform Act of 1974.
Sess. 179.

s.

Rep. 1298. 93rd Cong. 2d

51 have cumulated imports from Taiwan with imports from
Singapoie because they are both subject to investigation
and compete with each other and the like product. See
Views of the Commission~ supra. at 23-24.
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January-June ·1995.
pipe~

6

Thus. the cumulated market share of L-WR

and tubes from S1ngapore and Taiwan is_ very small.

The

se~ond

factor is a high margin of dumping.

The higher

the margin of dumping. ceteris paribus. the more likely it is
that the product is being sold below marginal cost. which is a
requirement for predatory pricing.

The margin of dumping is

determined by the Department of Commerce ( 11 Commerce 11 ) after the
Commission has made an affirmative determination in the
preliminary investigation.

For Taiwan. Commerce. has determined
7
the weighted average margin to be 7.09 percent.
With

respect to imports from Singapore. petitioners hav~ alleged

.

margins of 7.4 percent.
confirm

pe~itioners'

e

Therefore. even if Commerce were to

allegations. the overall weighted average

LTFV margin for·sirigapore and Taiwan would still be below 7.5
peice~t.

which would be small.

The ·third factor is the homoge_nei ty of the products.
~ore

hombg•neous

~r~

the products. the

gr~ater

The

will be the

effect of any.allegedly unfair practice on domestic producers.
Although there are several different sizes of L-WR pipes and

6Report at table III-7.
750 Fed. Reg 50821 (Dec. 12. 1985).
8Report at a- s.
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tubes and it is employed in a variety of end uses. 9 imports
from Singapore and Taiwan and the domestic like product would
appear to be made-to the same specifications. and no party has
suggested otherwise.
import~d

Thus. I conclude that domestic and

L-WR are homogeneous.

The fourth factor is declining domestic

pr~ces.

Evidence

of declining domestic prices. ceteris paribus. might indicate
that domestic producers were lowering their prices to maintain
market share.

United States producers• prices for L-WR have

shown no persistent trend

up or down f.rom the. first
quarter of 1983 through the second quarter of 198s. 10
eithe~

The fifth factor is barriers to entry.
b~rriers

The presence of·

to entry makes it more likely that a producer can qain

market power.

Sinqapore and Taiwan together accounted for a

hiqh of 9.9 percent of U.S. imports of L-WR pipes and tubes by
11
quantity in 1984. and an even smaller share by value.
For
the first two quarters of l98S. Sinqapore and Taiwan

~oqether

accounted for 3 percent of United States imports by

9see discussion in id. at III-2.
lOThe Commission solicited pricinq information for two
L-WR products. For one of these products. domestic
producers• prices were down sliqhtly. and for the other
domestic producers• prices were up sliqhtly ov•i the
period of- investiqation Report at Table 111-8. (the data
are confidential).
·
llReport at table III-6.
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quantity.

12

Thus. Sinqapore and Taiwan face substantial

competition from other sources. and there are no barriers to
entry.
The determination must be made on a case by case basis.

In

this cause. four of the factors clearly favor a neqative
preliminary determination. only the homoqeneity of the product
is consistent with an alternative determination.

This factor

cannot by itself justify an affirmative determination.

The

evidence available at this time indicates that cumulated
imports are

~mall.

that any marqin of dumpinq is small. that

prices are fairly constant. and that there are no barriers to
entry.

Consequently. I conclude that there is no reasonable

indication that imports of L-WR pipes and tubes from Sinqapore
which are alleqedly beinq sold at less than fair value
materially injure or threaten to material injure the domestic
industry producinq the like product.

121d.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF
l

~-

•

Unlike.~he
.-. ; .

•l

·

·

r ••

•

COMMISSIONE~ -~CKE~ )~.ND

COMMISSIONER LODWICK

•

colle~gu~s.

majority of our.

we determine that

,.

there is a reasonable

indic~tip~ th~t

'

States is materially

.

by

injure~
.

re~son

an, industry irt the United
~

·.

~

of allegedly LTFV
.

imports of heavy-walled
rectangular
tubing (H-WR). from
. .
.
~

'

Singapore.
.

.

We base
qn an
. . this
.
. determination
.
.
. analysis of the
.
.

.

'

.

cumulative impact on.the domestic
•

•

l

-.·

inq~stry_of

••

Singapore and those from

Ganad~.

.the imports from

also subject io investigation.

The majority determined tha.t cumulation in,.this
investigation was inappropriate becau.se most H-iffl imports from
.

!

·Singapore enter West
from Canada

Coa~t

in the

en~er

•

a_nd Gulf coast ports. whereas those
qr

Ea~~

Gr~at

Lakes region.

r_~lativelY ...expensive.

transportation of. H-WR is
.,

.

••

;

••

••

it is assumed

f

poi.nt~

that marketing is concentrated pear the
• t

Since

•

)

•

•

•

.

.

•

of entry .

'

Therefore. .. the- '1taJority
maintains Canadian H-iffl and imports
.. .
-. ··:
.

.

from Singapore are not really
We

rejec~ t~is

~pmpetitive.

analysis for s•veral reasons.

First.

Department of Commerce data s.how that a. small volume of imports
from Singapore

ent~red

H-WR entered Seattle.

i~ 19~5

Philadelphia
(Repor~

<-

:

at II-16)

and some Canadian

We have conference

testimony that
there
always
has
been. some.Canadian
product in
. .
.
.
.
.
.
the West and Northwest
Second..

marketi~g
.
.,
~

marke~pl~ce

(Tr~

at 63).

may not be limited.to
the entry region
'

for H-WR imports. ·Testimony_ at

the~

con_fe.rence .quoted .new ..

lower rail transport rates that could make it economically
feasible to ship well outside the entry region. (Tr. at 65).
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The fact that approximately 90 percent of domestio

~toduction

occurs in the central Great Lakes area. whereas it is unlikely
that 90 percent of consumption of domestic H-WR occurs in the
same area. indicates that transport to distant markets probably
takes place. even though it is expensive.
congress

i~

stating that cumulated imports should be

competitive. 'did not spec·ify any de minimis level of
competition.

The Commission shoUld be wary of setting any such

lower limit. particularly_ in a preliminary.investiqation when
ther•·is limited knowledge concerning th~ ~att~i~ of
distiibution for a product;
When considering the cumulated imports from.Singapore and
from Canada. we find that: (1) the volume of imports was large
in the January - September 1985 period
percent of dome•tic shipments: ·c2)

th~

in excess of 20
volume of imports

increased from the comparable prior year period: arid (3) the
-

market penetration of the imports. also increased. from the year
earlier period. reaching 14.2 percent.
Although the available; pricing data is limited. there is
some evidence of underselling by the imports from Singapore (as
there was in the prelimiriary inve~tiqation ~ith re~p~ct to
imports from-Canada).

During the period. of rising imports.

domestic prices declined.

Therefore there ls a reaso'nable

indication that the allegedly LTFV imports of H-WR from
Singapore. added to those from Canada. contributed to this
price depression and were a caus·e of material injury to the
domestic industry.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN

T~E

INVESTIGATIONS

Introduction
On November 13, 1985, counsel for the Committee on Pipe and Tube Imports
(CPTI) filed antidumping petitions with the U.S. International Trade
Commission and the U.S. Department of Commerce. The petitions allege that an
industry in the United States is materially injured or is threatened with
material injury by reason of imports from the People's Republic of China
(China), the Philippines, and Singapore of certain welded carbon steel pipes
and tubes which are allegedly sold at less than fair value (LTFV}.
Accordingly, effective November 13, 1985, the Commission instituted the
following antidumping investigations under the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1673(a)).
·

Standard pipes and tubes !/ from the People's Republic of
China, the Philippines, and Singapore (investigations Nos.
731-TA-292 through 294 (Preliminary))
Heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes Z/ from Singapore
-(investigation No. 731-TA-295 (Preliminary))

!/ For purposes of these investigations, the term "standard pipes and tubes"
covers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of circular cross section, 0.375
inch or more but not over 16 inches in outside diameter, provided for in items
610.3231, 610.3234, 610.3241, 610.3242, 610.3243, 610.3252, 610.3254,
610.3256, 610.3258, and 610.4925 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States
~nnotated) (TSUSA}. The petition concerning standard pipes and tubes from
China and the Philippines was filed on behalf of the standard pipe
subcommittee of the Committee on Pipe & Tube Imports (CPTI}. The 12 member
producers of this subcommittee in support of the petition are: Allied Tube &
Conduit Corp.; American Tube Co., Inc.; Bull Moose Tube Co.; Century Tube
Corp.; Laclede Stee 1 Co.; Maruichi American Corp.;· Pittsburgh-International;
Sawhill Tubular Division, Sawhill Corp.; Sharon Tube Co.; Southwestern Pipe,
Inc.; Western Tube & Conduit; and Wheatland Tube Corp. The petition
concerning standard pipes and tubes from Singapore was filed on behalf of all
the firms listed above except Maruichi American Corp.
ZI For purposes of this investigation, the term "heavy-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes" covers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of rectangular
(including square) cross section, having a wall thickness not less than 0.156
inch, provided for in i~em 610.3955 of the TSUSA. The petition concerning
heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes was filed on behalf of the structural
tubing subcommittee of the CPTI. The 5 member producers of this subcommittee
i_n support of the petition are: Bull Moose Tube Co.·; Copperweld Tubing Group;
Kaiser Stee_l Corp.; UNR-Leavitt; and Welded Tube Co. of America.
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Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes !/ from Singapore
(inves_tigation No. 731-TA-296 (f'reliminary))
In each of these investigations the Commission must determine whether
there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is
materially injured, or is threatened with material injury, or the
establishment of an industry is materially retarded, by reason of imports of
the subject merchandise.
Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigations and of a
conference to be held in connection ther~with was given by posting copies of
the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of November 20, 1985 (50 F.R. 47851). ll The conference was held on
December 6, 1985. 11 The Commission voted on these investigations on
December 20, 1985. The statute directs that the Commission make.its
determinations within 45 days after receipt of petitions, or in these cases by
December 30, 1985.
Discussion of Report Format
This report is organized in three major parts on the basis of product
groups. Part I deals with standard pipes and tubes; part II deals with
heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes; and part III deals with light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes. This introductory portion of the report includes
a general description of steel pipes and tubes and their manufacturing
processes as well as discussions of the petitioners' allegations concerning
LTFV sales, the import restraint program, the foreign producers of these
products in the cited countries, and exchange r~tes.
The Products
Description and uses
For the most part, the terms "pipes," "tubes," and "tubular p"roducts·" can
be used interchangeably. - In some industry publications, however, a
distinction is made between pipes and tubes. According to these publications,
pipes are produced in large quantities in a few standard sizes, whereas tubes
are made to customers' specifications regarding dimension, finish, chemical
composition, and mechanical properties. Pipes are normally used as conduits

J/ For purposes of this investigation, the term "light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes" covers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of rectangular
(including square) cross section, having a wall thickness less than 0.156
inch, provided for in item 610.4928 of the TSUSA. The petition was filed on
behalf of the mechanical tubing subcommittee of the CPTI. The 6 member
producers of.this subcommittee in support of the petition are: Bernard Epps &
Co.; Bull Moose Tube Co.; Hughes Steel & Tube; Kaiser Steel Corp.;
Southwestern Pipe, Inc.; and Western Tube & Conduit.
11 Copies of the Commission's and Commerce's notices are presented· in app. A.
~/ A list of witnesses appearing at the Commission's conference is presented
in app. B.
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for liquids or gases, whereas tubes are generally used for load-bearing or
mechanical purposes. Nevertheless., there ·is apparently no ·clear· line of
demarcation in many cases between pipes and tubes.
Steel pipes and tubes can be divided into two general categories
according to the method of manufacture--welded or seamless. Each category can
be further subdivided by grades of steel: carbon, heat-resisting, stainless,
or other alloy. This me'thod of distinguishing between steel pipe and tube
product lines is one of several methods used by the industry. Pipes and tubes
typically come in circular, square, or rectangular cross section.
The American Iron & Steel Institute _(AISI) distinguishes among the
various types of pipes and tubes according to six end uses: standard pipe,
line pipe, structural pipe and tubing, mechanical tubing, pressure tubing, and
oil country tubular goods. 11
Steel pipes and tubes are generally produced according to standards and
specifications published by a number of organizations, including the American
Society for Testing & Materials (ASTM), the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and the American Petroleum Institute (API). ·Comparable
organizations in Japan, West Germany, the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R., and
other countries have also developed standard specifications for steel pipes
and tubes.
Manufacturing processes
Steel pipes and tubes are made by forming flat-rolled steel into a
tubular configuration and welding it along the joint axis. ·There are various
ways to weld pipes and tubes; the most popular are the electric resistance
weld (ERW), the continuous weld (butt weld)· (CW), the submerged-arc weld, and
the spiral weld. The submerged-arc weld and spfral weld are normally used to
produce pipes and tubes of relatively large diameter. The standard pipes and
tubes in these investigations are generally welded by either the ERW or CW
process; the heavy- .and" light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes under
investigation are produced only by the ERW process. ~/ Immediately after
welding, the product may be reduced in diameter by rolling or stretch reducing
or may be further formed into squares, rectangles, or other shapes by using
forming rolls.
In the ERW process, skelp !/ is cold-formed by tapered rolls into a
cylinder. The weld is formed when the joining edges are heated to
approximately 2,600° F. Pressure exerted by rolls squeezes the heated edges
together to form the weld. ERW mills produce both pipe" in standard sizes and
tubular products between 0.375 and 24 inches in outside diameter.

!/ For a full description of these items, see Certain Welded Carbon Steel
Pipes and Tubes from the ~epublic of Korea: Determination of the Commission
in Investigation· No. 701-TA-168 (Final) . . . , USITC Publication 1345,
February 1983.
£/ Transcript of the public conference in investigations Nos. 731-TA-131 and
132 (Preliminary), pp. 52 and 53.
Y Skelp is a flat-rolled, intermediate product used ·as the raw material in
the manufacture of.pipes and tubes. It is typically an untrimmed band of hotor cold-rolled sheet.
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In the CW process, skelp. is heated to approximately 2,600° F and
hot-formed into a cylinder. The heat, in combination with the pressure of the
rolls, forms the weld. Continuous~eld mills generally produce the higher
·volume, standardized pipe products from 0.375 through 4.5 inches in outside
diameter.
The advantage of the CW process lies in its ability to produce pipe at
speeds up to 1,200 feet per minute compared with the ERW process maximum of
approximately 110 feet per minute. Thus, economies associated with
high--volume production may make CW pipe cheaper to produce than ERW pipe of
the same grade and specification. !/ The CW process is especially suited for
the manufacture of standardized, high-volume, small-diameter pipe products,
such as ASTM A-120 circular pipe.
Requirements concerning chemical and mechanical properties for ASTM pipes
and tubes differ for various specifications and grades. Pipes and tubes are
inspected and tested at various stages in the production process to ensure
strict conformity to ASTM specifications.
Nature and Extent o.f Alleged Sales at LTFV
The petitioners allege that imports of certain welded carbon steel pipes
and tubes from China, the Philippines, and Singapore are being sold in the
United States at LTFV. These alleged LTFV margins are described below.
Standard pipes and tubes from China.
. China is a nonmarket economy country. Thus, in calculating the foreign
market value of standard pipes from China, the petitioners used information
concerning the foreign market value of pipes and tubes produced in a surrogate
country. The petitioners selected India as the ~ppropriate surrogate
country. To.calculate the L.TFV margins, the petitioners compared the .home
market prices for pipes and tubes in India with the average value of standard
pipes and tubes imported from China into the United States. The margins were
214 percent for black standard pipes and tubes and 236 percent for galvanized
. standard pipes and tubes.
·
Standard pipes and tubes from the Philippines
To calculate the LTFV margins for imports of standard pipes and tubes
from the Philippines, the petitioners compared the constructed value.of
producing pipes and tubes in the Philippines with the average v~lue at which
such pipes and tubes are sold in the United States. According to the

11 On the other hand, the ERW process has gained increased popularity with
U.S. producers of small-diameter pipe and tube products in recent years
because it requires significantly less energy per pipe produced., since only
the joining edges of the product are heated, creating a weld of .comparatively
high integrity. ·Also, it can be used to produce pipes in sizes up to 24
inches in outside diameter, compared with the 4.5-inch maximum outside ·
diameter usually attainable in the CW process ..
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petitioners' calculations, the LTFV margins were 36.0 percent for black
standard pipes and tubes and 51.5 percent for galvanized pipes and tubes.
Certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes from Singapore
According to the petition, the dumping margins for pipes and tubes from
Singapore are 5.2 percent for standard pipes and tubes, 7.4 percent for
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, and 21.2 percent for the
heavy-walled rectangular product. These margins were calculated by comparing
the home market prices of pipes and tubes in Singapore with the average value
at which the products are imported into the United States. The petitioners
allege that the Singapore produ~er is selling pipes and tubes in the home
market at prices which are below the cost of production. Accordingly, the
petitioners requested that the Department of Commerce use the constructed
·value of the cost of production in Singapore in making its fair value
comparisons .
Import Restraint Program
In September 1984, the President outlined a nine-point program designed
to assist the domestic steel industry in a number of areas, including trade.
Under this program, the U.S. government would negotiate surge-control
arrangements (and self-initiate unfair petitions, if necessary) with
understandings, or suspension agreements, with countries "whose exports to the
United States have increased significantly in recent years due to an unfair
surge in imports." Unfair surges were described in the President's decision
as dumping, subsidization, or diversion from other importing countries that
have restricted access to their markets. To date, arrangements have been
negotiated with 24 countries (including EC countries, whose imports have been
restricted since 1982 under an earlier arrangement). An objective of this
program is to limit import penetration to about. 18. 5 percent of the domestic
market, compared to 26.6 percent in 1984. This penetration level excludes
semifinished'steel. The surge control arrangements apply to steel products
exported to the United States for a 5-year period beginning October 1, 1984.
Under the terms of the arrangements, the Department of Commerce will withdraw
antidumping or countervailing duty orders, and petitioners will withdraw
existing petitions and agree not to file new unfair trade petitions on
finished steel products.
The negotiated arrangement level for import penetration for all pipe and
tube products, including those under investigation, is 25.5 percent for the
initial period 1i of the import restraint program. The following tabulation
shows the specific shares negotiated (on either a percentage or tonnage
basis), by country:

11 The initial period is from Oct. l, 1984 to Dec. 31, 1985.
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Initial Period Arrangement Levels
for Pipes and Tubes 1/
Australia-·-Braz i 1-····
··---···..·-···----------Finland-··--·----------Japan
Mexico--·---·----------South Africa·-·. ----·- - - - .South Korea--··----------Spain----..------Romania----·--·Venezue la·-····--------------Czechos lovak ia--........."··--------East Germany
Po land--·- ·
Hungary·--·-·------ ·---------

0 .16'X.
l.59'X.
.lO'X.
13.26'X.
1.33'X.
.55'X.
7.67'X.
.89'X.
26,300
38,000
9,000
3,000
13,000
18,750

tons ?:_/
tons '}_/
tons y
tons 1/
tons y
tons 11

Data provided by the U.S. Trade Representative.
This amount e~cludes oil country tubular goods.
'!/ This amount is for standard pipe only.
11 This is a "basket" amount which·includes pipes and tubes, as
well as other steel products.
~/

ZI

As a result of the arrangements with Brazil, Mexico, Spain, and
Venezuela, unfair trade.petitions concerning standard pipes and tubes from
these countries were withdrawn by the petitioners p~ior to the completion of
the investigations. In addition, the antidumping and countervailing duty
orders concerning imports .of standard pipe from ~orea were revoked after the
Korean Government signed an arrangement (table I-1).
~lthough pipes and tubes were not included in the U.S.-EC steel·
arrangement negotiat.ed in 1982, they were made subject to consultations
between the two parties should U.S. imports of pipes and tubes from the EC
exceed 5.9 percent of apparent U.S. consumption. Because import penetration
reached about 14 percent in 1984 and subsequent U.S.-EC negotiations to limit
these imports were unsuccessful, the U.S. Government embargoed all imports of
EC pipe and tube products effective November 29, 1984. In January 1985, the
United States and the EC agreed on a plan which would limit EC shipments of
pipe and tube products to 7.6 pe~cent (an estimated 331,126 tons) of the U.S.
market .in 1985 and 1986. · However, oil country tubular goods, which account
for the greatest portion of pipe and tube imports from the EC, will be allowed
10 percent of the U.S. market. This agreement has been replaced by a new,
more comprehensive EC Agreement which is to take effect on January 1, 1986.
To date, the exact terms of the new agreement have not been released. It is
expected that the pipe and tube arrangement will remain separate, but
essentially unchanged, and will be extended to end at the same time as the
other steel arrangements, on September 30, 1989.
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The Foreign

Prodticer~

China
Petitioners indicate that there are three companies in China
· manufacturing welded carbon steel standard pipes and tubes for export·Shanghai Iron & Steel Industry, Shoudu Iron & Steel Co., and Tianjin Iron &
Steel Industry . .!/ All ·pipe and tube products in China are exported by the
state owned and controlled agency, the China Metallurgical Import-Export
Corp. This subsidiary ·of the Ministry of Metallurgical Industry took over
full responsibility for the sale and purchase of steel in 1983. ll
China's production of welded steel pipe, which includes but is not
limited to the product subject to the investigation, rose steadily by 32
percent from 1.3 million tons in 1980 to 1.8 million tons in 1983, as shown in
the following tabulation:
Production !/
(l,000 short tons)

Year
1980--1981--·

1, 327

1982~~~~~~~--~~~-

1, 651

1983

1,758

~.429

.!/ Data from the International Iron & Steel Institute.
Total production of steel products in China is ~lso believed to have risen in
recent years; however, industry sources have indicated that the increase has
not been sufficient either to satisfy demand or to reach China's goal of
producing 75 to 80 mill ion metric tons of stee 1 by the year 2000. For many
products priority has been given to improving and expanding existing plants. !/
In the pipes and tubes category, it appears that emphasis will be given to
seamless products in order to meet demand resulting from the rapid increase in
petroleum drilling. It is expected that new facilities will be constructed to
ease the pipe shortage. ii
The following information is contained in a State Department telegram
(limited official use) from the U.S. embassy in Beijing, and***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

!/ Petition for investigations Nos. 731-TA-292-294 (Preliminary), p. 9.
2/ Ibid.
Iron and Steel Works of the World (8th edition), The China Business
Review, May-June 1985, p. 20 (contained in exhibit 6 of petition for
investigations Nos. 731-TA-292-294 (Preliminary)).
1/ The China Business Review, May-June 1985, p. 26 (contained in exhibit 6
of petition for investigations Nos. 731-TA--292-294 (Preliminary)).
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According to the

telegra~,

***

· Phi 1 ippines
The petitioners indicate that there is one producer of standard pipe in
the Philippines that is exporting such pipe to the United States, Goodyear
Steel Pipe Corp. !I Goodyear's annual capacity to produce finished steel
products is 180,000 :metric tons. 1:,1 The only known export from Goodyear to
the United States in 1985 consisted of 1,988 metric tons of black carbon steel
pipes shipped on Apri 1 30, 1985. 11
The subject pipe and tube products are also produced by Super Industrial
Corp. and Mayer Steel Pipe .Corp. The total estimated production capacity of
the three firms is 300,000 metric tons per year. At the present time; only
·about 15 percent of their production capacity is being utilized due to the
current depressed domestic market in the construction industry. ii The firms
have indicated that significant ~hangee ir. their production and capacity
utilization could only occur if the local market improves; otherwise, they
anticipate the same level of utilization to continue in 1986. 'JI
Singapore
Petitioners indicate that there is one producer of standard, heavy-·-walled
rectangular, and light-walled rectangular tubes in Singapore that exports such
products to the United States, Steel Tubes of Singapore. §_I The company began
production in late 1982. ZI Its annual capacity to produce finished steel
products is 36,000 metric tons. ~I Data on Steel Tubes of Singapore's
production and exports during January-November 1985 are presented in .table a-1.

JI Petition for investigations Nos. 731-TA-292-294 (Preliminary), p. 9.
This information is confirmed by a State Department telegram from the U.S.
emba•sy in Manila.
~I Op. cit., Iron and Steel Works of the World.
Finished steel products
include longitudinal-weld pipe and tube, spiral-weld pipe and tube,
large-diameter pipe, galvanized pipe and tube, cold roll-formed sections, and
pipe piling.
~I State Department telegram from the U.S. embassy in Manila, and
postconference brief filed by counsel for Goodyear Steel Pipe Corp., p. 12.
ii Ibid., telegram.
'jl Ibid.
§_I Petition for investigations Nos. 731-TA-295-296 (Preliminary), p. 11.
ZI Transc~ipt of the public conference in investigations Nos .. 741-TA-294 to.
296 (Preliminary), p. 103.
Y Op. cit., Iron and Steel Works of the World. Finished s'teei' products
include longitudinal weld pipe and tube and hollow sections, both square and
rectangular.

"
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Table a-1.·--Steel Tubes of Sif'.'9apore 1 s production, domestic shipments, and
exports of standard, heavy~walled rectangular, and light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes, January-November 1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

As shown in table a-1, ***Steel Tubes of Singapore's export shipments
during January-November 1985 were***· for the United States. The company
began shipping to this country in June 1984. Its exports to the United States
from June 1984 to October 1985, by product, as provided by counsel for Steel
Tubes of Singapore, are presented in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Other producers in Singapore of pipe and tube products include Malaysia
Steel Pipe Mfg. Co., Ltd. (annual capacity 20,000 metric tons), Leong Huat
Industries, Ltd., Hwa Yew Iron Works, Ltd., Kwong Lee Engineering, Ltd., and
Nam Lee Industries, Ltd. Bee Huat Industries,.Ltd. previously produced pipe
and tube but is now under receivership. The company's production of steel
pipes has stopped, but it still has stocks available for sale. !/
Exchange Rates ·
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund ~/ indicate
that during January 1983-September 1985, the nominal value of the Singapore
dollar and the Philippine peso depreciated relative to the U.S. dollar by 6.3
percent and 49.2 percent, respectively (table a-2). After adjustment for
differences between inflation rates over the 9-·quarter period ended June 1985,
the real value of the Singapore currency depreciated by 11.0 percent relative
to the U.S. dollar". This compares with a nominal depreciation of 6. 5 percent
through June 1985.
The very high rate of inflation in the Philippines relative to that in
the United States offset the impact of a depreciating nominal exchange rate
during most of the period. The real value of the Philippine peso relative to
the U.S. dollar decreased during 1983 and then increased irregularly from
October-December 1983 through April-June 1985.
Because the value of China's currency is determined by the Chinese
Government, its exchange.rate is not discussed in this section.

!/ Op. cit., Iron and Steel Works of the World, and State Department
telegram from the U.S. embassy in Singapore.
~/ ~~ternational Financial Statistics, November 1985.
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Table.a-2.-Exchange rates: !I Nominal-exchange-rate equivalents of the
Philippine peso and the Singapore dollar in U.S. dollars,. real-exchangerate equivalents, ~nd producer price indicators in the United States, the
Philippines, and Singapore, 21 indexed by quarters, January 1983-September
1985

Period

1983:
Jan.-Mar-:
Apr.-June-:
July-Sept-:
Oct. -Dec-·:
1984:
Jan.-Mar-..·:
Apr.-June-:
Ju ly-·Sept-:
Oct.-Dec-:
1985:
Jan.-Mar-:
Apr.-June-:
July-Sept-:

U.S.
produe er
price
index

Singapore

Philippines

-

Nominal-:
Nominal-:
RealProRealexchange-·: exchange-: ducer :exchange-: exchangeprice
rate
rate
rate
rate
. index .. index 3/
index.
index
index 31
. ·--US$ eer S$····--US$ eer eeso-

Producer
price
index
:

100.0
100.3
101.3
101.8

100.0:
100.2:
109.3:
132.1:

100.0
93.6
85.9

102.9
103.6
103.3
103.0

153. 7.:
168.1:
198.0:
219.3:

67.5
. 62. 4
52.5
48.1 :

102.9
103.0
102.2

220.3:
218.4:

50.9
51.2
50.8

68.0

~I

100.0
93.6
92.7

:1:1 •I

.,

97 .4

100.0
97.6
95.8
95.4

100.9
101. 4
100.6
102.3

99.6
99.5
99.1
98.0

98.2
99.0
96.6
96.0

95.1
95.1
92.6
91. 3

109.0
108.5

98.0
98.0

92.8
93.5
93.7

88.5
89.0

QQ

'>

v v . -.J

~I

..

100.0
99.1
99.8
nn

~I

100.0
98.8
97.2

~I

JI

Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars.per unit of foreign currency.
Producer price indicators-intended to measure final product prices-are
based on average quarterly indexes presented. in .1 ine 63 of the International
Financial Statistics.
!I The real value of a currency is the nominal value adjusted-for the
difference betw.een inflation rates as measured by the Producer Price Index in
the United States and the. respective foreign country. Proc;lucer prices in the
United States increased by 3.0 percent during January 1983 through June 1985
compared with ·a 118. 4-percent increase in the Philippines and a 2 .0-percent
decrease· in Singapore during the same period.
ii Not available.
~I

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Stati sties,
November 1985.
Note.-January-March 1983=100.0.
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. PART I . . STANDARD PIPES AND;TUBES·
Introduction
,

I

This part of the report presents information relating specifically to
standard pipes and tube.s. As. ind.icated previously, the Commission instituted
preliminary investigations. -to determine _whether ._there is a reasonable
indication that an industry ,in the United States· is materially injured, or is
threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of standard pipes
and tubes from China, the Philippines, and Singapore .
. The Products
Description and uses
The imported pipe and tube products that are the subject of these
investigations are circular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes over 0.375
inch but not over 16 inches in outsjde diameter, which are known in the
industry as standard pipes and tubes. Standard pipes and tubes are intended
for the low-pressure conveyance of water, steam, natural gas, air, and other
liquids and gases in plumbing and Meating systems, air-conditioning units,
automatic sprinkler systems, and other related uses .. They may also be used
for light load-bearing or mechanical application.s, such as for fence tubing.
These steel pipes and tubes.may carry fluids at elevated temperatures and
pressures but may not be subjected to the application of external heat. They
are most commonly produced to ASTM specifications ~-120, A-53, and A-135. A
discussion of manufacturing processes is included. in th_e introductory portion
of this report.
U.S. tariff treatment
''

Imports of the .circular pipes and tubes covered by· these investigations
are classified for tariff purposes under TSUS items 610.32 and 610.49, which
cover welded pipes and tubes (and blanks therefor !/) of iron (except cast
iron) or of ·nonalloy (carbon) steel, of circular cross section, having an
outside diameter over 0. 3-75 inch but not more than 16 inches.
The current column 1 rate of duty ~/ for standard pipes and tubes
classified in TSUS item 610.32 is 1.9 percent ad valorem. This rate of duty

!/ Blanks are semifinished pipe or tube hollows that are purchased by
producers and further processed.
?/ The rates of duty in the col. 1 are most-favored-nation.· (MFN) rates and
are applicable to imported products from all countries except those Communist
countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the TSUS. China,
Hungary, Romania, and Yugoslavia are the only Communist· countries eligible for
MFN treatment.
However, MFN rates would not apply if preferential treatment
is sought and granted to prod~cts o~ developing countries under the Caribbean
Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA), or to products of Israel or of least
developed developing countries (LDDG' s), as pro.vided. under the Special rates
of duty column.
··
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.was modified as a result of the Tokyo round of the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations (MTN) from the cf. 3-cent-per-pound rate in effect prior to
January 1, 1982; there are no further duty modifications scheduled. The
·current column 1 rate of duty for standard pipes and tubes classified under
TSUS item 610.49 is 8.8 percent ad valorem and is scheduled to be reduced in
stages to 8.4 percent in 1986 as a result of the Tokyo round of the MTN. The
current column 2 rate of duty, applicable to imports from the Communist
countries enumerated in general headnote 3(d), is 5.5 percent_ad. valorem for
imports under TSUS i tern 610. 32 and 25 percent ad valor-em for imports under
TSUS item 610.49.
In addition to these import duties, preliminary determinations of
subsidies have been made concer~ing imports of standard pipes from India and
Turkey, and preliminary determinations of LTFV sales have been inade concerning
these products from Thailand. Furthermore, findings of dumping have been
· issued and antidumping duties are currently in effect with respect to imports
of standard pipes and tubes from Taiwan. 1/
U.S. Producers
Standard pipe and tube producers may be d-ivided into two types: large,
fully integrated producers, which make raw steel and produce a variety of
steel products, and smaller, nonintegrated or partially integrated producers,
which concentrate on fewer product lines. The integrated producers, which ·
include LTV Steel Corp. (LTV) and United States Steel Corp. (U.S. ·steel) 'l,/
concentrate production in the high-volume standardized pipe products. The
nonintegrated producers manufacture the low-volume, more specialized tubular·
products as well as the high-volume products.
In 1984, there were about 30 U.S. producers of standard pipes and tubes.
Production is concentrated in the East, where the integrated producers are
located. Selected u.s; producers of standard pipes and tubes and, for those
responding to the Commission's questionnaire, their shares of 1984 domestic
shipments are shown in table I-2.

1/ Net subsidy and dumping margins from current investigat_ions, outstanding
dumping/countervailing duty orders issued since January 1984, and terminated
(other than negative) title VII cases since January 1984 are presented.in
table I-1.
.
ll Another integrated producer, Bethlehem, permanently closed its.standard
pipe and tube operations, which were located at Sparrows Point, ·MD, effective
Apr. 30, 1983. Umran, a Turkish producer., bought Bethlehem's plant and is in
the process of moving it and setting it up in Turkey. A nonintegrated
producer, Merchants Metals, Inc., ceased producing standard pipes and tubes in
January-March 1984. In December 1984, LTV Steel announced the closing of two
standard pipe mills at Aliquippa, PA, and in October. 1985 it ·announced the
closing of another standard pipe mill at Youngstown, OH. In early 1985,
Central Steel Tube of Iowa filed for bankruptcy.

"
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Table I-1.~Standard pipes and tubes: Pending and recently terminated title VII investigations and outstanding
dumping/countervailing orders since January 1984, most recent dumping/subsidy margins, and import to consumption
ratios, by countries, 1982-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985

Item

Weighted-·
average
margin

Standard pipes and tubes not over 16
in outside diameter:
Pending antidumping investigations:
The People's Republic of China~~-:
2/
The Philippines
2.1
Singapore·
2.1
Thailand
47 7 .03
-5/
India
Turke
Yugoslavia
Pending countervailing duty invest!gations:
India
6/ 5.0
Turke
77 23.64
Yugoslavia
"§) 74.5
Recently terminated ·antidumping
investigation:
Venezuela 8/
26.19
Recently terminated countervailing"
duty inveatigations:
Mexico 9/
0.67-23.65
Venezuela 10/
Outstanding counte·rvailing order:
Korea 13/
1.88
Thailaiici'
1.79
:
Standard pipes and tubes not over 4.5
inches in outside diameter:
Recently terminated antidumping
investigati"ons:
3.23
Brazil 11/
Spain 12740. 75
Recently terminated countervailing
duty investigation:
1.14
Spain 12/
Outstandirig antidumping orders:
0 •.9
Korea 13/
Taiwan=9.7

st

Date of bond
or order];/

Ratio of imports to apparent
U.S. consumption
Jan.-June-1983
1984
1984
1985

1982

-:
- ::
-

2/

21
2/

-

:

-

:

It

:

Ji

Oct. 3, -1985
5/

}../

11

0.2

st

JI

11

Oct. 16, 1985
Oct. 28, 1985
Oct. 16, 1985

3/

-

:

:

-

J/

-:

-0.1
.1
.6

-:

1
.1
.6

3/

.2

-

:

-:
3/

-

-

:

:
:
:

3/

ll 0.2
1.0
.4
.8
.4

3/
-0.l
.4

.1
.• 4

.4
.8
.4

1/

.2

.6

1.8

.8

1.4

Jan. 31, 1985

1.3
.2

4.6
.2

3.9
1.8

3.2
.8

2.0
1.4

Feb. 15, 1983
Aug. 14, 1985

20.8

21.2

20.3

15.7

Dec. 31, 1984
Dec. 31, 1984

1.2
.2

2.5
.9

7.6
3.3

3.6
1.8

2.5
1.2

Oct. 10, 1984

.2

.9

3.3

1.8

1.2

20.8
5.6

27.2
6.7

20.3
1.3

15.7
.5

23.1
1.6

June 3, 1985

May 7, 1984
May 7, 1984

-:

:

-

:

1.1

-

:

23.1
.1

1/ Date posting of bond required or date order issued.

21 This is a preliminary investigation. To date, there is no determination of sales at less than fair value by
Commerce nor a requirement for the posting of bond.
31 Less than 0.05 percent.
4/ This is Commerce's preliminary determination: commerce's final detertiiination in this case is due by Jan: 16;
. 1986.
51 To date, there is no determination of sales at less than fair value by Commerce nor a requirement for the posting
of-a bond. Commerce's preliminary determination is due by Dec. 23, 1985.
§../ This· is Commerce's preliminary determination. Commerce's final determination in this case is due by Dec. 23,
1985.
J./ The actual net subsidy was preliminarily determined by Commerce to be 26.18 percent but the bonding or cash
deposit rate was adjusted to 23.64 percent to take into account several programwide changes occuring after the review
period. Commerce's final determination in this case is due by Jan. 6, 1986.
8/ Terminated by the Commission, effective Oct. 22, 1985, following withdrawal of petition.
"§.! Terminated by Commerce, effective Apr. 2, 1985, following withdrawal of petition.
10/ Terminated by Commerce prior to making its preliminary determination, effective Nov. 13, 1985, following
wtthdrawl of petition.
·
11/ Terminated by the Commission, effective Mar. 20, 1985, following withdrawal of petition.
'12! Terminated by the Commission, effective Feb. 4, 1985, following withdrawal of petition.
13/ Order revoked effective.Oct. _l, 1984, the effective date of the import restraint agreement reached with Korea.
Source: Margins and aate of bond or order obtained from U.S. Department of Commerce; ratio of imports to apparent
consumption, compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce and data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Note.~Data

cases.

in this table are effective as of December 16, 1985, the date of the Commission's vote in the instant
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Table I-2.-Standard pipes and tubes: Selected U.S. producers' share
of domestic shipments and plant locations, by firms, 1984
Share of 1984 domestic
shipments 1/
Percent

Firm

CPTI petitioner firms:
Allied Tube & Conduit
American Tube Co
Bull Moose Tube Corp--------------Century Tube Co
Cyclops Corp., Sawhill
Tubular Division (Sawhill)--------LaClede Steel Co-·
Maruichi American Corp 2 / - - - - - - - Pi ttsburgh Tube Corp--Sharon Tube Co
Southwestern Pipe, Inc-.-~--------
Western Tube & Conduit C o r p - - - · - - - - - Wheatland Tube & Conduit--·-------~-~
Non-CPTI firms:
Bernard Epps Cn----------------~
Harris Tube----------------~.
J.M. Tull Industries, Inc----------~
Jackson Tube Service, Inc---------~
James Steel & Tube C~----------LTV-------------------------Lock Joint Tube Co., Inc
Mid-States Tube Corp·--U. S. S t e e l - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : -...
United Tube Corp·--------~·----~

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
"***
***
***
***

JI Total domestic shipments are based on questionnaire responses for which
usable data were proYided in. investigation No. 731-TA-212 (Final).
J:./ This firm is a petitioner in the investigations concerning standard pipes
and tubes from China and the Philippines. It.is not a petitioner in the
Singapore investigation.
Source: Shares of domestic shipments compiled from data submitted in
response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

U.S. Importers

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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''The U.S. Market
Channels of distribution
According to AISI data, 69 percent of standard pipes and tubes shipped by
U.S. manufacturers in 1984, and 68 percent in January-June 1985, were sold to
service centers/distributors. Service centers/distributors are middlemen that
buy large quantities of ·pipes and tubes, usually from both domestic producers
and importers, warehouse the product, and sell smaller quantities to end
users. The service centers/distributors may also have some simple finishing
equipment to cut pipe to lengths or to thread and couple it. Most direct
shipments to end users were made to the oil and gas and electrical equipment
industries in 1984.
In the public conference on investigations Nos. 731-TA-211 and 212
(Preliminary), an industry representative testified that during the last 10
years, imported pipe has been sold through a distribution system.distinct from
that used for the sale of domestic pipe. Foreign pipe is sold by a separate
group.of distributors that maintain multilocation stocking depots and carry
pipe imported from various foreign sources. This imported pipe is then sold
to wholesale plumbing and heating jobbers and pipe, valves, and fittings
jobbers, the same custom~rs (end users) to which the domestic product is·
sold. !I
·U.S. consumption
U.S. consumption of standard pipes and tubes increased annually from 1.7
million tons~/ in 1982 to 2.5 million tons in 1984, or by 43.9 percent (table
I-3). Consumption of standard pipes decreased by 1.3 percent during,
January-June 1985 compared with consumption in the corresponding period of
1984.
.consideration of Alleged Material Injury
to an Industry in the United States 11
U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization
..
Reported U.S. production of standard pipes and tubes increased from
771,000 tons in 1982 to 917,000 tons in 1984, an increase of 19 percent
(table"I-4). Another small increase in production of less than one-half
percent was reported during January-June 1985, compared with production in the
corresponding period of 1984.

11 Transcript of the public conference in investigations Nos. 731-TA-211 and
212 (Preliminary), pp. 17-18.
?./ Unless otherwise noted, the term "ton" refers to a short ton. (2,000
pounds).
II Data in this section of the report were compiled from questionnaire
responses in investigation No. 731-TA-212 (Final).
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."able 1-3 .-Standard pipes and tubes: U.S.· producers' domestic shipments,
imports for consumption~ and apparent consumption, 1982-84, January-June
1984, and January-June 1985

Period

U.S.
producers'
shipment,s

..
Ratio to
Apparent
consumption ofconsumpImports
: Producers':
I mpor t s
.
tion
: shipments:
·
---·-Percent--.. . .
1,000 tons--·-··-··---

'867
933.:
918

1982-.--------1983-·--·------1984
January-June·-

514
477

198 4---------

1985-------

844
1,182
1,544

1, 711
2, 115
2,462

50.7
44.1
37.3

49.3
55.9
62.7

724
745

. 1,238
1,222

41. 5
39.0

58.5
61.0

Source: U.S. producers' shipments compiled from questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission; imports, compiled from official statistics of
the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Table I-4.-Standard pipes and tubes: U.S. production, capacity, and capacity
utilization, 1982-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985

..
1982

Item

19.83

January-June1984
1984

. 1985

:

Product ion--1, 000 tons-:
do---:
Capacity
Capacity utilization
percent-:

771
1,718

889
1,690

917
1, 728

499
866

501
890

44.9

52.6

53.1

57.6

56.3

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
The U.S. capacity of reporting producers to produce standard pipes and
tubes remained essentially constant at about 1.7 million tons per year during
the period. Utilization of capacity by standard pipe and tube producers
increased from 44.9 percent in 1982 to 53.1 percent in 1984; capacity
"tilization declined slightly to 56.3 percent during January-June 1985 from
57.6 percent during January-June 1984.
U.S. producers' domestic shipments
Domestic shipments of standard pipes and tubes by firms responding to the
Commission'$ ques~ionnaire rose from 867,000 toMs in 1982.to 933,000 tons in
1983, or by 7.6 percent, and then decreased by 1.6 percent, to 9.18,000 tons in
1984.. During January-June 1985, U.S. producers' shipments of standard ~ipes
declined by 7.2 percent from shipments during January-June 1984, as shown. in
the following tabulation (in tons):·
·
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Period

Domestic shipments

1982
1983
1984
January-June1984
1985 ·-------~------~·

867
933

918
514
477

U.S. exports
* * * firms, * * *, reported exports during the period covered by the
Commission's questionnaire. Exports of standard pipes and tubes by those
firms increased from*** tons in 1982.to ***tons in 1983, or by 21.7
·percent, then declined by 5.1 p~rcent to*** ~ans in 1984. Exports of these
pipes and tubes increased by 21.0 percent, howeve~, during January-June 1985
compared with exports in the corresponding period of 1984._ Exports as
reported to the Commission are shown in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. producers' inventories !/
Yearend inventories of standard pipes and tubes, as provided by * * *
firms, dropped from 151,000 tons in 1982 to 135,000 tons in 1983, or by 10.6
percent, and then remained essentially constant. As a share of shipments,
producers' inventories of standard pipes and tubes dropped from 18.7 percent
in 1982 to 14.9 percent in 1983 and then decreased to 14.5 percent in 1984 and
an annualized 13.8 percent in January-June 1985, as shown in the following
tabulation:

Inventories
(1, 000 tons)
As of December 311982---1983------1984-----As of June 301984
1985------~

Ratio of
inventories to
shipments !/
(percent)

151
135
134

18.7
14.9
14.5

134
i36

13.4
13. 8

!/ Includes intracompany and intercompany transfers, domestic shipments, and
export shipments of fir.ms responding to the Commission's questionnaire. The
ratios of inventories to shipments for the inventories held as of June 30 are
computed from annualized shipments.

_l./ Production minus shipments in the periods do not reconcile to chan9e.s in
inventories because * * *
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Employment and wages
Employment data. for standard pipes 'and tubes were prov:lded by * * *
producers. The .number of production workers employed in the production of
standard pipes and tubes decreased from. 2,883 in 1982 to 2,833 in 1983,
increased to 2,937 in 1984, and decreased again, to 2,574, in January-June
1985 (table I-5). Hours worked by production and related workers producing
standard pipe gradually 'increased from 5. 4 million in 1982 to 5. 5 million in
1984, or by 2.4 percent, then decreased by 2.5 percent during January-June
1985 compared with hours worked in January-June 1984. Although wages
decreased slightly in 1983 before increasing by 8 percent in 1984, total
compensation gradually increased during 1982-84;.both wages and total
compensation increased in January-June 1985 compared with January-June 1984.
Labor productivity increased by 14 percent in 1983, 2 percent in 1984, and 3
percent in January-June 1985 compared with productivity in January-June 1984.
Unit labor costs fell from $129 per. ton in 1982 to $112 in 1983 and remained
in the $110-to-$114-per-ton range through January-June 1985. Workers at
of the * * * reporting firms, which accounted for over 90 perc~rnt cf reported
1984 production by firms also providing employment data., are represented by
unions .

***

. Financial experience of U.S. producers
Usable income-and-loss data both on operations producing standard pipes
and tubes and on overall establishment operations was provided by
U.S.
firms. Sales of standard pipes and tubes ranged from 46 to 51 percent of
these firms' overall establishment sales during 1982-84.

***

Operations on standard pipes and tubes.~*** producers, which accounted
for * * * percent of domestic shipments of standard pipes and tubes in 1984,
as reported in the Commission's questionnaires, furnished usable
income:--and-loss data (table I-6). Net sales rose 12.7 percent from
$431.8 million in 1902 to $486.7 million in 1984. Net sales in t~e interim
periods ended June 30, 1984, and June 30, 1985, were $271.5 million and $257.7
million, respectively, representing a decline of 5.1 percent. Operating
losses were reported in every period; these losses increased slightly from
$18.3 million in 1982 to $18 .. 9 million in 1983, then dropped to $3.9 million
in 1984. The operating lusses reported for the interim periods dropped from
$7.2 million in 1984 to $2.5 million in 1985. The operating losses, which
were 4.2 percent and 4.3 percent of net sales in 1982 and 1983, respectively,
declined to 0.8 percent in 1904. Operating loss margins in the interim
periods declined. from 2.7·percent in 1984 to 1.0 percent in 1985. Three of
the * * * firms reported operating losses for the years 1982 and 1983, two
firms sustained operating losses in 1984, and four firms reported losses
during the interim period of 1985, compared with two firms during the
corresponding pe.riod of 1984.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table I-5.-Standard pipes and tubes: Average number of production and
related worker~ prod~cing standard pipes and tubes, hours paid, 11 wages and
total compensation.~/ paid to such employees, and labor productivity, hourly
compensation, and unit labor costs in the production of standard pipes and
tubes, !/ 1982-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985.
January-JuneItem

1982

1983

1984
1984

Production and related
workers:
Number·----------Percentage change-----Hours worked.by p~oduction
and related workers:
Number
1,000 hours-:
Percentage change-----Wage s paid to production and.
related workers:
Value
1,000 doliars-:
Percentage change-----Tota l compensation paid to
production and related
workers:
Value
1,000 dollars-:
Percentage change-----Labor productivity:
Quantity--tons per hour-:
Percentage change
Hourly compensation: ~/
Value--------·
Percentage change
Unit labor costs: ~/Value
per ton-:
Percentage change-------

1985

2,833
-1. 7

2,937 :
+3.7

2,816

5,359

5,424
+1.2

5,490
+1.2

2,954

2,881
-2.5

68,475

67,674
-1.2

73,210
+8.2

39,874

40,284
+1.0

99,060

99,465
+o.4

101,125
+1. 7

56,073

56,978
+1. 6

0.144

0.164
+13. 9

0.167
+1.8

0.169

0.174
+3.0

$12.78

$12.48
-2.3

$13.34
+6.9

$13.50

$13.98
+3.6

$112
-13.2

$110
-1. 8

2,883

'ii

y
y

11

y

11
$129

y

'ii

y

..

y

11

y

11
$113

y

2,574
-8.6

$114
+0.9

!/ Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
~/

Includes wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits.
!/ Data are understated and percentage changes understated or overstated to
the extent that not all producers responded to the Commission's questionnaires.
!/ Data for the previous year or comparable period of the previous year are
not available.
5/ Based on wages paid excluding fringe benefits.
§.1 Based on total compensation paid.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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.Table I-6.--Income-and-loss experience of*** U.S. producers 1/ on their
operations producing standard pipes and tubes, accounting years 1982-84, and
interim periods ended June 30, 1984; and Jun~ 30, 1985

Item

1982

1983

Interim period
ended June 30--

1984

1984

1985

Net sales--~-1,000 dollars~: 431,768
441,179
486,701
271,470
257,719
Cost. of goods sold----do--··--:~._4_12~1._3_9_8_ _4_1_7.._,8..._7_3_.__4_4_8~,_8_79___2~5._5_..,_7"'""2_6__2-'3'""'6'-',._7_2_6_
Gross profit
do--: 19,370
23,306
37,822
15,744
20,993
General, selling, and
administrative
42,235
41,703
22,938
23,478
expenses----1,000 dollars-: 37,688
· Operating (loss)
--<:lo·--: (18,318): (18,929):
(3,881):
(7,194): (2,485)
Depreciation and amorti8,415
zation expense _2/
do--:
10,730
6,059
5, 728
As a share of net sales:
Cost of goods sold
95.5
94.7
percent---·:
92.2
94.2
91.9
4.·5
Gross profit--·---~o-·-:
5.3
7.8
5.8
8.1
General, selling,
and administrative
expenses
do-..---·:
8.7
9.6 :
8.5
9.1
8. 6 "
Operating (loss )---..---do--:
(4.2):
(4.3):
(0.8):
(2.7):
(1.0)
Number of firms reporting
operating losses··----3
3
4
2
2

11

These firms are * * *·

* * percent of reported 1984 net sales, did
not provide the Commission with data on depreciation and amortization.
?./ One firm, which accounted for *

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Overall establishment operations.-Aggregate net sales of the***
reporting firms declined 6.4 percent from $940 million in 1982 to $880 million
in 1983, then rose by 16.0 percent to $1.0 billion in 1984 (table I-7). Net
sales were $537 million and $502 million in the interim periods of 1984 and
1985, respectively. Operating losses were reported in all periods; the
operating loss increased from $43 million, or 4.6 percent of sales, in 1982 to
$46.8 million, or 5.3 percent of sales, in 1983 and then fell precipitously to
$24.8 million, or 2.4 percent of sales, in 1984. Operating losses in the
interim periods fell from $19.6 million, or 3.6 percent of sales, in 1984 to
$8.4 million or 1.7 per-cent of sales, in 1985. Of the*** firms, 2 reported
operating losses in 1983 and 3 reported such losses in all remaining periods:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*·
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Table I-7. --Income-and-loss experience of * * * U.S. producers J/ on the overall
operations ?./ of their establishments within which· standard pipes and tubes are
produced, accounting years 1982-84, ·and interim periods ended June 30, 1984, and
June 30, 1985

Item

1982

1983

1984

Interim period
ended June 301984

1985.

Net sales---1,000 dollars-: 940,241
879,882
1,020,362
536,672 .. 502,097
Cost of goods sold----·do-·-:_9_1_0._.,.._0_1_5_ _8_4_7_,,._9_.6_4_ _ _
96_4_~'-5_4_5_ _
5_1_4.._,3_6_5_ _4_6_6..._,_7_2_8
Gross profit·
do·--:
30,226
31,918
55,817
22,307
35,369
General, selling, and
administrative
. expenses
do--:-~7~3~,~1~9~0--'---7~8~,~7~0~8--_ _8~0.._,~6~1~2'--'"_~4=1.._,8~7~1"--'_~4~3..._,~7~8""-6
Operating (loss)do--: (42,964): (46,790):
(24.,795): (19,564)'. (8,417)
Depreciation and amorti16,3q
21,664
11, 956
16~551
zation expense----do--:
. 9 .• 492
As a share of net sales:
Cost of goods sold
96.8
96.4
percent--:
94.5
95.8
93.0
·3. 2
Gross profit ------1do--:
3.6
5.5
4.2
7.0
General, selling,
and administr·rJtive
expenses
do---:
7. 8
8.9
7.9
7,8
8.7
( 1. 7)
Operating (loss)
do--:
(5. 3):
(2. 4):
(3. 6):
(4.6):
Number of firms reporting
operating losses------·
2
3
3
3
3

_!/ These firms are * * *
~/

***

Source: Compiled from data submi tt.ed in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Capital expenditures and research and development expenses.-*** U.S.
producers supplied information on their capital expenditures for land, ·buildings,
and machinery and equipment used in the production of standard pipes and tubes, and
one furnished data on its research and devefopment expenses. Capital expenditures
for standard pipes and tubes increased from $2.7 million in 1982 to $3.8 million in
1983, then fell to $2.2 million in 1984. Capital expenditures fell 23.9 percent
from $1.7 million during the interim period in 1984 to $1.3 million in the
corresponding period of 1985. Research and development expenses for standard pipes
and tubes were $* * *, $* * *· and $* * * fo 1982, 1983, and 1984, respectively, and
$***during the interim period of 1984 and$*'** in the cor~espo~ding· ~eriod of
1985.
Capital expenditures and research and development expenses for standard pipes
and tubes are shown in the following tabulation (in thousa_nds of dollars):
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Capital
expenditures
1982-··---1983
1984

Research and development
expenses

$2,701
3,751
2,175

$***

1,656
1,260

***

***

***

January-June1984--·---'·
1985---

***

The Question of the Threat of Material Injury
Consideration factors
In its examination of the question of the threat of material injury to an
industry in the United States, the Commission considers among oth·er relevant
factors, any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in
the exporting country likely to result in an increase in imports of the
subject merchandise to the United States, any rapid increase in U.S. market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will increas.e to an
injurious level, the pr.o~bility that the price of the subject imported
product will have a depressing or suppressing effec~ on the domestic price of
the merchandise, any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in
the United States, any other demonstrable trends that indicate that the
importation (or sale for importation) of the merchandise will be the cause of
actual injury, and the potential for product shifting.
Information on the market penetration of-the subject products is
presented in the section of the report entitled "Consideration of the Causal
Relationship Between Alleged Material Injury or- the Threat Thereof and the
Alleged LTFV Imports. 11 Available information on the depressing or suppressing
effect of the imported product on domestic prices is presented in the pricing
section of this report .. Available information on foreign producers' capacity,
production, and exports were presented in the introductory part of the report.
U.S. importers' inventories
* * *, which accounted for about * * * percent of U.S. imports of
standard pipes and tubes from China during January-September 1985, reported
that***·
* * *, which accounted for about *
pipes from the *
*, reported that * *

*

*

*·

* percent of the imports of standard

***.accounted for about*** percent of the imports of standard pipe
and tube from Singapore, reported that * * *

.
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Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Alleged Material
Injury or the Threat Thereof and the Alleged LTFV Imports
U.S. imports
U.S. imports of standard pipes and tubes increased at an annual rate of
35 percent from 0.8 million tons in 1982 to 1.5 million tons in 1984
(table I-8). Such imports during January-June 1985, at 745,000 tons, were 3
percent above the level of imports during January-June 1984. There were no
imports of standard pipes and tubes from China or the Philippines until
January-June 1985, when 350 tons and 48 tons, respectively, were imported.
Imports of standard pipes and tubes from Singapore increased from 51 tons in
1984 to 1,804 tons in January-June 1985. During July-October 1985, imports
from China, the Philippines, and Singapore totaled 463 tons, 3,155 tons, and
3, 151 tons, respectively. Aggregate imports of standard pipes and tubes from
the three countries subject to investigation accounted for less then 0.3
percent of all imports of standard pipes during January-June 1985, and for 0. 7
percent of imports in January-October 1985.
Petitioners request that the Commission ~umulate imports of standard
pipes and tubes from subject countries with imports of similar products from
other countries subject to investigation. U.S. market shares of standard
pipes and tubes from countries currently or recently (since January 1984)
subject to investigation by the Commission or the Department of Commerce are
presented in table I-1.
According to counsel for the. primary importer of standard pipes from
China,*** percent of-the product it imported in 1985 was substandard.
Specifically, * * * Counsel for the :Chinese. exporter argues that because of
these quality differences, standard pipes and tubes from China do not compete
with standard pipes imported from other countries. Accordingly, counsel
argues, the Commission should not c'umulate imports from China with imports
from other countries when assessing the impact of such imports upon the U.S.
industry.
According to information provided by counsel for Goodyear, the only known
exporter of pipes and tubes from the Philippines, the firm has made only one
shipment of standard pipes and tubes to the United States. This shipment was
pursuant to a contract with Mitsubishi Internati_onal Corp. It specified that
Goodyear would process 2,205 tons of hot-rolled coils supplied by Mitsubishi
on consignment into standard pipes and tubes for export to Mitsubishi or its
U.S. customers. This shipment, comprising 2,192 tons, was made on April 30,
1985 . . As noted previously, * * *
Market penetration by the alleged LTFV imports
Imports of standard pipes and tubes from China, the Philippines, and
Singapore accounted for 0 03 percent, 0.004 percent, and 0.1 percent,
respectively, of the U.S. market during January-June 1985, as shown in table
1-9. Market.penetration by imports from other countries currently or recently
subject to investigation by the Commission or the Department of Commerce is
shown in table I-1.

.
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Table I-8.-Standard pipes.and tubes: U.S. imports for consumption, 1/ by
selected sources, 1982-84, January-June 1984, and January,-June 19S5
January-JuneSource

.1982

..

1984

1983

1984

:

1985

Quantity (tons)
:

ChinaThe Philippines~--~:
Singapore
Republic of Korea--:
Canada
· Brazi 1
Japan
Mexico-Spain
All other
Total

0
0
0
356,084
74,336
20,265
135,
__ , 904
___

0
0
0
575,008
88,660
52,174
69,212

0
0
51
499,036
165,057
·186,958
123,688

?? 1 An

97,095

96,776

4,039
2311112
8431919

19,495
2801008
111811652

82, 116
3901459
115441141

0
0
0
258,825
74,476
76,662
48,965
60,382 :
36,914
1681225
7241449

350
48
1,804
282,259
75,144
31,090
103,586
24,592
14,584
2111820
7451277

Value ( 1, 000 dollars)
China
The Philippines
Singapore
Republic of Korea-..--: 153,224
40, 150
Canada-------9,654
Brazi 1--74,976 -:
Japan
8,895
Mexic
Spain
1;401
All other
1031636
Total
·-·····---- 3911935

..
185,574
43,279
15,291
30,407
31,730
5,425
871463
3991169

16
187,839
77' 125
61,109
56,655
34;193
25,143
1311334
5741863

92, 152
35,801
23,761
21,644
20,330
10, 879
571595
2621162

96
14
565
106,400
33,324
10,568
47,325
9, 211
4,902
741749
2871154

Unit value
China
The Philippines
Singapore
Republic of Korea---·:
Canada
Brazil
..
Japan
MexicoSpain
All other
Average

$430
540
476
552
401
347
448
464

$323
488
293
439
327
278
312
338

$314
376
467
327
458
353
306
340
372

"'""

.$356
481
310
442
337
295
342
362

$275
285
313
377
443
340
457
375
336
353
385

11 Includes imports under TSUSA items 610.3231, 610.3232, 610.3234, 610.3241,
610.3242, 610.3243, 610,3244, 610.3247, 610.3252, 610.325~, 610.3256, 610.3258,
and 610.4925.
- Source:
Commerce.
Note:

Compiled from official ;tatistics of the U.S. Department of
Because of reounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Table I-9.-Standard pipes and tubes: Shares of U.S. consumption supplied by
China, the Philippines, Singapore, and all other countries, 1982-84,
January-June 1984, and January-June-1985
(In

~ercent)

January-June-Source

1982

1983

1984
1984

1985

.•

China--··-··-----·-·----··----:
The Philippines-Singapore-..---------·-·-·----:
All other countries-----:
Total-----------:

_!/

'?:./

~I

49.3
49.3

..

55.9
55.9

62.7
62.7

58.5
58.5

0.1
60.8
61.0

.!/ 0.03 percent
~I

Less than 0.005 percent.

Source:
Note:

Tables I-3 and I-8 of this report.

·Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.

Information concerning the customs districts through which the subject
imports from selected sources entered the United States during January-October
1985 is shown in table I-10.
Table 1-10.-U.S. imports of standard pipes and tubes, by selected sources and
customs districts, January-October 1985
Source and customs district

Quantity
Short tons

Share of total
quantity
Percent

China:
Houston, T X - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - :
463
56.9
Los Angeles, CA
-:
350
43.1
Tot a 1----··-···--·-----------·---: ----~--------------813
100. 0
The Philippines:
Los Angeles, CA
------:
2,082
65.0
Philadelphia, P A - · - · - - - - - - 870
27.2
Charleston, SC···
165
5. 2
San Francisco, CA
48
1. 5
Portland, OR------·-···---: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3_7__________1_._l
Total-·- · - - - - - - - - - - - 3,203
100.0
Singapore:
3,901
Los Angeles, C A - · - · - - - - - - - 78.7
Houston, TX
426
8.6
Philadelphia, PA-.216
4.3
Seattle, WA.
110
2.2
105
Mobile, AL---·-··---·. ·--·--------·:
2 .1
New Orleans, L A - - - - - - - - 100
2.0
Continued on next page
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Table I-10.-U.S. imports of standard pipes and tubes, by selected sources and
customs districts, January-October 1985--·-Continued
Source and customs district

Share of total
uantity
Percent

Quantity
Short tons

56
1. 1
San Francisco, CA
0.8
41
Charleston, S C - - - - - - - · - - - 4,955
100.0
Total-·
India:·
3,426
19.6
·-----··
Philadelphia, PA-3,328
19.1
Savannah, GA-·--·---..- - - - - - - - 2,810
16.1
Houston, T X - - - - 1,704
9.8
Bridgeport, CN
7.8
1,362
New Orleans, LA,-·----·
1,175
6.7
New York, NY---·----------~
... ,...,..,v
5.9
1
"~"
Tampa, FL-~-----------
732
4.2
Bal timore, MD--·
2.8
483
·seattle, WA-.----------'---432
2.5
Los Angeles, C A - - - · - - - - - - - 409
2.3
Boston, M A - - - - - - - - - - - - 312
1. 8
Charleston, SC
0.8
136 ..
Norfolk, VA
104
.6
San Francisco, C A - - - 17,445
100.0
Total--------------Turkey:
10,403
31.0
.Houston, T X - - - - - - - - - - - - 8,270
24.6
New Orleans, LH-A--·-----·----· ·
7,379
22.0
Tampa, FL
6, 102
18.2
Bridgeport, CN
2.5
826
Baltimore, MD
1.8
609
Philadelphia, PH-A--·
33,589
100.0
Total
Thailand:
11, 62i
46.3
Los Angeles, CA1----·---~
6, 152
24 .. 5
Bridgeport, CN1--22.9
5,755
New Orleans, LA1---------''---719
2.9
Charleston, SC
473
1.9
Mobile, A L - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.8
198
Philadelphia, P A - - · - - - - - - - 97
.4
Wilmington, N C . - - - - - - - - - - - 52
.2
Savannah, G;R.------·--"'-----46
.2
Tampa, FL.-----------~
25,113
100.0
Total-------------Yugos lav ia:
9,076
81.3
Houston, TX
1, 313
11.8
New Orleans, L A - - - - - - · - - - - 777
7 .0
Miami, F L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------...:...:.~~-'-------....:_;=
100.0
11,166
Total----------------

..

Source:
Commerce.

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of

Note.-Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.

,,
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Prices
The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers of standard pipes
and tubes to provide information concerning their prices of large
representative sales of the following items:
PROD~CT _..!:

PRODUCT 2:
PRODUCT 3:

ASTM A~l20 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded, black,
plain end, 1.050-inch O.D. (3/4-inch nominal), 0.113-inch
wall thickness.
ASTM A-120 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded,
galvanized, plain end, 2.375-in~h O.D. (2-inch nominal),
0.154-inch wall thickness.
ASTM A-120 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded, black,
plain end, 1.900-inch 0.0. (1 1/2-inch nominal), 0.145-inch
wall thickness.

Six domestic producers responded to the questionnaire with usable price
data, although not all producers provided prices on all selected products.
Five of these producers indicated that they generally quote prices f .o.b.
mill. Five domestic producers indicated that they distribute price lists, and
that the great majority of sales are discounted from the list price. Weightedaverage prices were calculated from the producers' responses.
Importers of standard pipe from the subject countries were able to
provide the Commission with information on product originating in all three
subject countries. The firm importing product from the Philippines indicated
that it brought 2,000 tons of standard pipe into the United States on only one
occasion, * * *
Trends in prices
Product 1 ..-The U.S. producers' price of product 1 showed rather
consistent increases throughout 1983 and 198~, climbing *
percent from
$* * * per hundred feet in January-March 1983 to $* * * per hundred feet in
October-December 1984 (table I-11). It then declined somewhat during the
first 9 months of 1985. ·overall, the price registered a * * * percent
increase during the investigation period.

**

Table I-11.-Standard pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' weighted-average
prices to service centers/distributo~s, by quarters, January 1983-September
1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Product 2. ·-··-Al though the domestic price of product 2 showed a net
decrease of * * * percent over the ~ntire period surveyed, it showed
significant variations from period to period. Specifically, the price
registered a net decline from $* *
per hundred feet in January-March 1983 to
$* * * per hundred feet in January-March 1984, a decline of * * * percent.
The price increased rapidly over the following two quarters, April-June and

*
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July-September 1984, and then.dropped steadily by*** percent, to end at
$* * * per hundred feet in July-September 1985.
Product 3.~The producers' price reported for product 3 sold to
service centers/distributors was quite variable, but showed an overall decline
of * * * percent from January-March 1983, i.Jhen the price was $* * * per
hundred feet, to July~September 1985, when the price was $* * * per hundred
feet. During the investigation period the pri-ce increased irregularly between
January-March 1983 and April-June 1984. After that, the price declined
consistently through July-September 1985.
Margins of underselli1'.!9
ghina .-·The importers of standard pipe products from China provided
information on sales to * * *
The margins of underselling ranged between
***percent and*** percent (table 1-12).
Table I-12. --Standard pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' weighted-average
prices and weighted-average prices of the product imported from China, the
Philippines, and Singapore, 11 by selected quarters, October 1984-September
1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

S.ingapor~. --The price of * * * from Singapore rose * * * from $*
*
per hundred feet in * *
to $*
* in * * *· while the U.S. price during the
same period * * *
These movements combined to reduce the margin of
underselling by imports from Singapore from * * * percent to * * * percent.

*

*

Philippines.--The price of * * * from the P~ilippines sold to
service centers/distributors was $* *
in * * *
* * *

*

Transportation· costs
Of the seven domestic producers that provided transport cost data, four
indicated that they absorb.all of part of the freight charges on at least 50
percent of their shipments. Transportation costs associated with moving
standard pipe varied greatly with distance. Some domestic producers provided'
the Commission with average transport costs from their point of shipment to
selected metropolitan markets throughout t~e United States, as shown in the
following tabulation (per ton):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Domestic producers 'of standard pipe tend to market their.product in
limited geographical areas, which is in part due to the high .transport costs
associated with moving pipe. For instance, the producer in*** reported
that it considered its geographical marketing area to consist of the * * *·
portions of. the United States; the producer in * * * indicated that its
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marketing area was * * *· * * * producers in * * * indicated that they
considered their marketing areas to consist of * * *·
A domestic producer of standard pipes and tubes located in * * * provided
the Commission with transport costs as a percentage of the f .o.b. price. !/
Freight costs ranged from under 3 percent locally to 3 to 3. 5 percent on
shipments to * * *, and * * * (respectively), to * * * percent on shipments to
* * *, and to
* * percent on shipments to *

*

* *

Lost sales and price suppression/depression
One domestic producer alleged one lost sale of * * * tons of * * *· The
producer indicated that it believed the sale had been lost in * * * to imports
from China. The purchaser, * * *, denied the allegation. ll Specifically,
·***,buys***
Thus, domestic producers do not compete with importers
*
In addition, a spokesman for
*

* * ·

**

None of the U.S. producers reported any instances in which they were
forced to reduce their prices in order to avoid losing a sale to imports from
any of the subject countries.

JI

Based on a telephone conversation with

***

ii Based on a telephone conversation with * * *
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PART II. ·HEAVY-WALLED RECTANGULAR PIPES AND TUBES
Introduction
This part of the report presents information relating specifically to
heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. As indicated previously, the
Commission instituted a preliminary investigation to determine whether there
is a reasonable indicatfon that an industry in the United States is materially
injured, or is threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an
industry in the United States is materially retarded by reason of imports of
heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Singapore.
Previous Commission Investigations
The Commission has conducted four investigations concerning heavy-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes. The CPTI was the petitioner in each of the
previous investigations. Three investigations in 1983 and 1984 resulted in
negative determinations by the Commission as follows:

Investigation
No.

Country

..

Date of
determination

Determination by the
Commission

731-·TA-131

Republic
of Korea

June 6, 1983

Negative preliminary.

731-TA-132

Taiwan

June 6, 1983

Negative preliminary. !/

731-TA-138

Republic
of Korea

April 30, 1984

Negative final. ZI

!/ Commissioner Haggart dissenting.

ZI Commissioners R.ohr and Liebeler not participating.

The fourth investigation concerning imports of the product from Canada,
investigation No. 731-TA-254 (Preliminary), resulted in an affirmative
decision by the Commission. On November 18, 1985, Commerce issued its final
determination in this investigation. It found a weighted aver.age LTFV margin
of 0.65 percent. Accordingly, the Commission initiated a final investigation
concerning this product from Canada. Information concerning the market share
of imports in these outstanding LTFV investigations is presented in the
following tabulation:
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(In percent)
Ratio of imports to apparent consumption
Source
1984

1983

1982

Jan. ·-Sept. 1984

Singapore _!/
Canada !/

0

0 ..

15.2

13. 4 ·:

'l:I
14.8

1985
0

14.2

0.8
13. 4.

!/Investigation No. 731-TA-295 (Preliminary). The instant investigation.
21 Less than 0.05 percent.
lt Investigation No. 731-TA-254 (Final). The weighted average LTFV margin
was 0.65 percent. The Commission is currently conducting a final
investigation concerning such merchandise.
The Product
Description and uses
The imported product covered by this investigation .is rectangular
(including square) welded carbon steel pipes and tubes having a wall thickness
of 0.156 inch or greater. This product is supplied with cross sections in
rectangles ranging from 3 x 2 inches to 20 x 12 inches and in 1-1/2 inch to
16-inch squares. It is used for support members for construction or
load-bearing purposes in construction, transportation, farm, and
material-hand ling equipment. The product is generally produced to ASTM
specification A-500, Grade_ B, and is commonly referred to in the industry as
structural tubing. A discussion of the manufacturing process is included in
the introductory portion of this report.
U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of the heavy-·walled rectangular pipes and tubes covered by thiS
investigation.are classified in TSUS item 610.39 and reported under TSUSA item
·610.3955, which includes welded nonalloy steel pipes and tubes of rectangular
(~ncluding square) cross section, having a wall thickness not less than 0.156
inch, not threaded and not.otherwise advanced, other than pipe conforming to
API specifications for oil~ell casing. During the Tokyo r~und of the
Multi lateral Trac;le Negotiations (MTN) th~ most-favored-nation (MFN) (col. 1)
rate of duty.!/ for TSUS item 610.39 was changed from 0.1 c~nt per pound to
0.5 percent ad valorem, effective January 1, 1982. This MFN rate of duty is
the final staged rate negotiated in the Tokyo round. The column 2 rate of
duty £/ applicable to imports from non-MFN countries is 1 percent ad valorem.
No preferential tariff treatment is afforded to products of countries other
than Israel (duty-free entry under the U.S.-Israel Free Trade Area Agreement)
I

!/ The col. l rate is .applicable to imported products from all countries
except those Communist countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d)
of the TSUS.
.
. £/The rate of duty in col. 2 applies to imported products from those
Communist countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the TSUS.
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and beneficiaries of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (see TSUS
general headnote 3(e)(vii)), whose products enter free of duty.
U.S. Producers
There were 16 firms in the United States known or believed to be
producing heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes during the period covered
by this investigation. The-following tabulation, which was compiled from data
obtained in response to the Commission's questionnaires, shows the principal
producers of heavy-walied rectangular pipes and tubes and each firm's share of
total reported U.~. producers' shipments in 1984:

Firm

Location

Acme Roll'Forming ·t:o---- Sebewaing, MI
Elkhart, IN
Bock Industries------Bu 11 Moose Tube C o - - - - - Chicago Heights, IL
Trenton, GA
Gerald, MO
Copperweld Corp-----Chicago, IL
Delta Metalforming Co
Dallas, ·Tx
Eugene Welding Co---·---·- Marysville, MI·
Ex-L Tube-..·-·----------- North Kansas City, MO
Hanna Steel--·----......- - - - - Fairfieid, AL
Independence. Tube Corp-·---- Chicago, IL ·
James Steel & Tube Co-·----- Madison Heights, MI
Kaiser Steel Corp---..
Los Angeles, CA
Maruichi Ameri'can Corp.--..--- Santa Fe Springs, CA
Mid States Tube Corp--·---- Kenosha, WI
Penn Central Corp.,
Harris Tube Div---·--- Gardena, CA
Los Angeles, CA
UNR-Leavitt-·- - - - - Chicago, IL
Welded Tube Co. of America-·--· Chicago, IL

Share of shipments
(percent)

**·K***.
***

***
***
*'**. K*K
***
***

*"**
**•)(*'**

**·K·
*:K-K·

The production of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes is heavily
concentrated in the Great Lakes area of the United States, with the four
largest producers, * * *, accounting for about * * * percent of U.S.
producers' total· reported 1984 shipments.
U.S. Importers
The net importer file maintained by the U.S. Customs Service identifies
about 10 firms that imported heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from
Singapore during October 1984-July 1985. ·Most of the larger importers listed
are trading companies that deal.in a variety of steel products from a number
of countries.
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Apparent U.S. Consumption
Apparent U.S. consumption of he.avy.'...walled rectangular ·pipes and tubes
increased during 1982-84, from 422,848 tons 1/ in 1982 to 681,537 tons in
1984, or by an annual rate of approximately Z7 percent; apparent U.S.
consumption during January-September 1985, at 547,618 tons, was 4 percent
greater than such consumption during January-September 1984 (table II-1).
According to industry sources,_ the increase in apparent consumption dudng
1982-84 was due primarily to increases in c.onstruct1on starts, highway and
bridge repair work, and industrial' equipment demand. ZI As shown in the
table, imports supplied an increasing share of the market, from 34 percent in
1982 to.39 percent in 1984. This share was 38 percent in January-September
1985.
Table II-1 .-·Heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
shipments, imports for consumption, exports 11 of domestically .produced
merchandise, and apparent U.S. consumption, 1982-94,
January-September 1994,
.
•.
and January~September 1985

Period

Ratio of
Apparent:
im12orts
toShipments: Imports
Exports: consump-:
Con.. ti on Shipments: sum12tion
:
Short tons
--Percent-:

1982-----~
1983-----~

1984
Jan. -Sept. ·1984----1985-----

278,232
342,684
418,133

145,392
184,501
264,099

325,109
340,499

200,987
208,399

776
893
695

422,848
526,292
681,537

52.3
53.8
63.2

34.4
35.1
38.8

343
525,753
l,"280 : 547,618

61.8
61. 2

38.2
38.l

1/ Data on U.S. exports, collected under Schedule B itein 610.3060 (a
bisket 11 classification. for carbon steel structural pipes and tubes), may be
overstated and apparent U.S. consumption·similarly understated. Exports were
reported by only two U.S. producers 'in the Commission's questionnaires; such·.
exports amounted to * * * tons in 1982, * * * tons in 1983, * * * tons ,.in
1984', * * * tons ·iii January-September 1984, and * * * tons in
·
January-September 1985.
11

Source: Shipments, compiled from data submitted in response to
questiqnnaires of the U.S. International Trade CommiSsion; i~ports and exports,"
compiled from· official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

!/ Unless otherwise noted, all tons shown in this report are short tons
(2, 000 pounds).
~/See notes of Dennis Rapkins of the Commission's staff in investigation·
·No. 731-TA-254 (Preliminary).
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Consideration of Material Injury to an Industry in
. the United States
Information in this section of the report for 1982-84 is based upon
information collected by the Commission in connection with investigation No.
731-TA-254 (Preliminary) concerning heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
from Canada. During the course of the ·current investigation, the Commission
obtained updated information from * * * firms accounting for virtually all
reported U.S. producers' shipments of such merchandise in 1984. Some of these
firms were unable to provide updated information concerning their employment
and profitability.
U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization
U.S. production of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, as reported
in responses to the Commission's questionnaire, increased from 26-8,160 tons in
1982 to 425,914 tons in 1984. During January-September 1985, U.S. production,
at * * * tons, was 0.6 percent greater than the level of production in the
corresponding period of 1984. (table II-2). Productive capacity for
heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, at 1.1 million tons per year,
increased at an average annual rate of 4 percent during 1982-84. Capacity
utilization increased from 26 percent in 1982 to*** percent during
January-September 1985.
Table II-2.--Heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. production,
capacity, 11 and capacity utilization, 1982-84, January-September 1984, and
January-September 1985
Jan.-Sept.-Item

1982

1983

· 1984
1984

Production--short tons~:
268,160
Capacity
do-----: 1, 051, 660
Capacity utilization
percent-·-·:25.5

346, 672
1, 110, 660

425,914
1,144,660

***
***

31.2

37.2

***

1985

***

***
***

!/ Practical capacity was defined as the greatest level of output a plant
can achieve within the framework of a realistic work pattern. Producers were
asked to consider, among other factors, a normal product mix and an expansion
of operations that could be reasonably attained in their industry and locality
in setting capacity in terms of the number of shifts and hours of plant
operation.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U,S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. producers' domestic and export shipments
U.S. producers' domestic shipments of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes, as reported in responses to the Commission's ·questionnaire, increased
from*** tons in 1982 to*** tons in 1983, and*** tons in 1984; in
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_January-September 1985 U.S. producers' shipments, at*** tons, were 5
percent greater than shipment's during the corresponding period of 1984
(table II-3). U.S. producers' exports of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and
·tubes, as reported in responses to the Commission's questionnaire, were
negligible in each of the periods covered by this investigation (table II-4).
Table II-3.~Heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
domestic shipments, 11 1982-84, January-September 1984, and JanuarySeptember 1985
Jan. -Sept.-·
1982 .

Item

1983

1984
1985

1984
Quanti ty-----tons-:
Value~l,000 dollars-:
Unit value~-per ton-:

***
***

***

***

***
$449

$494

***

***
***
$***

$453

***
$***

11 Understated to the extent that all U.S. producers did not respond to the
Commission's questionnaires. There were no intercompany and intracompany
transfers reported.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table II-4.-·Heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' export
shipments, 1982-84, January-September 1984, and January-September 1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. producers' inventories
The level of end-of-period inventories of heavy-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes, as reported by U.S. producers in response to the Commission's
questionnaire, fell from 80,096 tons in 1981 to 70~024 tons in 1982, and then
rose to about 81,793 tons in 1984. Inventories dropped to'*'* tons as of
September 30, 19S5, compared with * * * tons a year earlier. Such inventories
decreased from 25 percent of the responding producers' (annualized) shipments
as of December 31, 1982, to * * * percent as'of September 30, 1985.
Reported
end-of-period inventories and such inventories as a share of reported
shipments are shown in the following tabulation:
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Share of
Quantity )J
(tons)

shipmen~s

(percent)

As of Dec. 3 l··--

1981--......______
1982--·-·-·----...,;.__ _
198 3-·---.......- - - - - · 1984

80,096
70,024
74,012
81,793

?/

25
22
20

As of Sept. 30-1984-..-·-..·--·--·-·------1985 ..· - - - - - - - - -

!/ Understated to the extent that all U.S. producers did not respond to the
Commission's questionnaires.
?/ Not available.
·
U.S. employment, wages, and productivity
Data on U.S. employment, wages, and productivity in establishments
producing heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, as reported in responses
to the Commission's questionnaires, are provided in table II-5 (number of
employees and hours worked by production and related workers) and table II-6
(wages and total compensation !/ paid to production and related workers, labor
productivity, hourly compensation, and unit labor costs). The ratio of total
production and related workers to total employees ranged from a low of 75
percent in 1982 and 1983 to a high of 79 percent in 1984. Production and
related workers producing heavy-·walled rectangular pipes and tubes accounted
for 39 percent to 44 percent of total production and related workers during
the period covered.
The average number of production and related workers producing
heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, fell by 1 percent in. 1982, rose by .4
percent in 1984 to 437, and then decreased by 2.3 percent to 416 during
January-March 1985. Similarly, hours worked by these workers, decreased by 4
percent in 1983, rose by 21 percent in 1984, and then dropped by 5 percent
during January-March 1985 compared with the number of hours worked during the
period a year earlier.
The average wage for production and related workers producing
heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, which was $10.28 per hour in 1982,
increased by 9 percent in 1983, decreased by 1 percent in 1984, and then
decreased another 2 percent to $10.87 per hour during January-March 1985.
Labor productivity, which was 0. 30 ton of heavy--walled rectangular pipes and
tubes produced per hour worked during 1982, increased by nearly one-third, to
0.39 ton per hour worked, in 1983, rose another 9 percent in 1984, and then
dropped by 13 percent during January-March 1985 compared with productivity in
January-March 1984. Unit labor costs decreased by 20 percent in 1983 to $36
per ton and then decreased by another 9 percent in 1984; such costs rose ty 25
percent from January-March 1984 to $37 per ton during January-March 1985.

·*

* * firms, accounting for*** percent of U.S. producers' shipments in
1984, provided updated employment information on their operations producing

-·-1_1 The difference between total compensation and wages is an estimate of
workers' benefits.
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Table II-5.-Average number of employees, total and production and related
workers, in U.S. establishments producing heavy-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes, and hours paid 1/ for production and related workers producing
heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, ?:./ 1982--·84, January-March 1984,
and January-March 1985
Jan. -Mar. -Item

1982

1983

1984
1984

Average employment:
All employees:
Number-·-----·--·-··-·---····-··-·----·- :
Percentage change--·······-------:
Production and related
workers producingAll products:
Number--·-··---··--·····-·-----:
. Percentage change·--·--·-:
Heavy-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes:
Number------·-------...- : ·
Percentage change--···-:
Hours worked by production
and related workers
producing heavy-walled
rectangular pipes and
tubes:
Number--..;..·-·--1, 000 hours-:
Percentage change--··---·------:

1,382
~/

1,035

11
425

11

735

11

1,329
-3.8

1,369

1,001
-3.3

1,088
+8.7

422
-0.7

707
-3.8

+3.0

..

1985

1,394

1,227
-10.4

1,093

939
:1_/ -13.7

11 . :y

11

437
+3.6

11

426

852
+20.5

11

:1_/

416
-4.8

215

204

:if -5.1

!/ Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
Understated to the .extent that all U.S. producers did not respond to the
Commission's questionnaires; producers providing usable employment data
accounted for 79 to 84 percent of reported production in all periods.
3/ Data for the previous year or comparable period of the previous year are
not available.
·
·
4/ January-March 1985 compared with full year 1984.
~/

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.•
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Table II-6 .--Wages and total compensation !/ paid to production and related
workers producing heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes and labor
productivity, hourly compensation, and unit labor costs in·the production of
heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, ~/ 1982-84, January-March 1984,
and January-March 1985
Jan.-Mar.Item

1983

1982

1984
1984

Wages paid to production and
related workers:
Value------1, 000 dollars:._:
Percentage change-Total compensation paid to
production and related
workers:
Value--·--1,000 dollars-:
Percentage change-·------.-:
Labor productivity:
Quanti ty--tons per hour-:
Percentage change
Hourly compensation: §I
Value----per hour---:
Percentage change
Unit labor costs: §_/
per ton-:
Value
Percentage change

7,554

7,890
+4.4

!/

1985

9,406
+19.2

2,297
!I

9,971
+1. 5

11, 884
+19.2

2,884

0.3885
+31.6

0.4222
+8.7

0.4527
!I

$11.16
+8.6

$11.04
-1.1

$10.68

$10.87

11

1./ +1. 8

$36.30
-19.8

$33.03
-9.0

$29.63

y

2,218
-3.4

..
.9,827

11
0.2952

.,

!/

:

$10.28

11
$45.28

!/

2,967

1./ +2. 9

·~.1

'!/

:Y

:y

0.3929
-13.2

$37.02
+24.9

!/ Includes wages and contributions to Social· Security and other employee
benefits.
£! Understated or overstated to the extent that all U.S. producers did not
respond to the Commission's questionnaires; producers providing usable
employment data accounted for 79 to 84 percent of reported production in all
periods.
!I Data for the previous year or comparable period of the previous year are
not available.
y January-March 1985 c·ompared with January-March 1984.
§./ Based on wages paid excluding fringe benefits.
~/ Based on total compensation paid.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. These firms employed ***workers
in January-September 1985 ~ompared with * * *during the comparable period of
1984. The total compensation received by these workers increased by 2.8
percent from $* i<· * per hour in January-September 1984 to $* * * per hour
during the corresponding period of 1985.

*

*

*

*

*

*
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.Financial

~xperience

of U.S. producers

***firms, !/which accounted for*** percent of U.S. producers'
·total reported 1984 shipments of heavy--walled rectangular pipes and tubes,
furnished usable income-and-loss data concerning their operations producing
these pipes and tubes and on their overall establishment operations. ***of
the*** firms accounted for*** percent of 1984 shipments. ***firms,
accounting for * * * percent of U.S. producers' shipments during 1984 provided
data for the interim periods .
. !:_ieavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes .-·Net sales of heavy-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes grew from $121.5 million in 1982 to $126.7 million
in 1983, representing a 4.2-percent increase, and then jumped 28.5 percent. to
$162.8 million in 1984 (table II-7). During·the interim periods ended
September 30, ~ales decreased from$*** million in 1984 to.$*** million in
1985~ or by 2.2 percent.
The industry sustained aggregate operaung iosses in 1982 and 1984 and
reported nominal operating income in 1983. The operating loss in 1982 was
$12.1 million., or 10.0 percent of sales; in 1984, it was $1.2 million, or 0.8
percent of sales. Operating income in 1983 was $110,000, or 0.1 percent of
sales. During the interim periods ended September 30, operating income
increased from a loss of $*
* in 1984 to a profit of $* * * in 1985. The
interim period operating margins in 1984 and 1985 were * * * percent and * * *
percent, respectively.

*

In 1982, * * * of the * * * producers reported operating losses compared
with * * * in 1983 and * * * in 1984. In the interim periods, * * * firms
reported an operating lo.ss in 1984 and * * * did so in 1985.
Overall establishment o~rations.~. Net sales of all products produced in
the establishments within which heavy-·walled rectangular pipes and tubes a.re
produc~d increased from $252.4 million in 1982 to $262.6 million in 1983, or
by 4.0 percent, and then increased by 23.4 percent to $324.2 million in 1984
(table II-8). During the interim periods ended September 30, sales fell from
$* * * in 1984 to $* * * in 1985, representing a decline of 5.9 percent.
The firms incurred an aggregate operating loss of $16.2 million in 1982,
or 6.4 percent of net sales. In 1983 and 1984, the producers reported
aggregate operating incomes of $3.4 million and $4.1 million, respectively,
representing an increase of 20.8 percent in 1984. During the interim periods
ended September 30, operating income plummeted * * * percent from $* * * in
1984 to $* -K· * in 1985. The interim period operating margins in 1984 and 1985
were ***percent and ***percent, respectively.
* *· * firms reported operating losses ·in 1982, * * * in 1983, and * * *
in 1984. In the interim periods, ***of the producers had an operating loss
in 1984, 1.o1hereas * * * reported operating losses in 1985.
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·Table II-7.-Income-and-loss experience of*** producers on their operations
producing heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, !/ accounting years 1982-84,
and interim periods ended September 30, 1984, and September 30, 1985·

Item

1982

1983

1984

Interim period
ended Sept. 30-1984

1985

126,666
162,813
Net sales·----1,000 dollars-: 121,546
Cost of goods so ld-----....-d o----· :.--=-1=-16=-'<...:6:;.;:6:;.;:8'---'---=-1-=-12=-<.,;,0::;.;7'-'9'--...:--=1....:.4..=..9.1...,9=-9=-1=---=-----_.:__ _ __
Gross profit
do--:
4,878
14,587
12,822
General, selling, and
administrative expenses
1,000 dollars-: 16 979
14 477
14 057
_ _ _ _-.:..._ _ __
Operating income or
110
(1,235)
(loss) '?:_/-------do--: (12,101)
Depreciation and amortization :
expense
1,000 dollars--:
4,039
4,142
4,800
As a share ofCost of goods sold
percent--:
96.0
88.5
92.1
Gross profit
do----:
4.0
11. 5
7.9
General, selling, and
administrative expenses
percent-:
14.0
11. 4
8.6
Operating income or
0.1
(0.8)
(10.0)
(loss)
·--do--:
Number of firms reporting
operating losses
-~~.;.....;;...-----"-~~.;...__;..._;;;...;..L."'-.;;..,;__.;..._

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

11 U.S. producers submitting usable data for 1982-84 accounted for * * * percent
of total shipments of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes· in 1984, as reported
in responses to the questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. The
respondents reporting data for the interim periods accounted for * * * percent of
such shipments.
'?:_/ In its questionnaire, the Commission asked producers to provide interest
expense and other (nonoperating) income or expense information in order to
determine net income or loss before income taxes. However, ***producers, which
together accounted for * * * percent of reported 1984 net sales, did not report
those line items and * * * additional firms, which together accounted for * * *
percent of reporied 1984 net sales, did not allocate 1 of those items, instead
reporting 0. Thus, data on interest expense, other income or expense: and net
income or loss before income taxes .are not presented in the table.
.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table II-8.--Income-and-loss experience of*** U.S. producers 1/ on the overall
operations of. their establishments within which heavy-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes are ~rqduced, accounting years 1982-04, and interim periods ended
September 30, 1984, and September 30, 1985

Item

1982

1983

1984

Interim period
ended Sept. 301984

1985

262,594
Net sales--·-:-···-·-1,000 dollars . ·-: 252·, 413
324,168
Cost of. goods so ld---.. .-...-·--do-'-·---..-: 239,132
233,482
292,929
***
31,239
Gross profit-·---..-------do--: 13,281
29 112
General, selling, and
administrative expenses
1 , 000 dollars-·: ·_·_2=9;;._,,_4.;..;6'-4'--...;._-=2"'5_.._,7'""1""'1;;__-'--_..;;:;·2-'-7. . . .:;.1~32=---=----***-~·---~0pe rating income or
(loss) 2 / - -..........-----do--·-: (16,183)
3,401
4,107
***
Depreciation and amortization :
9,229
expense
1, 000 dollars--:
9,029
9,790
***
As a share ofCos t of goods sold
94. 7 .
percent-:
88.9
90.4
Gross profit----·-percent--:
5. 3
11. l
9.6
***
General, selling, and
administrative expenses
percent-:
11. 7
9.8
8.4
Operating income or
( 6 .-4)
(loss)
o--:
1. 3
1. 3
.Number of firms reporting
operating losses
***

***
***

I

***

***
***

***

***

***

11 U.S. producers submitting usable data together accounted for*** percent of
total shipments of heav1~walled rectangular pipes and tubes in 1984, as reported in
responses to the questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. The
respondents providing data for the interim periods accounted for * * * percent of
such shipments.
.
.
ii In its questionnaire, the Commission asked producers to provide interest
expense and other (nonoperating) income or expense information in order to
determine net income or loss before income taxes. However, * * * producers, which
together accounted for * * * percen·t of reported 1984 net sales, did not report
those line items and * * * additional firms, which together accounted for* * *
percent of reported 1984 net sales, did not allocate 1 of those items, instead
reporting 0. Thus, data on interest expense, other income or expense, and net
income or loss before income taxes are not presented in the table.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission:
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Capital expenditures and research and development expenses.-*** U.S.
producers supplied information on their capital expenditures for buildings,
machinery, and equipment used in the production of heavy~alled rectangular
pipes and tubes, and four of the * * * furnished data on their research and
development expenses. Capital expenditures increased from $* * * in 1982 to
$* * * in 1983, and then declined to $* * * in 1984. Capital expenditures
declined * * * percent from $* * * in January-411arch 1984 to $* * * in the
corresponding period in '1985. Research and development expenses fell sharply
from $* * * in 1982 to $* * * in both 1983 and 1984. Research and development
expenses amounted to $* * * in both January-March periods of 1984 and 1985.
These capital expenditures and research and development expenses are shown in
the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Three firms reported capital expenditures related to their production of
pipes and tubes during the January-September periods. These
expenditures totalled $* * * mi Ilion in January-September 1984 and $* * * in
the corresponding period of 1985.
heavy~alled

The Question of the Threat of Material Injury
Consideration factors
In its examination of the question of the threat of material injury to an
industry in the United States, the Commission.may take into consideration such
factors as the rate of increase in LTFV imports, the rate of increase in U.S.
market penetration by such imports, the amounts..of imports held in inventory
in the United States, and the capacity of producers in the country subject to
the investigation to generate exports (including the availability of export
markets other than the Vnited States). A discussion of the rates of increase
in imports of heavy-,walled rectangular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes and
of their U.S. market penetration is presented in the section of the report
entitled "Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Alleged Material
Injury or the Threat Thereof and Alleged LTFV Imports."
U.S. importers' inventories

**

* * * importers which together accounted for *
percent of total
imports of the heavy~alled product from Singapore reported that they held
none of the product in inventory as of September 30, 1985.
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Consideration of the Caus~l Relationship Between Alleged Material Injury
or the Thre~t Thereof and Alleged LTFV Imports

·u.s. impor_!:s of

h~avy-walled

rectangular pipes and

~ubes

Imports from all sources. -..-Aggregate U.S. imports of heavy-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes increased by an annual average of 35 percent from
145,392 tons in 1982 to 264,099 tons in 1984; such imports during_
January-September 1985 amounted to 208,399 tons; representing an increase of 4
percent from the level of January-September 1984 (table II-9). Japan and
Canada were the first and second largest suppliers, respectively, of imports
of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes in each period, together
accounting for over 90 percent of such imports.
Imports from Singapore. --U.S. imports of heavy--wal led rectangular pipes
·and tubes increased from none in 1982 and 1983 to 248 tons in 1984 and 4,158
tons in January-September 1985.
!mports from Canada.-·Petitioners urged the Commission to cumulate
imports from Singapore with those from Canada. U.S. imports of heavy-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes from Canada increased from 64,239 tons in 1982 to
70,720 tons in 1983 and 100,858 tons in 1984; however, such imports during
January-September 1985, at 73,658 tons, were 2 percent less than the level of
imports during January-September 1984. Imports from Canada accounted for
declining shares of the total import market for heavy-walled·rectangular pipes
and tubes during the period, with 44, 38, and 35 percent in 1982, 1984, and
January-September 1985, respectively.
U.S. market penetration of imports of heavy-walled

rectangula_r:_pj.~s

and

tub~s

;!;mports from all sources .-'-·-Market penetration of imports cif heavy-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes from all countries increased from 34.4 percent of
apparent U.S. consumption in 1982 to 38.8 percent in 1984; the market .
penetration by imports during January-September 1985 was 38.1 percent,
compared with 38.2 percent during the period a year earlier (table II-10).
Im_29rts from Singapore. ·-U.S. imports of heavy-walled pipes and tubes
from Singapore increased from less than 0.05 percent of U.S. consumption in
1984 to 0.8 percent in January-September 1985.
Imports from Canada.~Imports of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
from Canada dropped from 15.2 percent of consumption in 1982 to 13.4 percent
in 1983 and then rose to 14.8 percent in 1984; during January-September 1985
such imports from Canada accounted for 13.4 percent of consumption, compared
with 14.2 percent in the period a year earlier.
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Table II-9.--Heavy-walled re~tangular pipes and tubes: !/ U.S. imports for
consumption, by principal sources, 1982-84, January-September 1984, and
January-September 1985
·
:Jan.-Sept.Item

. 1982

1983

1984
1984

1985

Quantity (short tons)
Singapore-----0
0
248
0
4,158
Canada--------64,239
70,720
100,858
75,274
73,658
Japan
68,432
102,712
142,002
109,431
117,760
France----134
1,205
5,775
5,010
3,504
Spain
2,738
2,759
4,324
2,997
165.
Finland------0
0
1, 735
903
1,091
All o t h e r - - - - _ _9~·~8_4_9_ _ _7_.._,1_0_5____
9_,_15_6____7~,_37_2..._____8~,Q63
T o t a l - - - - - - - - __1_4_5_,_3_9_2_:_1_8_4~,_50_1_ _~2_6_4_,0_9_9___2_0~0~,~9_8~7~=--2~0~8~,_3~9~9
Value (1,000 dollars)
Singapore-----·
Canada
Japan-------·

1,285
30,560
40,004
France----~-1,214
Spain--------53
Finland-------359
All o t h e r · - - - - - - - ___5~·~0~3_9_____2~,~6~3~7-'---"3~,~15~5"----=2-,4~9~7--._ _~2~,~7~1~9
Total
·------=-~6~3~·~9~1~0-'--~6~9~,=2~93;;__'--~1~0=2~,~16~9'---'--'-76~,~8~4=1c___;.._ __:.7~6~,~1~9~4
30,770
26,912
59
1,130

31,026
34,354
373
903

72
45,154
49,763
1,952
1,479
598

33,400
37,924
1,684
1,018
318

Unit value (per ton)
Singapore-------$292
$315
Canada
$479
$439
448
$444
415
Japan----·
393
334
350
347
339
France----·
439
309
338
336
346
Spain
413
327
342
340
319
Finland----345
352
329
A11 other-----·--- : _ __..5_1_2_ _ _ _3_7_1_____
34_4_ _ _ _3_3_,9,__.____3_3_7
Average-··. ·--------:
440
376
387
382
366

!/ Includes imports under TSUSA item 610.3955.
·Source:
Commerce.

Compiled from official statistics -of the U.S. Department of

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; unit
values were computed from unrounded data.
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Table II-10. --Heavy~alled rectangular .pipes and tubes: JJ Ratios of imports
from Singapore_, Canada, and all countries, to apparent. U.S. consumption,
1982-84, January-September 1984, and January-September 1985 .
(In percent)
Ratio of imports to apparent consumption
Source

Jan.-Sept~-

1984

1983

. 1982

1984

Singapore··----·--·
Canada---·
-·----All countries-~~--

11

0
15.2
. 34. 4

..
,.
• >

-~'14.8

0

13.4
35.1

38.8

•.-

1985

0
14.2
38.2

0.8
13 .4
38.1

Includes imports under TS USA item 610. 395!:r.

?:_/ Less than 0.05 percent.

Source:

Tables 1 and 9.

Information concerning the customs districts through which the subject
imports entered the United States during January-October 1985, as compiled ·
from official statistics of the U.S. Department
of Commerce, is presented in
.
the following tabulation:
.

Source and customs district

Quantity
Short tons

Share of total
quantity
Percent

Singapore:
Los Angeles, CA·---.
2,116
46.0
Houston, TX
1,996
43.4
Portland, O R - - - - - - - - 198
4.3
New Orleans; LA
162
3.5
Seattle, WA.
··---81·
1.7
San Francisco, CA
25
0.5
Philadelphia, PA
---:
20
0.4
---------___;;:;~-'----------..;;...;..~
Total--------------·
4, 598
100. 0
Canada:.
Detroit, MI
48,410
58.5
Buffalo, NY-·········------24,039
29. 1
St. Albans, VT
5,156
6.2
Ogdensburg, NY
3, 723
4.5
Great Falls, MT--942
1.1
Pembina, ND----273
0. 3
Seatt le, WA-·---------153
0.2
Port land, ME--------~·
29
JJ
Cleveland, O H - - - - 21
1/
Total~-------

82,747

1/ Less than 0.05 percent.

Note.-Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.

100.0
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Nearly all of the imports from Singapore entered through West Coast and
Gulf ports, whereas virtually all of the impor·ts from Canada entered through
ports near the U.S.-Canadian border.
Prices
The Commission requ.ested U.S. producers and importers of heavy-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes to provide information concerning their prices
the following items:
PRODUCT 1:
PRODUCT 2:
PRODUCT 3:

ASTM A-500 Grade B structur~l tubing, carbon welded, black,
4-inch squ~re, 1/4-inch wall thickness, 24-foot to 40-foot
mi 11 lengths .
·
ASTM A-500 Grade B structural tubing, carbon welded, black,
2-inch x 4-inch, l/4-inch wall thickness, 24-foot to 40-foot
mi 11 lengths .
ASTM A-500 Grade B structural tubing, carbon welded, black,
6-inch square, 1/4-inch wall thickness, 24-foot to 40-foot
mill le".lgths.

Five domesti~ producers provided price data. Not all of these producers
reported prices on all three selected products. Four of the five
manufacturers indicated that they quote prices f.o.b. mill . . Two of the
reporting producers distribute price lists, and none offers discounts. The
producers prices are presented in table ll:-11.
Table II-11.-Heavy-walled rectangular pipes and. tubes: U.S. producers'
weighted-average prices to.service centers/distril;>utors, by quarters,
January 1983-September 1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Four importers of heavy-walled tubing form Singapore provided price
information to the Commission. These prices are shown in table Il-12.
Table Il-12.-Heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes:· U.S. producers' prices.
and prices of the product imported from Singapore to service centers/
distributors, by quarters, October 1984-September 1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Trends in prices
Product 1.-The domestic price of product 1 to service
centers/disbributors showed a net decrease of
* percent over the
investigation period. It showed*** trend from$*** in January-March 1983
to October-December 1984 ~efore * * * to $* * * in July-September 1985.

**
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Product 2.~For pro~uct 2, the U.S. producers' price moved
erratically throughout the investigation period. For instance, the price
* * * percent from January-March to April-June 1983, only to * * * initial
·January-March 1983 level by July-September 1984. It then*** following
three quarters. In July-Spetmeber 1985 it*** to$*** per hundred feet.
Overall, the price declined ***percent from its initial level.
Produ.ct 3. ---Al though the price of product 3 _showed a .net decrease of
* * * percent from January-March 1983 to July-September 1985, it * * *· For
example the price * * * from $* * * per hundred feet in Januay-March 1983 to
$* * * per hundred feet in July-September 1984 * * percent -·-with the
exception of*** in October-December 1983. The price then*** percent
between July-September 1984 and.July-September 1985, when the price settled at
$* * * per hundred feet.

*

Margins of underselling
Importers provided data on products 1 and 2 originatfog in Singapore.
For product 1, the import price * * * from $* * * per hundred feet in
October-December 1984 to $* *
per hundred feet in January-March 1985. In
the following .period it * * *, by * * * percent, and then * * * to end at
$* * * per hundred feet in July-September 1985. The relative movements
between the U.S. and Singapore prices caused the margin * * *· The Singapore
product undersold the U.S. product by * * * percent in * * *, and by * * *
percent in * * *· It oversold the domestic product * * * in * * * and * * *·

*

For product 2, the Singapore· price, during the first 3 quarters of 1985,
fluctuated between about * * * and $* * * per hundred feet. * * * the
domestic price over the same period * * * the margin of underselling to vary
between * * * percent and * * * percent.
Transportation costs

*

* * all or part of the freight charges on approximately 25 percent of
* * * shipments. Other domestic producers reported that they sometimes lower
their f.o.b. price to equalize the delivered price paid by a purchaser. 1/
~he tabulation below reports the transport costs associated with shippinij to
different locations in the United States (in dollars per ton):
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Transport costs also vary widely as a·share of the total price. For
instance, one producer of heavy-walled tube located in Chicago reported that
freight could account for * * * percent of the f .o.b. price when being shipped
within the Chicago metropolitan area or*** percent' of the f.o.b. price on·
shipments to the West Coast. ~/ Domestic.producers of heavy-walled tube
market their product in limited geographical regions. This practice is
largely due·to the high .costs to transport the material within the United

!/ Based on a telephone conversation with * * *
~I

Based on a telephone conversation with a representative of * * *
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States. Some producers, whil~ not providing average transport costs to the
selected metropolitan areas, above, reported what they considered to be their
marketing areas. * * *
One*** producer reported serving the*** market
only.
Another heavy-walled tube producer indicated that its * * * plant
produces primarily for the * * *· j/ Within this marketing area, transport
costs tend to range between 2 percent and 6 percent of the f .o.b. price. This
producer indicated that it is difficult for it to be competitive with other
domestic producers and imports when transport costs rise above 6 percent.
Lost sales and price suppression/depression
No domestic producer reported any specific instance in which it lost a
sale of heavy-walled rectangular pipes and tubes to imports of lower-priced
merchandise from Singapore. In addition, U.S. producers did not report any
instances in which they were forced to reduce their prices in order to avoid
losing a sale to these imports.

11 Based on a telephone conversation with * * *
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PART III.

LIGHT-WALLED RECTANGULAR PIPES ANO TUBES
Introduction

This part of the report presents information relating specifically to
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. As indicated previously, the
Commission instituted a preliminary investigation to determine whether there
is a reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is materially
injured, or is threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an
industry in the United State·s "is materially retarded by reason of imports of
light-walled rect~ngular pipes and tubes from Singapore.
Previous

Commi~sion

Investigations

On August 22, 1984, the Commission made a preliminary determination in
investigation No. 70F-TA-220 ·(Preliminary) that there was a reasonable
indication that an industry in the United States was materiai°ly ·injured by
reason of allegedly subsidized imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes from Spain. !/ 'f/ In addition, in. investigation No. 731-TA:-198
(Preliminary), 3/ the Commission fo·und that there was a reasonable indication
that an industry in the United States was materially injured by reason of
imports from Spain of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes sold at
LTFV. 4/ The Commission instituted investigation No. 701-TA~220 (Final) on
October 17, 1984, and investigation No. 731-TA-198 (Final) on December 31,
1984. Both of these investigations were terminated on February 4, 1985,
following the withdrawal of the petitions.
On June 12, 1984, the Commission found in. investigation No. TA-201-51
(Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Products) that, under section 201 of the Trade
Act of 1974, the domestic steel pipe and tube i.ndustry was experiencing
serious injury. ~/ However, the Commission determined that imports of certain
steel pipes and tubes were not being imported into the United States in such
increased quantities as. to be a s.ubstantial cause. of serious injury, or threat
thereof, to the domestic industry producing articles like or directly
competitive with the imported articles. ~/ The steel pipes and tubes that
were the subject of the section 20~ investigation included the welded carbon

!/ This case also involved sm~ll diameter circular welded carbon steel pipes
and tubes, which have been included in several subsequent Commission pipe and
tube investigations.
~/ Chairwoman Stern determined that an industry in the United States was
materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. Vice Chairman Li'ebeler dissented.
_'}_/ Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Brazil and Spain(Investigations Nos. 701-TA-220 and 731-TA-·197 and 198 (Preliminary)), USITC
Publication 1569, August 1984.
·
!/ Chairwoman Stern determined that there was a reasonable indication that
an industry in the United States was materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of the subject imports. Vice Chairman Liebe ler
dissented.
~/Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Products:
Report to the President on
Investigation No. TA-201-51, USITC .Publication 1553, July 1984, pp. 65, 68,
117, and 155.
~/ Cqmmissioners Eckes and Rohr dissented.
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steel pipes and tubes that ar~ the subject of the instant investigation, as
well as other pipes and tubes that are not the subject of this investigation.
On April 17, 1984, the Commission determined in investigation
No. 731-TA-138 (Final) j/ that an industry in the United States was materially
injured by reason of LTFV imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
from Korea. 'l:_/
On February l, 1985, the Commission preliminarily determined that there
was a reasonable indication that an industry in the United states was
materialiy injured, or threatened with material injury, by reason of imports
from Taiwan of light-wali~d rectangular pipes and tubes. Effective July 22,
1985, the Commission instituted.investigation No. 731-TA-211 (Final) to
determine whether an industry in the United States is materially injured, or
is threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry is
materially retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise. The
Commission's hearing in this investigation was held on December 17, i985, and
the' Commission's final determination in this investigation will be made by
January 17, 1986. Information concerning the market share of imports in these
outstanding LTFV investigations is presented in the following tabulation:
(In percent)
January-June-. Item

1983

1982

1984
1984

Imports from Singapore J/-:
Imports from Taiwan ?._/--··:

.6

1. 5

0.2
3.1

1985

0.1

0.6

1. 9

.3

1/ Investigation No. 731-TA-296 (Preliminary).

The instant investigation.
Investigation No. 731-TA-211 (Final). The Commission is currently
conducting a final investigation concerning such merchandise.
~/

The Product
Description and uses
The imported pipe and tube product which is the subject of this
investigation is rectangular (including square) welded carbon steel pipes and
tubes having a wall thickness of less than 0.156 inch, hereinafter referred to
as light-walled r.ectangular pipes and tubes. This product is supplied with
cross-sections ranging from 0.375 x 0.625 inch to 4 x 8 inches or with square
cross-sections from 0.375 to 6 inches. It is employeq in a variety of end
uses not involving the conveyance of liquid or gas, such as agricultural
equipment frames and parts and furniture parts. The product is generally
produced to ASTM specification A--513 or specification A--500, Grade A, and is
commonly referred to in the industry as mechanical or ornamental tubing. A

J/ Certa.ir1 Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes -from the Republic of Korea
and Taiwan (Investigations Nos. 731-TA-131, 132, and 138 (Final}), USITC
Publication 1519, April 1984.
£/ Chairwoman Stern dissented. Vice Chairman Liebeler and Commissioner.Rohr
did not par·ticipate in this determination.
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discussion of the manufacturi~g process is included in the· introductory
portion of this report.
·
U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes are classified in
TSUSA item 610.4928, which includes welded nonalloy steel pipes and tubes of
cross sections other than circular, having a wall thickness less ·than 0.156
inch. As of January 1, 1985, the most-favored-nation {MFN) {column 1) rate of
duty, applicabie to imports from Singapore, was 8.8 percent ad valorem for
TSUS item 610.49. 11 As a result of tariff concessions granted in the Tokyo
round, this rate is to be reduced in stages until January 1, 1987, when it
wi 11 reach its. final negotiated rate of 8 percent ad valorem.
The U.S. Market
Apparent consumption
Apparent U.S. consumption of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
increased by 30 percent from 1982 to 1983, and increased by 22 percent from
1983 to 1984 {table III-1). However, apparent consumption was 11 percent
lower in January-June 1985 compared with such consumption in January-June 1984.
Channels of distribution
In the U.S. market, sales ·of pipes and tubes are made directly to end
users or to steel service centers/distributors, which in turn sell to end
users. Service centers/distributors are middlemen that buy large quantities
of pipes and tubes, typically from both domestic producers and importers,
warehouse the product, and sell smaller quantities to end users. According to
questionnaire responses, 30 percent of U.S. producers' domestic shipments were
made to unrelated distributors in 1984. The remaining 70 percent of U.S.
producers' domestic shipments were made to unrelated end users.
U.S. Producers
Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes are made primarily by small,
nonintegrated or partially integrated producers. Armco is the only integrated
producer of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.

11 The rates of duty in t.he col. 1 are most-favored-nation {MFN) rates and·
are applicable to imported products from all countries except those Communist
countries and areas ·enumerated in general headnote 3{d) of the TSUS. The
col .. 2 duty ·rate is 25 percent ad·valorem and the least developed developing
countries {LDDC) rate is 8 percent ad valorem. Imports from beneficiary
countries are not eligible for duty-free entry under. the Generalized System of
Preferences {GSP); products of Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act {CBERA)
countries and of Israel enter free of duty.
·
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Table III-1.-Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
domestic shipments, imports for consumption, and apparent U.S. consumption,
1982-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985
Ratio to
Apparent
Producers'
consumption ofconPeriod
domestic.
. . Imports
: Producer's' :
sumption :shipments : Imports
shipments
·------·----·--·--Tons )J----.. . . _. ,_,__ _
·----Percent···-··144,.871
54,065
198,935
73
27
1982---·····------·:
19 83··-·-·-·-·_:..____ :
258,067
177,685
80~382
69
31
1984----·_____.:._:__ :
>211,367
104,428
'315,795
67
33
January-June1984-.......- - - 56,704·
163,815
65
107, lll
35
100,942
45;214
146,156
69
31
19851/ Unless otherwise noted, the term "ton" refers to a short ton (2,000
pounds).
Source: Domestic shipments were compiled from data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. Imports were
compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

There are approximately 20 domestic producers of light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes. The names of the major U.S. producers, the location(s) of
their production facilities, and their production and shares of reported
production in 1984 are shown in the following· tabulation compiled from
questionnaire· responses (in tons and in percent):
Firm and plant location

OH-·-------------

Production

***

Armco Inc., Middletown,
Berger Ind., Inc., Maspeth, NY----------***
Bernard Epps & Co., Los Angeles, CA . V - - - - ***
Bull Moose Tube Co., Gerald, MO; Chicago
Heights, IL; and Trenton, GA 1 / - - - - - - - - Harris Tube_, Los Angeles, C A - - - - - - - - - - ***
Hughes Steel & Tube, Cfty of Conimerc·e, CA . ! / - - ***
J.M. Tull Ind., Inc., Norcross, GA--------***
Kaiser·Steel Tubing Inc., Los Angeles, CA'.!/--*··»
Lock Joint Tube Co., Inc., South Bend, IN1----***
Maruichi American Corp., Santa Fe Springs, CA.!/~/
*'**
Miami Ind., Piqua, OH.--------------~
***
Parthenon Metal Works, La Vergne, TN·
Pittsburgh International, West Fairbury, IL ! / - - - ***
Southwestern Pipe, Inc., Houston,· TX 1 / - - - - - - *'**
Western Tube. & Conduit, Long Beach, CA !/-·----·- - ***
Total
- -)(M*
--

***

***

Share of total

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***

100.0

1/ Member of mechanical tubing subcommittee of CPTI, and in support of the
petition.
~/ * * *
11 Member of CPTI.
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U.S. Importers
The net importer.file maintained by the U.S. Customs service identifies
about 10 firms that imported light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from
Singapore during October 1984-April 1985. Most of the larger importe-rs listed
are trading companies that deal in a variety of steel products from a number
of countries.
The Question of Material Injury
U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilizat'ion
As shown in table III-2, U.S. production of light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes increased by 26 percent from 144,964-tons in 1982 to 182,885 tons in
1983, then rose again by 17 percent to 214,509 tons in 1984. U.S. production
of the subject merchandise was 8 percent lower in January-June 1985 compared
with such production in January-June 1984. U.S. capacity to produce
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes increased steadily during the period
covered by the investigation, rising· 13 percent from 1982 to 1983 and 7 percent
from 1983 to 1984. Such_capacity was 2 percent higher in January-June 1985
compared with capacity in the corresponding period of 1984. Capacity
utilization increased from 53.2 percent in 1982 to 59.4 percent in 1983, then
climbed to 65.0 percent in 1984. Capacity utilization was 62.1 percent in
January-June 1985, a decrease from 69.7 percent in the corresponding period of
1984.
Table III-2.-·-Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. production,
capacity, !/ and capacity utilization, 1982-84, January-June 1984, and
January-June 1985
January-JuneItem

Production
Capacity ll
Capacity utilization

1982

tons-: 144,964
o - - : 268,871

-

1983

1984

182,885 . 214,509
324,893
303,333

1984

1985

108,655
153,484

100, 350
155,799

69.7

62.1

~/

percent-:

53.2

59.4

65.0

!/ Practical capacity was defined as the greatest level of output a plant can
achieve within the framework of ~ realistic work pattern. Producers were asked
to consider, among other factors, a normal product mix and an expansion of
operations that could be reasonably attained in their industry and locality in
setting capacity in terms of the number of shifts and hours of plant operation.
~I Firms reporting data accounted for * * * percent of reported domestic
shipments of U. S_.-produced light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes in 1984.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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. U.S. producers' shipments and, inventories
U.S.-produced domestic shipments·of light-walled rectangular pipes and
·tubes increased by 23 percent from 1982 to 1983, and increased by 19 percent
from 1983 to 1984 (table III-3). Such shipments were 6 percent lower in
January-June 1985 compared with shipments in January-June 1984~
Table III-3.~Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
domestic shipments, exports, total shipments, and inventories, 1982-84,
January-June 1984, and january-June 1985
January-June--Item

1982.

1983

1984

..
Domestic shipments~~--tcns~: i44,871 :177,685 :211,367
Ex port s---...-·-·---------do------:
Total shipments-------do-----:
Inventories !/-------·-dO---·-: 12,848
16,067
15,0.Z9
Ratio of inventories to
total shipments !/--percent--:
:·

1984

1985

107 111

100,942

***
***
. 15,383

I

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
15,386

***

***

***

'!:_/

***

'!:_/

*M*

!/ Firms reporting data accounted for * * * percent of reported domestic
shipments of U.S.-produced light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes in 1984.
~/ Based on annualized shipments data submitted by questionnaire respondents.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

* * * was the only domestic producer of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes that reported exports during the period covered by the investigation.
The firm's exports were to * * *, and represented less than * * * perc.ent of
U.S. producers' total shipments in each reporting period.
U.S. producers' yearend inventories of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes increased regularly during 1982-84. At yearend 1984, inventories of the
subject merchandise were 25 percent higher than inventories at yearend 1982.
Such inventories as of June 30, 1985 were virtually the same.as inventories as
of June 30, 1984.
Inventories of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes as a percentage of
total U.S.-produced shipments decreased steadily from
* percent in 1982 to
* * * percent in 1984. Such inventories were * * percent of total shipments
as of June 30, 1985, versus
percent as of June 30, 1984:

***

*

* *

Two u.s.· producers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes reported
purchases of imports of the subject merch~ndise during the period covered by
the investigation . . * * * reported purchases of the subject merchandise * * *,
during 1983-84 and in January-June 1985. An official of
* ~tated that
these purchases were of * * *· Such imports amounted to less than * * *
percent of** *'s total shipments during the perio~ covered by the
investigation. * * * accoun.ted for * * * percent of U.S. production of· the
subject merchandise in 1984.

**
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* * * also reported purch~ses of imports during 1982-84 and in
ranuary-June 1985. Such purchases as a percent of the firm's total ·shipments
f * * percent in 1982 to * * * percent in January-June 1985.
* * * accounted
'or * * * percent of U.S. production of the subject merchandise in 1984.
>pokesmen for
stated that the firm purchased imports primarily from
f * * because * * *
In addition, * * *

***

I. S.

employment

Table III-4 presents employment data for light-walled rectangular pipes
ind tubes. Employment of production and related workers producing
.ight-walled rectangular pipes and tubes rose 31 percent from 1982 to 1983 and
I percent from 1983 to 1984; however, employment was 6 percent lower in
ranuary-June 1985 compared with employment in the corresponding period of 1984.
"able III-4.-Average number of production and related workers engaged in the
manufacture of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, hours worked by
such workers, wages paid, total compensation, and output per hour, 1982-84,
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 !/
January-JuneItem

1982

1983

1984
1984

lumber of workers
482
lours worked per worker,
per week
38.0
lages paid per worker,
per hour
$10.22
·otal compensation per worker,
per hour
$11. 78
~utput per hour
· tons---:
.158

1985
605

630

658

642

33.5

36.2

34.6

$10.31

$10.76

$10.49

$10.41

$12.05
.174

$12.55
.180

$12. 16
.195

$12.45
.203

..

32.7

!/ Data were obtained from 14 producers accounting for * * * percent of
·eported domestic shipments of U.S.-produced light~alled rectangular pipes
ind tubes in 1984.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
l.S. International Trade Commission.
Average weekly hours worked by workers producing light-walled rectangular
dpes and tubes decreased irregularly during 1982-84, and were lower in
·anuary-June 1985 compared with average weekly hours worked in January-June
984. Average hourly wages paid increased steadily during 1982-84; however,
1verage hourly wages paid were slightly lower in January-June 1985 compared
1ith such wages in the corresponding period of 1984. Total hourly
ompensation per worker increased steadily from January 1982 to June 1985.
'he productivity of workers producing the subject merchandise increased
.teadily during the period covered by the investigati6n. Of the 15 U.S.
1roducers responding to the questionnaire, 7 are nonunion, and 8 have
mpioyees represented by 7 different unions.
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·Six U.S. producers reported layoffs during.the period covered by the
investigation. The firms cited declining sales and lack of busines~ as
reasons for the layoffs. ~ * * The foliowing tab~lation contaihs data
obtained from five firms reporting permanent layoffs:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* * * reported the following temporary layoffs and recalls of workers
involved in the production of light~walled rectangular pipes and tubes:
*

*

*

*

Financial experience of U.S. producers
Fourteen U.S, producers supplied income-and-loss data for all welded
carbon steel pipe anci tube operations of their. establishments within which
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes are produced, while only 'two firms
provided usable data for· their operations producing light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes. Most producers manufacture round, square, rect!i\ngular,
and/or other types of pipes and tubes using the same labor and machinery. The
majority of firms do not maintain separate .income-and-loss data for each
specification of pipe and tube. In responding to the questionnaire, some
firms used methods of allocation, such as sales or shipments, which may not
accurately reflect the financial e.xperience realized on their operations
producing only light-walled rectangular pipes. and tubes. Other firms did not
provide data on light-walled rect~ngular pipe and tube operations.
All welded carbon steel pipe and tube operations of producers'
establishments within which light-W<illed rectangular pipes and tubes are
produced.-Fourteen firt.ns, accounting ·for*** percent· of U.S.-produced
domestic 'shipments o.f the subject merchandise in 1984, supplied the data in
table III-5. The value of total shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes
·and tubes as a share of net sales of all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes
was approximately 27 percent during 1982-84. Aggregate net sales .increased by
42 percent from $300.6 million in 1982 to $427.1 million in 1984 (table
III-5). During the interim period ended June 30, 1985, aggregate net sales
fe 11 s light.ly, by 1. 3 percent to $206. 0 mi 11 ion, co111pared with such sales· of
$208.7 million in the corresponding period of 1984.
The industry operated profitably throughout the period covered by the
investigation. The operating income increased from $1~.6 million in 1982 to
$25.6 million in 1984. However, the ratio.of opera~ing income to net sales
rose from 4.5 percent in 1982 to 7.0 percent in 1983, and then fell to 6.0
percent in 1984. The operating income dropped to $9.8. million, or 4.8 percent
of net sales, during the interim period ended June 30, _1985, compared with
such income of $i3.5 million, or 6.5 percent of net sales, in the interim
period of 1984.
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Table III-5.-Income-and~loss experience of 14 U.S. producers 11 on their operations
producing all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes in their establishments within which
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes are produced, accounting years 1982-84, and
interim periods ending June 30, 1984 and June 30, 1985

Item

1982

1983

1984

Interim period
to June 30--2/
1984
.1985

Net sales
1,000 dollars-: 300,562
350,127
427,107
208,651
205,998
181,462
182,968
Cost of goods sold
do---:~·=26~7~·~4~3~2~-_;_.~3~0=2~,5~4~2;;._;;__;;3~7~4~,~7~3~8-'--"'-';....;;;..&~=-..._;;...;;..;~....;;...;;Gross profit or (loss)--·----do·--: 33,130
47,585
52,369
27,189
23,030
General, selling, and administrative
13,698
13' 219
expenses
1,000 dollars---::_~19~,5~3~5:._.:_~2~3L,~14~1=--,__~2~6~,~8~1~9-=----=~-=-=--"--'---=::.L..:=-=Operating income------------do--: 13,595
24,444
25,550
13,491
9,811
Depreciation and amortization
expense 1/
1,000 dollars-:
6,042
6,886 :
6,895
3,131
3,234
As a share of net sales:
Cost of goods sold--..·. ---percent--:
89.0
86.4
87.7
87.0
88.8
Gross profit
do--.:
11.0
13 .6
12.3
13.0
11.2
General, selling, and administrative :
6.5
expenses---------percent-:
6.6
6.4
6.3
6.6
Operating income-·do--:
4.5
7.0
6.0
6.5
4.8
Number of firms reporting:
Operating losses--~------2
2
1
1
2

* * * Hence, there are 13 producers reporting in 1982.
2/ Interim data are for 13 firms.
ii Depreciation and amortization data are for 13.firms in 1982-84 and for 12 f.irms in
both interim periods.
!/

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.-Only 2 of the 14 responding firms
furnished usable income-and-loss data relative to their operations producing
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. * * *· Because the two firms capable of
providing product line data account for such a small percentage of total domestic
production of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, the financial experience of
those firms may not accurately reflect that of the industry as a whole. These data are
presented in appendix C.
Investment in productive facilities.--Twelve firms accounting for*** percent of
U.S. producers' 1984 shipments of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes supplied data
concerning their investment in productive facilities employed in the production of all
welded pipes and tubes, whereas only four firms accounting for * * * percent of
producers' shipments furnished such data relating to the production of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes. Reported investment in property, plant, and equipment is
shown in· the.following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):
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All welded pipes and
· tubes of the
establishment
Original
Book
cost
value

Period

1982--·-··--·-----.--.-----:
1983----------····---:
19 8 4-·---·-----As of June 301984---·-..
------1985

:Light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes
Original
cost

Book
value

90,620
100,525
108,655

46, 713
53,208
57,348 :

10,876
12,752
14,084

4,836
6,136
6,065

104,226
114,862

52,865
57,659

14,182
14,006.:

6,544
5,487

The aggregate investment in productive facilities for all welded pipes

and tubes, valued at cost, increased from $90.6 million fo 1982 to $108 .. i
million in 1984 and rose further to $114.9 million as of June 30, 1985. Jhe
book value of such ajsets followed a similar trend from January 1982 to June
1985. T'otal reported investment in productive faci 1i ties for light-walled
rectangular pipe.s and tubes, valued at. cost, increased from $10.9 million in
1982 to $14.1 million in 1984 and remained at about $14.0 million as of
June 30, 1985.

Capital expenditures and research and development expenses .-·Twelve firms
accounting for
percent of U.S. producers' 1984 shipments 9f the subject
merchandise furnished data relative to their capital expenditures for land,
. buildings, and machinery and equipment used in the manufacture of all welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes of their establishments, and four fi~ms
accounting for * * * percent of U.S. producers' 1984 shipments supplied such
data for light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. Only two firms reported
research and de.velopment expenses relating to the operations of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes. These reported data are presented in the
f9llowing tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

***

Period

1982
1983--·1984

January-June-1984
1985--

Capital expenditures
Research and
All welded
:development expenses
pipes and
: Light-walled
related to lightt b
f
th
rectangular
.Walled
rectangular
::establishments:pipes
u es 0
e : ·
and tubes·. pipes and tubes

..

7,634
12,602
6,580
2,052·
7,342

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
·)(·**
·X-**.

***

Capital expenditures relating to all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes
increased from $7.6 million in 1982 to $12.6 million in 1983, and declined to
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.$6.6 million in 1984. Such expenditures rose to $7.3 million in January-June
1985, compared with $2.1 mili'ion in January-June 1984. · Capital expenditures·
for light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes dropped from $~ * * in 1982 to
'$***in 1984, and amounted· to$*** in January-June 1985.
Research and development expenses relative to operations on light-walled
rectangular pip~s and tubes increased from$*** in 1982 to $* * * in 1984.
Such expenses were $* * * in January-June 1985 compared with $* * * in the
corresponding period of 1984.
The Question of the Threat of Material Injury
In its examination of the question of a reasonable indication of the
threat of material injury to an industry· in the United States, the Commission
· may take into consideration such factors as the rate of increase of the LTFV
imports, the rate of increase of U.S. market penetration by such imports, .the
quantities of such imports held in inventory in the United States, and the
capacity of producers in Singapore to generate exports (including the
availability of export markets other.than the United States).
Trends in imports and U.S. market penetration are discussed in the section
of this report that addresses the causal relationship between the alleged
injury and the LTFV imports. Foreign capacity is discussed in the section of
the report on the foreign producers.
* * * importers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Singapore
reported that they held none of the product in inventory as of September 30,
1985. These importers accounted for*** percent of total imports·from
Singapore during January-September 1985.
·Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Alleged Material
Injury or the Threat Thereof and Alleged LTFV Imports
U.S. imports
Total U.S. imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes nearly
doubled from 54,064 tons in 1982 to 104,428 tons in 1984; however, total
imports for January-·June 1985 amounted to 45,214 tons, a 20-percent decrease
from 56,704 tons in the corresponding period of 1984 (table III-6). Japan,
Spain, Taiwan, and Canada were the largest exporters of these pipes and tubes·
to the United St~tes in 1984, accounting for 46 percent, 23 percent, 9
percent, and 8 percent of total imports, respectively.
Imports of this product from Singapore·totaled 572 tons in 1984 and 946
tons in January-June 1985. Petitioners request that the Commission cumulate
imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Singapore with
imports of similar products from Taiwan.
Imports from Taiwan of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes more than
tripled from 1982 to 1983 and more than doubled from 1983 to 1984; however,
such imports were 87 percent lower in January-June 1985 than imports in the
·corresponding period of 1984_. Imports from Taiwan v.irtually ceased after
March 1985, as only 3 tons were imported during April-September 1985.
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Table III-6.-Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: ]./ U.S. imports
for consumption, by principal sources, 1982-84, January-June 1984, and
January-June 1985
:

Source

1982

1984

1983

________
January-June-·

1984

1985

Quantity (tons)
Singapore·-..--'--- - - - :
0 ..
Taiwan-·--·1,115
Subtotal');/--1,115
'Japan--..:.'._
16,001
Spain--2·,549
Canada
18,359
Italy------·----5,027
Mexico-558
Korea · - - - - - - 821
West Germany
2,630
A11 o t h e r · - - - - - - - - ___7:......•i...;:00~4--=-_
Total
54,064

0 :
3,812
3,812
37,640
5,547
14,194
45
1, 819
10, 373
1,102

572
133
946
9,754
3,177
405
10,326
3,310
1,351
47,897
27,310
35,960
23,693
11,351
1,072
· 9,250
5;825
2,264
3,077
388
2,042
2, 825
2, 488
0
2, 427
2, 394
141
1,545
756
423
_...;:5~,-=8..;:.5.:2.....:...._--.:4~,.=. 3.:. 78=--=---·..:::2~,=-88=-l=--:=----=-1.1...,9=-6=-1=80,382
104,428
56,704
45,214
Value (1,000 dollars)

Singapore--------477
332
319
Taiwan---·----· - - - -----'4~2..;:.1-.:..._--=l"",..;;,.3.;;..94_,__=----=-3.1...,2=-1=-1::.......:----=-1.1-.,0=-4.:..4:.__:_ _....;l::....:7~8:;,._
Subtotal ' ) ; / - - - - 421
l, 394
3, 688
1, 376
497
Japan-·--7,524
13,529
17,987
10,142
13,035
Spain
1, 140
1,776 .:
8,353
3,337
340
Canada
4,739
3,993
2,783
1,728
1,351
Italy- - - - - - - - - 5~109
22
. 950
128
760
Mexico
845
1,759
1;935
1,488'
Korea------------336
3,172
838
812
51
West Germany
2,655
951
978
580
307
738
All other
3,028
2,205
1,857
1,210
17,080
Total-------25,798
28,800
39,370
20,801
Unit value (per ton)
Singapore·-----·--834
2,495
337
Taiwan.
377
366
329
329
440
subtotal ' ) ; / - - - - 377
366
357
416
368
Japan470
359
376
371
362
Spain---------447
320
353
294
317
597
Canada·---------258
281
337
297
372
Italy---------1,016
486
309
330
Mexicn---------1,515
967
685
598
Korea---------410
306
345
339
362
West Germany·-----1,009
863
633
767
726
A11 o t h e r - - - - - - · - : _ _ _4~3..;;:2=-------"3_7..;...7--'---_..:..4=24~=-----"'-42=-0;;;......;'--__3;;._7"-6"-Total-------477
358
377
367
378
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table III-6.-Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: 1/ U.S. imports
for consumption, by princii:)al sources, 1982-84, January-:-.June 1984, and
January-June '1985---:-Continued
January-JuneSource

1982

1983

1984
1984

1985

Percent of total quantity
Singapore-~~-~~~~~
Taiwan--·~~--~~~-~-

Subtotal '!::/
JapanSpain.~~~~-~--~--

Canada.~-~--~-~·

Italy
Mexicn-~~~~~~~--

Korea~-~~-~----

West Germany------All other·-----Total~~~~~~~-

2.1
2.1
29.6
4.7
34.0
9.3
1.0
1.5
4.9
13.0
100.0

.. 4. 7
4.7
46.8
6.9
'17.7
.1
2.3
12.9
1.4
7.3
100.0

..

.5.:
9.3
9.9
45.9 :
22.7
7.9
2.9
2.7
2.3
1.5
4 .1 ..
100.0

.2
5.6
5.8
48.2
20.0
10.3
.7
4.4
4.2
1. 3

s.i

100.0 :

2 .1
0.9
3 .o
79.5
2.4
5.0
4.5
.3
.9
4.3
100.0

!/ Data for January 1982-March 1984 may be slightly overstated to the extent
they contain small quantities of pipes and tubes not under investigation.
~I Represents total imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from
countries for which this product is 'the subject of a current investigation .
. Source:
Commerce.

Compiled from official statistics of the

Note.~Because

u.s .. Department of

of rounding, figures may not add to the totals

~hown.

Taiwan's share of total imports rose from 2 percent in 1982 to 9 percent in
1984, and then declined to nearly 1 percent in January-June 1985.
Market penetration of imports
Imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Singapore
accounted for 0.2 per.cent of consumption in 1984 and 0.6 percent in
January-June 1985, compared with 0.1 percent in January-June 1984 ·
(table III-7). Market penetration of imports from Taiwan increased from o. 6
percent in 1982 to 1.5 percent in 1983, and increased again to 3.1 percent in
1984; however, such· imports dropped to 0. 3 percent of apparent U.S. ·
consumption in January-June 1905. Imports from all other countries increased
their market share from 26.6 percent in 1982 to 29.8 percent in 1984. The
share of consumption held by imports from all other countries was lower in
January-June.1985 than in January-June 1984. U.S. producers' domestic
shipments as a share of apparent consumption fell steadily from 72.8 percent
in 1982 to 66.9 percent in 1904; however, the U.S. producers' share increased
in January-June 1985 compared with the share in the corresponding period of
1984.
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.Table III-7.-Light~alled re~tangular pipes and tubes: Ratios of imports and
U.S. producers' domestic shipments to apparent U.S. consumption, 1982-84,
January-June 1984, and January-June.1985
(In percent)
January-June--·
Item

1982

1984

1983

1984
Imports from Singapore--:
Imports from Taiwan
Subtotal .V
All other imports-U.S. producers' domestic
shipments
Total

..
1. 5
1. 5
29.7

.6
.6
26.6
72.8
100.0

"

68.9
100.0

0.2
3.1
3.3
29.8
66.9
100.0

1985

0.1
1.9
2.0 .
32.6

0.6
.3

.9

30.0

65.4

69.1

100.0

100.0

11 Represents total import penetration of light~alled rectangular pipes and
tubes from countries for which this product is the subject of a current
investigation.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce and from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Note.-Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Information concerning the customs districts through which the subject
imports enter the United States during January-October 1985, as compiled from
official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce, is presented in the
following tabulation:

Source and customs d1strict

Quantity
Short tons

Share of total
quantity
Percent

Singapore:
.Los Angeles, CA
1,167
66
Seattle, WA--·-.-----·
276
16
Houston, TX-------~-----
165
9
Portland, O R - · - - - · - · - - - - - - :
94
5
San Francisco, CA-·-------42
2
New Orleans, LA----16
1
Total
1,760
100
Taiwan:
Los Angeles, C A - - - - - - - · - - 265
65
Philadelphia, P A - - · - - - - - - - - 90
22
San Juan, " P R - - - - - - - - - - - - 47
12
Seattle, WA-·-··-..· - - - - - - - - - 4
1
Tota 1-------------~ -----------~------406
100
Note.-Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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The Commission requested domestic·producers and importers to provide
pricing information on the following selected light-walled rectangular tube
products:
PRODUCT 1: ASTM A-513 (mechanical) or A-500 grade A (ornamental) tubing,
carbon welded, black, 1-inch x 1 1/2-inch rectangular,
11-gauge wall thickness, 24-foot to 40-foot mill lengths.
PRODUCT 2: ASTM A-513 (mechanical) or A-500 grade A (ornamental) tubing,
carbon welded, black, 1-inch square, 16--gauge wall thickness,
24-foot to 40-foot mill lengths.
Six domestic producers prov.ided the Cammi ss ion with price data on the
selected products, al though·, not all producers submitted prices on both
products. ·four of the producers typically quote f.o.b. mill prices. Most ~f
the responding light-walled tube producers neither circulate price lists .nor
discount prices. The. weighted-average prices calculated from these responses
are shown in table III-8. Only one importer of light..:..Walled tubing from
Singapore provided price data to the Commission.
Table III-8.~Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
weighted-average prices to service centers/distributors, by quarters,
January 1983-September 1985·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Trends in prices
'.

Product 1. While U.S. producersJ prices for product 1 showed an
overall increase of*** percent from$*** per hundred·feet in
January-March 1983 to$*** per hundred feet in July-September 1985,. the
quarterly movements in price were irregular. For instance, the price
increased fairly rapidly during the January 1983-March 1984 period, and then
retreated irregularly for the remainder of the investigation period.
Product 2. For product 2, the producer's price to service
centers/distributors increased * * * percent from $* * * per hundred feet in
January-March 1983 to $* * * per hundred feet in April-June 1984. In the
following 5 periods the price declined consistently, dropping a total of * * *
percent between Apri 1-June 1984 and July-September 1985. Overall, the price
showed a net decline of * * * percent between January-March 1983 and
July-September 1985.
Margins of underselling
Only one importer pr.ovided data * * *
* * * the Singapore product,
priced at $* * * per hundred feet, undersold the domestic product by * * * ·
·percent.
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Transportation costs ·
/

Two of the domestic light-walled tube producers reported- they .absorbed all
or part of the freight charges on at least 50 percent of their shipments.
These producers reported transport costs which varied greatly with shipping
distance. The tabulation below captures some of their re•ponses (in dollars
per ton):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Most producers report they serve limited markets. For instance, the *
producer considers its marketing area to be * * *, and the two other
California producers report serving * * *·

*

*

One domestic producer of light-i~all~d rectangular tube located in * * *
reported that transportation costs as a percentage of the f.o.b. price ranged
from 2.6 percent on shipments to*** to*** percent on. shipments to
· * * *· 11 This producer had. no recent sales to * * * on which to base a
transport cost calculati9n.

**

Another domestic producer in *
reported that transport costs as a
percentage of the f.o.b. price range from 1.5 percent on local shipments to 5
percent on shipments to neighboring states. This producer indicated that it
can only be competitive in areas to which freight is no more than 5 percent of
the f.o.b. price, and that it can.be most competitive i-n shipments to areas in
which freight is 2-3 percent of the f .o.b. price. ZI
Lost sales and price suppression/depression
No producer reported.any specific instance in which it lost a sale of
light.,.-walled pipes and tubes to imports of lower-pr'iced merchandise from
Singapore. In addition, U.S. producers did not report any instances in which
they were forced to reduce their prices in order to avoid losing a sale to
these imports.

11 Based on a telephone conversation with * *
~I

Based on a telephone conversation with *

*

**
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APPENDIX A
THE FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICES

A-2

Federal Register-/ Vol.

[lnuulli•llomNoa. 731-T~-tlirCiUlh·
211 (Priaalll• r>J

·

C.rtatn Welded C....... Steel Pfpee ·
Md TubM From the People'• Republic
of China. the. Phlllpplnn, and
Singapore.

Acaac:Y: Intemational Trad, .
Commi11ion.
ACTION: Institution

of preliminary
antidumping investigations ~d .
scheduling of a eonference tob•held in
connection with ·the investigations.
8UlllWn': Thlt Commission hereby gives

notice of the imtitution of preliminary
antidumping investigations Nos. 731TA-292 through 296 (Preliminary} under
section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(t9·U.S.C.'-1873b(a)) to.det~ ..
whether there is a reasonable mdication
that an industry in the United States ia·
materially injured. or is threatened with·
material injury; or thA ~itablishment of
an industry in the United States is . .
materially retarded. by reason of
·
imports of the following welded carbon
steel pipes and tubes which are alleged
to be. sold in the-United S!-ates afless
tJian fair value:

so•.No~

224- /. Wednesday, November 20. i985

I Notices

41851.

referred to the Chairwoman. who will
Standard pipes and tubes 1 from the
,determine whether to accept the late
People's Republic of China. the
Philippines. and Singapore
entry for good cause shown by the
. (iilVestigationa Nos. 731-TA-292
person desiring to me the entry•
through 294 (Preliminary))
.
Service list. Pursuant to §201.ll(d) of
Heavy-walled rectangular pipes and
the Cominisaion's rules{19 CFR. - 2
tubes. .from-Singapore (investigation
201.ll(d)). the Secretary will prepare a
No. 731-TA-295 (Preliminary))
service list containing the names and
Lisht-walled rectangular pipes and
addresses of all persons. or their
tubes 3 from Singapore (investigation
representatives. who are parties to these
No. 731-TA-298 (Preliminary))
investigations upon the expiration of the
A.a provided in· section 733{a), the
period for filing entries of appearance.
Commission must complete preliminary . In accordance with §201.lB(c) and 207.3
antidumping investigations in 45 days,
of the rules (19 CFR 201.16(c) and 207.3),
or in this-case by December 30. 1985. For each document filed by a party to an
further information conceming the.
investiga1*on:must be served o~ all ~ther
conduct of these investigations and rules parties to the investigation (a~ identified
of general application. consult the ·
by the service list), and a certificate of
Commiaaion's Ru.l,es of Practice and
service must accompany the documenL
Procedure. part 2111. subparts A and B
The Secretary will not accept a
(19 CFR part 207), and part 201. s1:'bparts document for filing without a certificate
A through B (19 CFR part 201).
of Ser.vice.
uracnn DATI: Novemb.er 13, 1985;
Conference. The Director of
rOR ,.,.,.,_ INl'OllMATION CONTACT:
Operations of the CommiHion bas
Abipil Eltzroth (202-SZM289), Office
·scheduled a conference in connection
of Investfgattons, U.s. Intema tional
with these investigations for 9:30 a.m. on
Trade Commission. 701 E Street NW..
December 8, 1985 at the U.S: .
Wuhiqton. DC 20438. Hearing- .
Intemational·Trade Commission
impait8d-individuala ~ adVi11ed that
Buil~ 701 E Street.NW.. Washington..
· informatton on UU. matter can be
DC. Parties wishing to participate in the
· o~tained by contacting the .
.
conference should contact Abigail· ·
Cominiaaio.n's TDD terminal on 20z.;~ Eltzroth (202-523--0289) not later than
oooz..
December 4, 1985 to arrange for their
....... ....,,ARYINIOllllATION: ·
appearance. Parties in suppol'!. of ~e
· BacksivU11d. These investigations are
imposition of antidumping duties m
betni imtituted in response to peUUons
these investigations and pa~es in
med on:Novembft 13. 1985 by counael
opposition to the impostition of such
for the Cominittee on Pipe and Tube.
duties will each be collectively allocated
lmportS. . .
.
one hour within wlaich to make an oral.
. Partici,,Otion in the inveatigation&
presentation at the conference.
Penona wishing to particip•te in these
· Written submissions. Any person may
investigations as parties must me an
submit to the Commission on or before
entry of appearance with the Secretary
December 10. 1985 a written statement
to the Commi11ion. as provided in
of information pertinen~ to the subject of
l20Ul of the Commission's rules (19
the investigations.. as provided in
CFR 201.1j), not'later than seven (7)
§207.15 of the Commission's rules (19
days after publication of this notice in
CFR 207;15): A signed original and
the Federal Register. Any entry of .
fourteen (14) copies of each submission
appearance.filed after this date will be
intist be filed with the Secretary to the
commiBSion in accordance with §201.8
• For purpose1 of thne imeatfgalionl. the term
of tbe rules (19 CFR 201.8). All written
"standanl pipn andtubn" covera weldec!·c:arbcm
submissions except for confidential
eteeJ pipes and tube.-of circular c:rou sectfon. o.m
business-data wiU be available for
im:h or nioni bat not over 18 inches in outllde. ·
diameter. provided for in itema 811>.3231. 81o.3Z34.
·
public inspection during regular
81G.3Z41. 81D.3UZ. 81D.3243. 81G.3Z5Z. 81o.3254.
business hours (8:45 a.m; to 5:15) in the··.
81G.3256. 810.3258. and 810.4925 of the Tariff ·
Office of the Secretary· to the·
Sdreduln ufth• Unil«I Shlta (ArutotlJttld/
(7SVSAJ
.
.
Commission.
. · • f'or pwpose.1 of thi9 invn'tfplion. tint term·
Any buiiness information for which
•beny·walled recunplar pipes and tubea" coven
confidential
treatment is d~ired must
welded c:arboa 1teel pipes and tuba of rectan&W111be submitted separatelv The'.envelope_
(inchullna aquare),:s:roaa eectlcm; baviq 1 wall·
and all pages of such submissions must
thickneu not leu than 0.158 !ac:h. provided for in
Item 8111.3955 of the TSUSA.
be clearly labeled "Confidential
Business information." Confidential
i For purpo- of tht1 invntfgalion. the term
· "liaht-walled n!Ctanguiar pipes aad tubn" coven
.
submissions and requests for
welded carbon 1teel pipn and tubea of rectangular
confidential treatment must conform
(includina aquare) cro1uection. b1vin1i' a wall;
with the requirements of §201.s·of the
thic:kneu 11191 than 0.158 Inch. pl'OYided for In item
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.8)•
. 810.4928 of the TSUSA.

A-3

Au.tlaadt!: thaa. imleatip~am. baiD1;
conducted under autJiOl'lly oi.thL'I:uiff.Ad.af
. 1930: UUe. VIt TlliS 11otice is puijl111iecC
pursuant"to•f2Dr.l2:atthe·Qlmmi.lsion'rrulu
(19 CFR 20:r.121!

.

Issued!· Ntzvem0er13; 11111!.
By anil!I! oCtJie COmmissiiJn.
Kiametlitlt Maaaa..

....,...

~·

(J19oc.~~la..81:816amj1
~
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[A-599-502)

Initiation of Antldumplng Duty
Investigations; Small Diameter Welded.
carbon Steel Standard, Ught-Walled
Rectangular and Heavy-Walled
Rectangwar Pipe and Tube From
Singapore.

Import Administration.
.
lntemational Trade Administration.
Commerce.·
ACTION: Notice.

AG&NCY:

the basis of a petition
filed in proper form with the U.S.
Department of Commerce, we are
initia~ antidumping duty
investigations to determine whether
imports of small diameter welded ·
carbon steel standard. light-walled
rectangular and heavy-waJ,led
rectangular pipes and h,lbea from
Singapore are being, or are likely .to be,
sold in the United States at less than fair
value. We are notifying the U.S. ·
International Trade Commission (II'C)
.of this action so that it may determine
-~hether imports of these producta
materially injure. or threaten material· injury to. a U.S. industry. The rrc will
make its preliminary determinations on
or before December 30. 198&. If these ·
inveatigationa proceed normally, we will
make our preliminary determinations on
or before April 22. 1988. .
·
DAT£ December ii 198&.
SUllllARY: On

....env.

POii FURTHl!R INl'OIUIATION CONTACT:

Raymond Buaen. Office of·
lilvestigationil. -Import Administration.
International Trade Adminiatration. U.S.
Department of Commerce. 14th Street··
an.d Constitution Avenue NW..
Washington.· De 20230; telephone: (202).
371-3464.
IUPPl.DIDTARY INFORMATION: ·

The Petition
On November 13, 1985, we received a

petition filed in proper form by the
Standard Pipe and Tube Subcommittee.
the Structural Tubing Subcommittee and
the Mechanical Tubing Subcommittee of
the Committee on Pipe and Tube
Imports (CPTI) and by each of the
individual manufacturers of these
products that are members of each
. respective subcommittee on behalf of
the U.S. industry producing small
diametet carbon steel standard. lightwalled rectangular and heavy walledrectangular pipes and tubes. In
compliance-with the filing requinimenta
of § 353.38 of the Commerce Regulations
(19 CFR 353.38), the petition alleges that
imports of small diameter welded
carbon steel standard. light-walled ·
rectangular and heavy-walled •
rectangular pipes· and tubes.

from

0.156 inch provided for in item
Singapore are being. or are likely to be,
sold in the United States at less than fair 810.3955 of the Tar11l Schedule ·of the
value within the meaning of.section 731
United States. Annotated (TSUSA).
of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended
United States Price and Foreign Market
(the Act), and that these imports
Value
materially injure, or threaten material
injury to, i U.S. Industry. The-petition
Petitionerii based United States price
also alleges that the subject
on the average FAS value of imported
merchandise is being sold at prices
pipe in each category from Singapore for
below the cost of production in the
September 1985.
homemarkeL
Petitionen based for:eign ma~·ket value
Initiation of Inveatigatloal
on home market price quotes for
October 1985. ·
Under section 732(c) of the:Act. we
Sued-on the· comparison of United ··
must.determine, within:m.daya after a
petition ta filed. whethar the petition.
States price and foreign market value-~
sets.forth the allegations necessary fQ~.
petitioners allege dumping margins of
.the initiation of an antidumping duty· · . 5.% percent for standard·pipe, n.2 ·
investigation. and whethar·it contam.
.;;creeut for heavy-wailed rectangular
information reasonably available-to the
products. and 7;t percent for light•
petitioner supporting the allegations.
walJ,ed rectangular products.
We have examined the petition on
Petitioners a1ao i.Uege that sale of th8
small diameter welded CIU'bbn steel
subject
merchandise in Singapore are
· standard. light-walled reetangular
being made at lea than the colt of _
heavy-walled rectangular pipe!' aDd .
production. 'Ibia allegation is baaed on a
tubes from Singapgre and have found
that it-meets the requirements of iection comparison of intormation developed
reg8rdfns the cost of producing the
732(1>) of the Act. Therefore. in .
subject~ iD Sliigapore to net
accordance with section 732 of the Act.
bome market prices.
we are initiating antidumping ~ty
. investigationa to determine. whether
Notification ~ITC.
small diameter welded carbon steel
· Section 732(d) of the Act requires us
atandanL light-walled rectangular and
to·nottfy·the rrc of .this action and to.
heavy-walled reclangular pipes and·
tubes &om Singapore-are being. or likely pr0vtde it With the infmmation
"'18ed
to be. aold in the-United States·at leas
to arrive at this determination. We will
than fair value. We will also detennme
notify the rrc 8nd aiake available to it
whether there are salea in·the·homl
lill nonprivileged and nonconfidential
market at leas than the cost of
information. We will alao allow the rrc.
production. if our investigations proceed accen to all privileged and confidenttal
norm8lly we will make our preliminary
.information in our files. provided it.
determinations on •.or before
April 22.
confirms in writing tlult it will not
1988.
.
.
·,disclose such information either publicly
or under an administrative .protective
Scope of InVestlptioaa .
order
without tha written consent ·of the
Tb8 Prociuct8 covered by these
. Deputy Aasistani Secretary for Import
irivestigationa are small diameter
welded carbon steel standard pipes and Administration.
tubes of circular cross-section. o.375
PrellmiD.ry u.terminatiom by rrc
inch or more but not over 18 inches in
The ITC will determine by December
outside diameter u provided for-in
30. 1985 whether there ia a reasonable
items 810.3231. 811>.3234. 810.3241,
indication that imports of small
810.3242. 81Q.3243, 810;3252. 810.3254,
diameter welded carbon steel standard.
81o.3258. 810.3258.and 810.4925, af the
light-walled rectangular and heavyTariff Schedule of the Unitsd States,
.walled rectanglar pipes and tubes from
Annotated (TSUSA).
The light-walled re~ar pipes and Singapore materially injure, or threattubes are mechanical pipes and tubes or ened material injury to. a U.S. industry;
welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of
If any of its determinations are negative.
rectangular (including square) cmsathose iDvestigations will terminate;
section having a wall thickness of less
otherwise. they will proceed according
than O.i56 inch as provided for in item
to the statutory and regulatory
810.4928 of the Tariff Schedule of the
procedures.

we

United States. Annotated (TSUSA).

The heavy-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes are structural pipe and tube or
welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of ·
rectangular (including square) crosasection having a thickness not less than

G~ B. Kaplu.
.
Deputy Asaistant Secretary for Import
Adrniniatmtion.
[FR Doc. •29343 Filed 1.Z-10-SS: 8:45 am)
llWNG COOi 35to-GIMI
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[A-570-505)

Initiation of an Ant!dumpinlJ C~~
.
Investigation; small Diameter • • etdrCarDon Steel Standard Pipe and Tub•
From the People's Republlc of China
AGIMC:V: lmport Administratio:i.

International Trade Administ.-atio~.
C'-:....nerce.
ACT10N: Notice.
SUMMAR'r. On the basis of a petition
filed in proper form with the U.S.

A-6

51274

Federal Register

l VoL so.

Department of Commerce. we are
initiating an antidumping duty
investigation to determine whether
imports of small diameter welded
carbon steel standard pipe and tube
(standarg pipe and tube) from-the
People's Republic of China (PRC) are
being, or are likely to be. sold in the
United States at less than fair value. We
are notifying the U.S. International
Trade Commission (ITC) of th.is action·
so that it may determine whether
imports of these products materially
injure. or threaten material injury to, a
U.S. industry. If this investigation
proceeds normally, the ITC will make its
preliminary determination on or before
December 30, 1985. and w; wtU .make
OW'S on or before April 22.1988.
IJlllKTIV9 DAn: December 16. 1985.
FOR FURTHER INl'OAMATION CONTACT:

Raymond Busen. Office o.f
Investigations. Import Administration.
International Trade Administration. U.S.
Department of Commerce, 14th Street
and Constitution Avenue NW..
Washington. DC 20230: telephone: (202)
377-3464.

No. 241 / Mondav; December ·16. 1985

determine whether standard pipe and
tube from the PRC are being. or are
likely to be, sold in the United States at
less than fair value. If our investigation
proceeds normally we will make our
preliminary determination on or before
April 22. 1986.

Scope of lovestigation
The products covered by this
investigation are small diameter welded
carbon steel pipe and tube of circular
cross-section, 0.375 inch or more but not
over 16 inches in outside diameter.
currently classifiable in the Tariff
Schedules of the United States.
Annotated (TSUSA). under items
610.3231 and 610.3234. 610.3241, 610.324%.
610.3243. 610.3252. 610.3254, 610.3258.
610.3258 and 610.4925. Theae products
are commonly referred to in the industry
as standard pipe or tube produced to
various ASTM specifications. most
notably A-120, A-53 or A-135.

United States Price and Foreip Market
Value

·

Petitioners based United States price
on the average free along side (FAS) ·
SUPPUMDn'ARY INFORMA'nOtC.
value of black and galvanized pipe
exported to the United States as
The Petition
reported by the Bureau of Census. U.S.
On November 13, 1985. we received a
Department of Commerce (1M145X) for
petition filed in proper form by the
September. 1985.
.
Standard Pipe Subcommittee of the
The petitioners alleged that the PRC is
Committee on Pipe and Tube Imports
a non-market economy !Uld chose India
(CPI'I). and by each of the member
as the appropriate surrogate country of
companies who produce standard pipe
the purpose of determining foreign
and tube. The members of the
market value. Foreign market value.
Subcommittee represent approximately
thus. was based un home market price
70 percent of the domestic production of
quotes for June. 1985 Crom Zenith Pipe.
standard pipe and tube. In compliance
. India for black and galvanized standard
with the filing requirements of 353.36 of
pipe.
the Commerce Regulations (19 CFR
Based on a comparison of United
353.36), the petition alleged that imports
States prices and foreip market value,
of standard pipe and tube from the PRC
petitioners allege dumping margins of
are being, or are likely to be. sold in the
2149' for black standard pipe and 236%
United States at less than fair value
for galvanized standard pipe.
within the meaning of section 731 of the
Tariff Act of 1930. as amended (th!I Act), Notification of ITC
Section 732(d) of the Act requires us
and that these imports materially injure.
to notify the ITC of these actions and to
or threaten material injury to. a U.S •.
provide it with the information we used·
industry.
to arrive at this determinatiori. We will
Initiation of Investigation
notify the ITC and make available to it
Under section 732(c) of the Act. we
all nonprivileged and nonconfidential
must determine. within 20 days after a
information. We will also allow the ITC
petition is filed. whether it sets forth the
access to all privileged and confidential
allegations necessar/ for the initiation
information in our files:provided it
of an antidumping duty investigation. .
confirms in writing that it will not
and whether it contains information
disclose such information either publicly
reesonably available to the petitioners
or under an administrative protective
supporting the allegations.
order without the written consent of the
We examined the petition on standard .Deputy Assistant Secretary for Import
pipe and tube and found that it meets
Administration.
the requirements of section i32(b) of the
Preliminary Determination by ITC
Act. Therefore. in accordance with
The ITC will determine by December
section 732 of the Act. we are initiating
30. 1985. whether there is a reasonable
an antidumping duty investigation to

I
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indication that imports of small
diameter welded carbon steel standard
pipe and tube from the PRC materially
injure. or threaten material injury to. a
u.s: industry. If its determination is
.
negative the investigation will
terminate: otherwise. it will proceed
according to the statutory and
regulatory procedures.
Gilbert B. Kaplaa.
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
December 3, 1985.
[FR c~ 85-29719 riled 12-13-85; 8:45 amJ
lllLUHCI COOi :llto-GS-11

(A-565-501 J

Initiation of an Antldumplng Duty
Investigation; Small Diameter Welded
carbon Steet Standard Pipe and Tube
From the Phlllpplnes
AGIMCY: Import Administration.
lntemational Trade Administration.
Commerce..
ACTION: Notice.
SUMMARY:. On the buia of a petition

filed in proper form with the U.S.
Department of Commerce, we are
initiating an antidumping duty
investigation to determine whether
Imports of small diameter welded
carbon steel pipe and tube (standard
pipe and tube) from the Philippines are
being, or are likely to be. sold in the
United States at less than fair value. We
are notifying the U.S. International
Trade Commission (ITC] of this action
so that it may determine whether
imports of these products materially
injure, or threaten material injury to. a
U.S. industry. If this investigation
proceeds normally. the ITC will make its
preliminary determination on or before
December 30, 1985. and we will make
ours on or before April 22. 1986.
IJ'FECTIVI DATE December 16. 1985.
,CA FURTHER IN,OAMATION CONTAC'r.

Raymond Bus.en. Office of
Investigations. Import Admini~tration.
International Trade Administration. U.S.
Department of Commerce. 14th Street
ancl Constitution Avenue 'NW.•
Washington. DC 20230: telephone: (202)
3i7-3464.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFCAMATION: '

The Petition
On November 13. 1985. we received a
petition filed in proper form by the
Standard Pipe Subcommittee of the
Committee on Pipe and Tube Imports
(CPTI), and by each of the member
companies who produce standard pipe
and tube. The members of the
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Subcommittee represent appraximately
70 percent or the domestic production of
standard pipe and tube. In compliance
with the filing requirement• of I 353.38
of the Commerce Regulation• (19 CFR
353.36). the petition alleged that importa
of 1tandard pipe and tube from the
Philippine& are being. or are likely to be.
sold in the United States at le111 than fair
valve within the meaning of aection 731
of the Tariff Act of 1930. 11 amended
(the Act). and that these import.a
materially injure. or threaten material
injury to, a U.S. industry.

Initiation or lnvntigatlon
Under aection 732(c) of the Act. we
m.uit determine, within zo daya after a
petition ia filed. whether it aeta forth-the
allegations nece11ary for the initiation
of an antidumping duty investigation.
and whether it contaim information
reasonably available to the petitioners
supporting the allegationa.
We examined the petition on atandard
pipe and tube from the Philippines and
found that it meet. the requirements of
section 732(b) of the Act. Therefore. in
accordance with aection 732 of the Act.
we are initiating an antidumping duty
investigation to determine whether
atandard pipe and tube from the
Philippines are being. or are likely to be.
sold in the United Slatea at le11 than fair
value. U our investigation proceeds
normally. we will make our preliminary
detennination by April Z:. 1986.
Scope of lnvfttigation
The products covered by this
investigation are amall diameter welded
carbon steel pipe and tube of circular
cross-section. 0.375 inch or more but not
over 16 inches in outside diameter.
currently cla11ifiable in the Tariff

Schedules o' the United States.
Annotated {TSUSA ~. under items
610.3231 and 610.3:?34. 610.3241. 610.324:?.
610.3Z4;). 61Cl.3:?5Z. 610.3254. 610.3256.
610.3:?58 and 610.4925. These products
are commonlv referred to in the industn·
&S standard pipe or tube produced te>
·
various ASTM specifications. mosr
no:ably A-l:m. A-53 or A-135.
United States Price and Foreign Market
\'alue
Petitionen based United States price
on the everatze free aiontz aide (FAS)
value of black .and galvanized pipe
exported to the United States as
reported by the Bureau of Census.
Department of Commerce (1M145X) for
Septe"nber. 1985.
Petitioners baaed foreign market value
·
on October 1985 home market price
quotes for black and galvanized
standard pipe. Based on a comparison of·
United States prices and foreign market

I
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value. petitioners alletzed dumping
margin• of 36.~ and 51.5~ for black
1tandard pipe and (lalvaniud standard
pipe. respectively.
Notification of ITC
Section 732(d) of the Act requires ua
to notify the ITC of thi1 action and to
provide It with the infonnation we used
to amve at this delenninatiOD. We will
notify the ITC and make available to ii
all nonprivileged and nonconfidential
lnfonnation. We will al10 allow the ITC
acce11 to all privileged and confidential
information in our filn. provided ii
confirm• in writing that it will not
diaclo1e auch infonnation either pubUdy
or under an administrative protective
order without the written conaent of the
Deputy Aasiatant Secretary for Import
Admini1tra tion.

Preliminary Detennina1ioa by ITC
The ITC will determine by December
30. 1985. whether there ia a reasonable
indication that import.a of •mall
diameter welded carbon 1teel atandard
pipe and tube from the Philippine•
materially injure. or threaten material
injury to. a U.S. industry. JI ill
determination ia negative the
investisation will terminate: otherwiae.
it will proceed according to the statutory
and regulatory procedures.
Gilbert

a. Kaplan.

Deput}· IU&i1tant S.mtary for Jmpon
Admini&tl"ation.
December 3."1985.
IFR Doc. ~zr.:zo Filed 12-13-85; &:tb am)
llu.DIG COOi
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APPENDIX B
WITNESSES AT THE PUBLIC CONFERENCE

B--2

CALENDAR OF PUBLIC CONFERENCE
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-292 through 296 (Preliminary)
CERTAIN WELDED CARBON STEEL PIPES AND TUBES FROM
THE PEOPLE Is REPUBLIC OF CHINA THE PHILIPPINES AND Sl.NGAPORE
I

I

Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Commission's conference held in connection with the subject
investigations on December 6, 1985, in the Hearing Room of the USITC Building,
701 E Street, NW., Washington, D.C.

In support of

th~ti t~.Q!.!.~

Roger B. Schagrin, P.C.--Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of
The Committee on Pipe & Tube Imports
David Hench, Vice President and.General Manager
Kaiser· Steel Tube division of Hannibal Industries
Roger B. Schagrin·. ·--OF COUNSEL

Wi llk ie Farr & Gallagher-·--Counse l
Washington, DC
on behalf of
Steel Tubes of Singapore (Pte.) Ltd.
Christopher Dunn·-OF COUNSEL

APPENDIX C
FINANCIAL EXPERIENCE OF U.S. PRODUCERS ON THEIR
LIGHT-4.olALLED RECTANGULAR PIPE AND TUBE OPERATIONS

C-2
Only 2 of the 14 responding firms furnished usable income-and-loss data
relative to their operations producing light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes. * * *
Hence, data for 1982-84 are reported for one .firm (* * *)
accounting for** *·percent of U.S. producers' 1984 domestic shipments, and
data for both interim periods are reported for two firms accounting for * *
percent of U.S. producers' 1984 domestic shipments.

*

The U.S. producers'. net sales of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
declined * * * by * * * percent from $* * * in 1982 to $* * * in 1983, then
jumped to $* * * in 1984, representing an increase -of * * * percent from net sales in 1982 (table C-1). During the interim period ended June 30, 1985, net
sales dropped to $* * *, a * * * percent decrease from net sales of $* * * in
the corresponding period of 1984.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table C-1.~Income-and-loss experience of 2 U.S. producers on their operation'
producir.9 light-walled rectanguiar pipes and tubes, 1982-84 and interim
periods ending June 30, 1984 and June 30, .1985

*

*

*

*'

*

*
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